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Abstract The Malvinas Current (MC) is an offshoot of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC).

Downstream of Drake Passage, the northern fronts of the ACC veer northward, cross over the North Scotia

Ridge (NSR) and the Malvinas Plateau, and enter the Argentine Basin. We investigate the variations of the

MC circulation between the NSR and 418S and their possible relations with the ACC circulation using data

from Argo floats and satellite altimetry. The data depict meandering and eddy shedding of the northern

ACC jets as they cross the NSR. The altimetry fields show that these eddies are trapped, break down, and

dissipate over the Malvinas Plateau, suggesting that this region is a hot spot for dissipation of mesoscale

variability. Variations of sea level anomalies (SLA) across the NSR do not impact the MC further north, except

for intra-seasonal variability associated with coastal trapped waves. Altimetry and float trajectories show

events during which a large fraction of the MC is cut off from the ACC. Blocking events at around 48.58S are

a recurrent feature of the MC circulation. Over the 23 year altimetry record, we detected 26 events during

which the MC surface transport at 48.58S was reduced to less than half its long-term mean. Blocking events

last from 10 to 35 days and do not present any significant trend. These events were tracked back to positive

SLA that built up over the Argentine Abyssal Plain. Future work is needed to understand the processes

responsible for these blocking events.

1. Introduction

The persistent westerly winds over the Southern Ocean drive the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) flow

around the Antarctic continent. The ACC flow is organized in three oceanic frontal systems, which corre-

spond to water mass boundaries as well as deep-reaching jets of eastward flow: the Subantarctic Front

(SAF), the Polar Front (PF), and the Southern ACC Front (SACCF) [Nowlin et al., 1977; Orsi et al., 1995]. These

narrow fronts are themselves composed of distinct branches that meander, split, merge, and spinoff eddies

[Sokolov and Rintoul, 2009a, 2009b].

In Drake Passage, Barr�e et al. [2011] identified the multiple branches associated with the ACC fronts (SAF-N,

SAF-M, PF-N, PF-M, PF-S, SACCF-N, and SACCF-S) in the sea surface topography (Table 1) and observed that

the branch locations were steered by bottom topography (Figure 1a). Downstream of Drake Passage, the

Scotia Arc forms a large topographical obstacle to the ACC flow. The North Scotia Ridge (NSR), the South

Sandwich Island Arc, and the South Scotia Ridge force the ACC to flow through relatively narrow passages.

The northern part of the ACC (e.g., the flow associated with the SAF and PF) veers to the north crossing the

NSR through narrow passages: the SAF-N proceeds through a sill to the West of Burwood Bank (WBB), the

SAF-M through a sill to the East of Burwood Bank (EBB), and the PF branches through Shag Rocks Passage

(SRP) (Figure 1a). The SACCF branches follow eastward paths south of South Georgia. After crossing the

North Scotia Ridge and the Malvinas Plateau, the SAF follows the western slope of the Argentine Basin to

form the Malvinas Current, whereas the PF follows an eastward path along the southern edge of the Argen-

tine Basin at 508S (Figure 1b).

The Malvinas Current (MC) is thus an offshoot of the northern part of the ACC. This deep-reaching current

carries the cold (<78C at the surface in winter) and relatively fresh Subantarctic Water equatorward
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following the 1000–2000 m isobaths

along the Patagonian shelf break [Piola

and Gordon, 1989], until it meets

the Brazil Current (BC) at around 388S

(Figure 1b). The meeting of the MC and

the BC is known as the Brazil-Malvinas

Confluence. After they meet, both cur-

rents separate from the continental

slope and turn offshore [Gordon, 1989].

The MC retroflects cyclonically south-

ward: the SAF undergoes a sharp loop toward the south and joins the southern edge of the Argentine Basin

at 498S 498W, nearly merging with the PF and creating an intense eastward flow. Part of the Brazil Current,

referred to as the overshoot of the Brazil Current, flows southward and returns to the northeast at about

458S [Saraceno et al., 2004]. Another important feature of the circulation in the southwest Atlantic is the

Zapiola anticyclone, a 1500 km diameter feature centered at 458W–458S over a sediment deposit in the

Argentine Basin, with a volume transport comparable to those of the major ocean current (80 Sv) [Saunders

and King, 1995; Fu, 2006; Volkov and Fu, 2008; Saraceno et al., 2009].

While the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence and the retroflection region are amongst the most energetic regions

of the world ocean [e.g., Chelton et al., 1990] with eddy kinetic energy reaching values in excess of

2000 cm2 s22, the Malvinas Current and Zapiola region show relatively low eddy kinetic energy levels

(<300 cm2 s22) (Figure 1c).

The lack of correlation between the northward penetration of the MC and wind forced pulses of the ACC

[e.g., Garzoli and Giulivi, 1994] suggest that the MC variations are uncoupled from the ACC. This is also sug-

gested by the analysis of numerical simulations, which suggest that locally generated high-frequency

anomalies mask the connection between the variability of the ACC and that of the MC [Fetter and Matano,

2008]. The variability of the Malvinas Current has been monitored at 418S near its merger with the BC with

current meter moorings and satellite altimetry [Vivier and Provost, 1999a, 1999b; Spadone and Provost,

2009]. Variability with a periodicity of about 70 days is coherent with bottom-pressure variability on the

northern side of Drake Passage with a time lag shorter than 20 days. This variability is associated with a bar-

oclinic shelf wave propagating along the edge of the Patagonian Shelf at a speed of 2.5–3 m s21 [Vivier

et al., 2001]. Variations near the semiannual period appear to reflect barotropic adjustment to changes in

the wind stress curl north of 508S in the Pacific Sector [Vivier et al., 2001]. However, the location of the moor-

ings just upstream of the confluence with the BC made it difficult to distinguish variations with a southern

origin from mesoscale variations due to the proximity of the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence. There are no direct

current observations in the MC further south and its variability south of 418S has received little attention.

In Drake Passage, the southern flank of the NSR is the site of local maxima in EKE (values reaching 1000 cm2

s22) associated with the SAF and PF (Figure 1c). The decrease in EKE on the northern side of the ridge is

due to the influence of the NSR, a topographic barrier reducing eddy activity. Values south of the NSR are at

least a factor of two to three higher than those to the north. High EKE seems to leak across the ridge in the

vicinity of the EBB and SRP. Fetter and Matano [2008], using an eddy-permitting ocean general circulation

model (18 years, 1=48 grid spacing, 20 vertical levels), showed the existence of a mode in the ACC transport

at Drake Passage with a 150 day period, that generates out-of-phase changes in the transport crossing NSR

through EBB and through SRP. The impacts of these variations in the crossing of the NSR on the Malvinas

Current were rather inconclusive, due to the low-resolution model producing a Malvinas Current with an

unrealistic short meridional extent.

This work investigates variations in the circulation of the MC as they are documented by 14 years of Argo

float data and 23 years of satellite altimetry. Argo float data reveal interesting behaviors as shown in four

examples of trajectories in Figure 1d: a float in the MC that crossed NSR through SRP and not through EBB

as expected (in dark blue), a float in the MC that crossed NSR through EBB and never managed to proceed

north of 458S (light blue), a float that crossed NSR through SRP joined the MC and is blocked south of 498S

(in red) and a float that goes through EBB and is trapped in eddies just north of NSR over the Malvinas

Trough and then over the Malvinas Plateau (in green). These trajectories suggest that the link between the

Table 1. ADT Values Associated With ACC Frontsa

Fronts ADT (m)

SAF-N 0.23

SAF-M 20.10

PF-N 20.43

PF-M 20.62

PF-S 20.79

SACCF-N 20.93

SACCF-S 21.14

aFrom Barr�e et al. [2011].
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Figure 1. (a) Bottom topography of the Southwestern Atlantic and Drake Passage (in meters) from Smith and Sandwell [1994]. The 6000, 5000, 3000 1000, and 300 m isobaths are repre-

sented with solid light grey contours. The ridge associated with the Endurance Fracture Zone (EFZ) at the exit from Drake Passage is labeled. The main passages through North Scotia

Ridge (NSR) are indicated: West of Burwood Bank (WBB), East of Burwood Bank (EBB), and Shag Rocks Passage (SRP). A black dashed line follows the crest of the NSR. The mean location

of the main Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) fronts as defined by Barr�e et al. [2011] are plotted: Subantarctic Front (SAF), in black (SAF-M solid line and SAF-N dashed line); Polar Front

(PF), in dark grey (PF-M solid line and PF-N and PF-S dashed line); and Southern ACC Front (SACCF), in light grey (SACCF-S dashed line and SACCF-N solid line). The mean position of the

Brazil Current Front (BCF, solid light blue line) is from Saraceno et al. [2004]. (b) Mean absolute dynamic topography (in meters) and corresponding surface geostrophic velocities (cm/s)

derived from 23 years (1993–2015) of satellite altimeter data. The mean location of the ACC fronts and the isobaths are as in Figure 1a. (c) EKE values (cm2/s2) for the same period as Fig-

ure 1b estimated from satellite altimetry data from the geostrophic currents. The fronts and isobaths are as in Figure 1a. (d) Trajectories of Argo floats 5901852, 3900424, 3900085, and

6901650 represented by dark blue, light blue, red dotted line, and green dotted line, respectively. In each trajectory, the large color dot represents the northernmost location of the float

in the MC. Grey lines represent the same isobaths that in Figure 1a.
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ACC and the MC at times may not be straightfor-

ward. We investigate here why these particular

floats do not continue their northward path, as

expected for particles trapped in the MC.

We proceed from the South and first examine the

variations of the ACC fronts as they cross the

North Scotia Ridge. We describe sea level anoma-

lies with respect to the mean, the fate of the

anomalies over the shallow Malvinas Plateau and their impact on the Malvinas Current. Then we proceed

northward examining variations along the slope of the western edge of the Argentine Basin.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, Argo float and satellite altimetry data are used to describe

the mean location and the variations of the northern ACC fronts across the North Scotia Ridge and to ana-

lyze the impacts of these variations on the Malvinas Current. Section 3 examines variations along the conti-

nental slope and documents large blocking events that occasionally disconnect the Malvinas Current from

its southern source. Finally, section 4 synthesizes the main results of this study and puts forward several

perspectives.

2. The ACC Across the North Scotia Ridge and Malvinas Plateau

Daily maps of absolute dynamic topography (ADT), surface geostrophic velocities, and sea level anomalies

(SLA) for the period 1993–2015 were used in this study (total of 8400 maps). These gridded maps with a

grid spacing of 1/48 were produced by Ssalto/Duacs and distributed by AVISO (http://www.aviso.oceanobs.

com).

Argo float data (http://www.usgodae.org) from 2002 to 2015 were also considered. The Argo floats drift at

2000 db (parking depth) and they provide temperature and salinity profiles between 0 and 2000 db with a

typical vertical resolution of 10 db every 10 days.

2.1. Mean Location of the ACC Across North Scotia Ridge

The three ACC fronts correspond to large gradients in potential density at 400 db. Consequently, potential

density at 400 db is a good indicator of the location of a hydrographic profile relative to the ACC fronts

(Table 2) [Provost et al., 2011]. Argo float profiles (9160 profiles over 2002–2015) were classified based on

their potential density at 400 db (Figure 2a). Profile locations are presented on the same map while they

were taken during 14 years and in all seasons. Different colors in the same location indicate eddies or fron-

tal meanders. The location of fronts inferred from Argo float data and the mean location of fronts deduced

from altimetry using the absolute dynamic topography criteria defined in Barr�e et al. [2011] (Table 1) are in

good agreement (Figure 2a). However, in contrast with the altimetry-derived fronts, Argo float data show

the occurrence of north of SAF waters, i.e., Subantarctic Waters, in the SRP (blue dots in Figure 2a) and of

south of PF waters, i.e., Antarctic waters, in the EBB (green dots in Figure 2a), indicating sporadic meander-

ing of fronts or eddies through these passages (Figure 2a). Moreover, Temperature-Salinity diagrams corre-

sponding to the 359 and 376 profiles present in the EBB and SRP areas (delimited by the boxes indicated in

Figure 2a) confirm the presence of Subantarctic Waters in the SRP, and Antarctic Waters in the EBB (Figures

2b and 2c). Indeed, the density at 400 db (colored dots in Figures 2b and 2c) further indicates that waters

from north of the SAF are found in the SRP in 34 profiles (blue dots with density lower than 27.15 kg/m3 in

Figure 2c), and, that waters from south of the PF are found in EBB in 7 profiles (green dots with density

larger than 27.48 kg/m3 in Figure 2b).We made use of the full altimetry record from the archiving, validation

and interpretation of satellite oceanographic data (AVISO, www.aviso.oceanobs.com) to evaluate the time-

space variability of the SAF and PF in the NSR. For this purpose, all time series are detrended by subtracting

the record-length linear trend in SLA.

2.2. Variations of the ACC Across North Scotia Ridge Based on Satellite Altimetry

We analyze the time variability of absolute dynamic topography (ADT) from 1993 to 2015 along a section

following the NSR crest between 558W and 448W (dash black line Figure 1a). High values (>210 cm) are

associated with the position of the SAF-M (Figure 3) while the position of the PF corresponds to the values

between 243 and 279 cm [Barr�e et al., 2011]. The time-mean SAF-M crosses the NSR through the EBB and

Table 2. Potential Density Values at 400 db Associated With the

Main ACC Fronts

Fronts Potential Density at 400 db

North SAF r< 27.15

SAF-PF 27.15< r< 27.48

PF-SACCF 27.48< r< 27.65

South SACCF r> 27.65
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the time-mean PF through the SRP. However, the highly variable SAF-M positions reach as far east as 498W

suggesting sporadic migrations of the SAF-M to the SRP (Figure 3). Similarly, ADT values within the PF range

are observed near 548W in the EBB. ADT values larger than 210 cm were found 63 times in 8400 maps at

49.28W in SRP. A spectral analysis of the ADT time series at 49.28W in SRP (not shown) presented a signifi-

cant peak at 150 days, reminiscent of the dominant spectral peak in the model transport variability seen by

Fetter and Matano [2008]. ADT values lower than243 cm were observed 39 times in EBB.

2.3. Extrema and Selected Cases

Mean surface geostrophic velocity fields for the altimetric time series (mean over 8400 maps), and compo-

sites during events when ADT is larger than 210 cm at 49.28W (composite of 63 cases), and when ADT is

lower than 243 cm at EBB (composite of 39 cases) are shown in Figures 4a–4c. These velocity fields suggest

that SAF-M undergoes a 300 km eastward overshoot crossing the NSR over the SRP and the PF meanders

westward toward the EBB, though without fully crossing it (Figures 4a–4c). Mean surface velocity sections

along the NSR crest show that the eastward migrations of the SAF through SRP lead to increased surface

velocities in excess of 40 cm/s at 498W whereas PF displacements toward the EBB lead to surface velocities

in excess of 50 cm/s at EBB (Figure 4d).

Examination of the ADT map time series shows that the PF shed eddies through EBB, while there is no evi-

dence of it meandering through the EBB. The eddies often migrated to the northwest and remained for

some time (about 8 weeks) trapped in the Malvinas Trough at 54.58W and 548S. As an example, the ADT

evolution in May–August 2015 is presented (Figure 5). After crossing the NSR through the EBB, and being

trapped in the Malvinas Trough for 8 weeks, a 100 km diameter eddy managed to proceed northward up

onto the Malvinas Plateau where it broke apart after 2 weeks. An exceptionally clear 1 km resolution MODIS

sea surface temperature image shows the eddy broken into two smaller eddies (radii of about 50 km

located around 558W and 528S) tied to each other by a filament (Figure 5h). At that time, the amplitude of

the altimetry signal decreases and it is not possible to further track the eddy (Figure 5g). An Argo float pro-

grammed to collect daily profiles down to 1000 m, trapped in the eddy from 7 May to 8 August, documents

Figure 2. (a) Argo float profiles (9160 profiles over 2002–2015) classified based on their potential density at 400 dbars. North of SAF are labeled in blue; SAF-PF in red; PF-SACCF in green;

and south of SACCF in yellow. The main ACC fronts are indicated as in Figure 1a. (b) Potential temperature-Salinity diagram corresponding to the 359 profiles from the floats that crossed

through the domain over EBB limited by the black box in Figure 2a. All the profiles are in grey with the values at 400 db in colour. The black dashed line corresponds to the density sepa-

ration between SAF, PF, and SACCF (Table 2). The magenta profile corresponds to float 6901650 (green on Figure 1d) on 14 June 2015. (c) same as Figure 2b over SRP (black box in Figure

2a). On the figure, 376 profiles are plotted.
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its thermohaline structure, displace-

ment velocity and its disintegration

(Figure 6). Initially the 100 km diameter

eddy makes a complete rotation in 4–5

days, which implies a tangential veloc-

ity on the order of 1 m s21. The mini-

mum temperature at 200 m, close to

08C, and the low-salinity values (less

than 33.8 psu) (see also magenta pro-

file in Figure 2b), correspond to the

typical winter water characteristics

from south of the PF, corroborating

that from early May to early August

the float is trapped in a cold core eddy

of southern origin. In early August,

float 6901650 undergoes a dramatic

change in thermohaline properties

that extends throughout the upper

1000 m. The subsurface temperature

minimum at around 200 m is replaced

by relatively warm (�3.5 to 4.58C) tem-

peratures extending over the upper

600 m of the water column (Figure 6).

Simultaneously the salinity increases

from 33.8 to 34.1 psu in the upper layer.

The ADT distribution from August 8

(Figure 5g) clearly indicates that the

sharp change observed in the waters

sampled by float 6901650 are associ-

ated with the dissipation of the eddy,

and not to the float displacement

across the eddy rim and into surround-

ing Polar Front waters. The strong

deep-reaching (>1000 m) and large

(>100 km) eddy disappears from the

ADT maps in about 3 months (May–

August) over the Malvinas Plateau (Fig-

ure 5). It is important to recall that only

eddies with radii larger than 50 km can

be tracked in ADT maps with the pres-

ent satellite altimetry coverage. The

precise fate of the pair of small eddies

remains undetermined as clear high-

resolution sea-surface temperature

images in this region are exceptional

due to the usual dense cloud cover.

Examination of the ADT map time series also shows that the SAF either meanders through the SRP or

sheds anticyclonic eddies that cross the NSR through the SRP. A SAF meander over the SRP may last a

few weeks as for example in March 2008. When the SAF retreats back east, an anticyclonic eddy is shed

(not shown). Anticyclonic eddies are observed in the Malvinas Trough and on the Malvinas Plateau,

often travel west along the Malvinas Trough and end up recoalescing with the SAF (not shown).

This preferred path contributes to the local maximum in EKE (>200 cm2 s22) over the Malvinas Trough

(Figure 1c).

Figure 3. (a) Hovm€oller diagram of Absolute Dynamic topography (ADT) between

1993 and 2015 along the NSR transect shown in Figure 1a. Location of the SAF (in

black) and PF (in grey) according to the corresponding ADT values in Table 1. (b)

Bathymetry (black line), mean, and standard deviation of absolute dynamic

topography (blue line, shaded blue) along the NSR transect.
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2.4. Impact of the Variations Across NSR on the MC

In order to document the origin and impact of the SLA variations at EBB (and SRP), the time series of SLA

over a box centered at EBB (and SRP) was regressed onto SLA fields at several time lags. Selected lagged

regression maps of SLA onto the SLA time series at EBB and at SRP are shown in Figures 7a and 7b, respec-

tively. Significant regressions (above the 95 or 99% confidence level) are observed over a wide range of lags

(from 250 to1 80 days for EBB and from 270 to1 110 days for SRP) and display different features. Regres-

sion maps onto EBB (Figure 7a) show significant patterns along the slope that are probably associated with

Figure 4. (a) Location of the SAF (black) and PF (grey) as defined by Barr�e et al. [2011] superimposed on direction (vectors) and intensity

(colors) of the mean surface geostrophic velocities for 1993–2015 period. (b) Mean location of SAF (black) and PF (grey) while the SAF-M

flows through SRP superimposed on velocities anomalies relative to the mean. (c) Mean location of SAF (black) and PF (grey) while the

PF-N flows through EBB superimposed on velocities anomalies relative to the mean. (d) Mean surface velocity sections along the NSR crest

for the altimetric time series (dashed line), for the events from Figure 4c (blue line) and for those from Figure 4b (red line).
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Figure 5. (a–g) Selected ADT maps from May to August 2015 as an example of the PF shedding a cyclonic eddy through EBB. (h) High-resolution SST image from MODIS for the date cor-

responding to the 8 August 2015 (same as Figure 5g). The position of the eddy is indicated with a white arrow, and the red dot indicates the position of Argo float 6901650. Color scale

for ADT is in meter, color scale for SST in degree Celsius. The SAF and PF locations as defined by Barr�e et al. [2011] are represented by magenta and yellow contours, respectively. Iso-

baths are the same as in Figure 1a.
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fast baroclinic coastal trapped waves propagating along the edge of the Patagonian Shelf [Vivier et al.,

2001]. The rapid propagation speed of these waves, on the order of a few m s21, is not resolved in the altim-

etry maps [Koenig et al., 2016]. In contrast, regression maps with SRP do not show significant correlations

along the continental slope at lags shorter than 110 days (Figure 7b).

At negative lags starting at 250 days for EBB and 270 days for SRP, regression maps show tripole or dipole

mesoscale SLA patches slowly progressing eastward and building up in amplitude as they are blocked by

the topography (Endurance Fracture Zone, EFZ indicated in Figure 1a and NSR). Significant anomalies at lag

0 have amplitudes in excess of 10 cm.

As the anomaly crosses the NSR, it spreads in longitude trapped along the relatively deep Malvinas Trough

(>3000 m) for about 50 days and then proceeds northward onto the shallow (<3000 m) Malvinas Plateau

where its breaks up and decreases in amplitude. There are no significant correlations over the Malvinas Pla-

teau at lags> 80 days in the regression maps onto EBB nor at lags> 110 days in the regression maps onto

SRP.

This regression analysis suggests that the anomalies observed at EBB and SRP build up around the EFZ in a

similar way, those reaching SRP being of larger amplitude. The fate of the SLA anomalies after they flow

over the NSR, whether observed at EBB or SRP are quite similar: they are first trapped in the Malvinas

Trough and then break up as they proceed northward over the Malvinas Plateau. They are no longer

observed in altimetry maps.

Figure 6. (a) Trajectory of Argo float 6901650 in different colors to distinguish time periods. (b) Potential temperature profiles from the

Argo float (daily resolution). Black crosses in Figure 6a and vertical lines in Figure 6b indicate the position and the dates shown in each

plot of Figure 5.
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The SLA time series at EBB and SRP are significantly correlated with a maximum correlation coefficient of

0.4 at a 25 days lag, with EBB leading SRP. Indeed, the SLA regression map onto EBB at lag230 days is quite

similar to the SLA regression map onto SRP at lag270 days.

Figure 7. (a) Regression of SLA on the normalized time series of SLA at EBB box (green box). Solid black contours represent the correlation

at the 90% confidence level; dashed black contours represent the 95% confidence level. Color scale is SLA in centimeter. Bathymetry is

shown with grey contours at 5000, 3000, 1000, and 300 m.
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The regression analysis is coherent with the EKE patterns (Figure 1c) described in the introduction: the local

maximum south of the NSR corresponds to the increased anomalies as they are blocked by the topography,

the EKE leaks northward through the EBB and SRP, and the preferred path for eddies over the Malvinas

Trough and the central Malvinas Plateau is associated with the EKE values larger than 200 cm2 s22. Thus,

Figure 7. (continued)
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the Malvinas Plateau appears as a hot spot for dissipation and mixing. Consequently, flow variations associ-

ated with the SAF and PF observed at the SRP and EBB do not appear to impact the Malvinas Current, an

exception being the coastal trapped waves proceeding from Drake Passage, which are only observed

through the EBB.

3. Variations Along the Patagonian Continental Slope: Blocking Events

Among the selected Argo float trajectories (Figure 1d), two floats in the southern MC at 508S did not reach

latitudes lower than 498S and 458S, respectively, suggesting the occurrence of a recirculation or blocking

phenomenon. These events are examined based on the ADT distributions.

3.1. Case Studies: Float 3900085 and Float 39000424

Argo float 3900085 (Figure 8a) crossed the NSR trough the SRP, then followed the 2000 m isobath to about

508S and then recirculated southward. The ADT field and the surface geostrophic velocities corresponding

to 2 January 2005, date of float 3900085 northernmost location, reveals a sharp eastward turn of the MC.

This offshore flow is forced by a westward intrusion of relatively high ADT (>0.1 m) between 48 and 49.58S

which blocks the northward path of the MC. In this region, the ADT is significantly higher than the record

length mean of 20.25 m. This blocking of the MC explains the path of the float.

In early January 2007, float 3900424 penetrates northward along the slope to about 45.58S, where it

describes a sharp offshore turn (Figure 8b). The ADT field corresponding to 13 January 2007 presents a

westward intrusion of high ADT close to 458S, which blocks the northward penetration of the MC beyond

that latitude. Positive ADT values (10.05 m) are found over the region 558W–588W and 468S–458S, a region

characterized by significantly lower mean ADT (20.25 m Figure 1b).

At the times of these blocking events, relatively intense cyclonic recirculation cells are observed further

north. These recirculations are associated with ADT lower than 20.35 m at 558W and 478S in January 2005

(Figure 8a) and lower than20.3 m at 568W and 438S in January 2007 (Figure 8b).

Figure 8. ADT fields (in m) corresponding to (a) 2 January 2005 and (b) 13 January 2007. Arrows correspond to the surface geostrophic

velocities. The white lines represent the trajectory of Argo float 3900085 and 3900424. On each map, the black large dot indicates the posi-

tion of Argo float at the corresponding date. The location of the SAF and PF are represented by red and yellow contours. Isobaths as in Fig-

ure 1a.
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In the following section, we investigate

whether these blocking events are excep-

tional or recurrent.

3.2. Recurrence of Blocking Events in

the MC

To quantify the occurrence and location of

blocking events along the Patagonian

slope, we produced a time series of the

surface transport (the transport per meter)

of the MC. We computed the component

of the AVISO surface geostrophic velocities

across transects perpendicular to the bot-

tom slope. The surface transport time series

at each latitude was then calculated by

integrating the surface velocity between

the 1000 and 3000 m isobaths from 498S to

398S, and from the 1000 to 2500 m isobaths

over the Malvinas Plateau from 51.58S to

498S. The mean surface transport is about 4

3 104 m2 s21 which corresponds to an

order of magnitude of 40 Sv with an

equivalent-barotropic depth of 1000 m (60

Sv with 1500 m) (Figure 9a). The mean sur-

face transport is maximum at 41.78S and

diminishes north of 418S. The standard

deviation of the surface transport is about

four times smaller than the mean and

shows two peaks: a large one associated

with the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence north

of 418S and a peak of 1.3 3 104 m2 s21

between 498S and 488S (Figure 9a). Only

negative anomalies of the MC surface trans-

port with an amplitude larger than 0.5 3

104 m2 s21(the mean value of the standard

deviation of the surface transport time

series between 458S and 428S) are consid-

ered (Figure 9b).

Large negative values of the transport

anomaly are recurrently found between

498S and 488S (Figure 9b). Some of these

anomalies are just found in that latitudinal

range, while others appear to propagate

northward. The propagation velocity is rather uniform with estimated values of 0.12 m s21 between 518S

and 488S and 0.09 m s21 north of 488S. In some cases, for instance, at the beginning of 2010 and end of

2014, the negative anomalies came from south of 508S (Figure 9b). However, most of the time, the negative

anomalies are first seen between 498S and 488S. Some of them propagate northward and reach latitudes as

low as 438S. It is the case for the blocking event at the beginning of 2005 (shown in Figure 8a and indicated

by a red box in Figure 9b). The Hovm€oller diagram also shows several anomalies that do not propagate

from the south, rather are first seen at latitudes lower than 488S. For instance, the blocking event of 13 Janu-

ary 2007 (shown in Figure 8b and identified with a red box in Figure 9b) corresponds to an anomaly that

shows up at 458S for the first time on the Hovm€oller diagram. Major anomalies to the north of 418S are asso-

ciated with intrusions of the BC, which, from time to time, reach latitudes as south as 418S.

Figure 9. (a) Mean (blue line) and standard deviation (green line) of the sur-

face transport of the Malvinas Current as a function of latitude in m2 s21. (b)

Hovm€oller diagram of the anomaly of the surface transport of the MC com-

puted subtracting the mean from the altimetric period. The red boxes indi-

cate the two events shown in Figure 8.
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Large negative surface transport anomalies do not show any clear periodicity or trend rather an irregular

occurrence. Year 2005, for instance, presented negative anomaly values larger than 1.7 3 104 m2 s21, corre-

sponding to the blocking event shown in Figure 8a. Other years, like 2009, do not present significant nega-

tive anomalies in the surface transport.

3.3. Origin of the Blocking Events

Time series of the surface transport anomaly averaged over boxes centered at 44.58S and 48.58S (red boxes

in Figure 11) are shown in Figure 10. The maximum correlation coefficient between the time series, 0.40

(>99% confidence limit), is obtained for a lag of 70 days, the surface transport time series at 48.58S leading.

To gain some insight into the origin of the blocking events, we produced lagged composite maps of SLA

for the extreme cases corresponding to a reduction of the MC surface transport to 50% of the time aver-

aged transport. This criterion identifies the 26 events with a negative surface transport anomaly larger than

1.7 3 104 m2 s21 in amplitude in the 48.58S times series (Figure 10a). Lagged composites of SLA for the

times of the blocking events first detect a positive SLA around 48.58S 488W over the Argentine Abyssal Plain

at lag 255 days (Figure 11). The positive SLA builds up at the same location, which corresponds to potential

vorticity values between 21.76 and 21.78 3 1028 m s21, until lag 225 days, while a negative SLA to the

north strengthens and a SLA dipole is observed over the Argentine Abyssal Plain (lags 235 and 225 days

in Figure 11). The negative SLA appears to proceed from the north remaining over a potential vorticity pla-

teau within the 21.72 to 21.74 3 1028 m s21 range. The SLA dipole builds up, moves south and anomalies

spread in the zonal direction as they are blocked in the south by the Malvinas Escarpment (lags 215 and 25

days). The zonal potential vorticity contour associated with the Malvinas Escarpment is 21.92 3 1028 m s21.

The positive SLA reaches 48.58S 568W (southern box) 55 days after its first detection. At that time, the positive

SLA anomaly has an extension of 108 in longitude and 38 in latitude and an amplitude of 0.2 m (lag 0,

Figure 11). It continues to propagate northwestward along the western slope of the Argentine Basin reaching

47.58S (lag110 days, Figure 11). At this point the21.923 1028 m s21 potential vorticity contour changes ori-

entation from zonal to north–northeast. The positive SLA splits in two parts (lags 20 and 30 days, Figure 11).

One part propagates to the north along the western slope of the Argentine Basin along the 3000 m isobath,

while the other one keeps following the21.923 1028 m s21 contour to the northeast (lag 50 days). At lag 70

days, the positive SLA along the western slope of the Argentine Basin can be identified at the northern box

(in agreement with the above mentioned maximum cross correlation) with a scaled-down amplitude (0.08 m).

The positive SLA cannot be followed north of 448S, as it is masked by the relatively intense variability associ-

ated with the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence.

Figure 10. Time series of the MC surface transport anomalies (in m2 s21) computed over a box centered at (a) 48.58S and (b) 44.58S on the

continental slope (the boxes are shown in red in Figure 11). The green line is the 21.7 3 104 m2 s21 values corresponding to a 50%

decrease in surface transport and selects 26 blocking events.
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The surface transport anomaly at the northern box never exceeds 1.7 3 104 m2 s21 in amplitude (Figure 10b),

which means that at that location the surface transport is never reduced by 50%. We computed the lagged

composites for the 29 events corresponding to a decrease of 35% of the surface transport in the northern box

(amplitude larger than 1.2 3 104 m2 s21, not shown). The patterns are similar to those shown in Figure 11

(with a lag increased by 70 days), the only difference being an intensification of the anomaly observed around

468S at lag 220 days (i.e., lag 150 days in Figure 11) suggesting that local phenomena beyond the propaga-

tion of anomalies from the south affect the 35% decrease in surface transport in the northern box (Figure 8b is

an example).

We conclude then that blocking events at 48.58S are not directly associated with the crossing of the ACC

over the NSR, but rather originate from positive SLA which build up over the deepest part of the Argentine

Basin, propagate westward along the Malvinas Escarpment, and disconnect the MC from the ACC.

3.4. The MC Circulation During Blocking Events at 48.58S

The 26 blocking events at 48.58S with a 50% surface transport reduction last between 10 and 35 days, with

a mean duration of 15 days (Figure 10a). Most blocking events occur in summer (12) or spring (10) and few

in autumn (3) or winter (1) (none in June, August, and September).

The ADT composite map of the 26 blocking events (Figure 12a), corresponding to lag 0 anomaly composite

distribution in Figure 11, shows high values of ADT (>20.1 m) at 48.58S 558W where mean ADT values are

20.3 m (Figure 1b). It also presents a cyclonic circulation (ADT<20.3 m) located at 478S 558W. These ADT

Figure 11. Lag composites of SLA for the 26 blocking events detected in the surface transport anomaly time series from Figure 10a. Color

scale in centimeters. The time series anomalies presented in Figure 10 were computed over the red boxes centered at 48.58S and 44.58S.

Grey isolines indicate the flowing potential vorticity contours (f/h): 26.00, 24.00, 21.92, 21.80, and 21.74 3 1028 m s21.
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values are reminiscent of the SLA dipole over the Argentine Abyssal Plain observed in the SLA lag compos-

ite (Figure 11). The ADT composite also shows that, at the surface, a large fraction of the northern MC is cut

from its source. Nonetheless, the northern structure of the MC does not collapse: a cyclonic recirculation

cell is established between 388S and 488S, with the MC as its western boundary and the northward penetra-

tion of the SAF still reaches �408S (as in Figure 1b), though the SAF itself is now disconnected from the cir-

cumpolar front, which has short-circuit the circulation and sharply veered eastward near 488S. The ADT

composite map does not reveal any intensification or reduction of the circulation of the Zapiola anticyclone

and different situations can be observed during the years. During the period between 1999 and 2001 while

the Zapiola transport was small [see Saraceno and Provost, 2012, Figure 8], four blocking events developed

(Figure 10). On the other hand, during 2004 and 2005 when the Zapiola anticyclone transport is large, two

strong (90% reduction in surface transport) and long-lasting (respectively, 22 and 23 days) blocking events

are observed (Figure 10).

In fact, the 15 October 2004 event corresponds to the date of the absolute minimum in MC surface trans-

port at 48.58S: the transport is reduced by 99%. In contrast to the rather smooth ADT composite

(Figure 12a), the ADT field in 15 October 2004 (Figure 12b) presents an exacerbated mesoscale field with

numerous intense cyclones. The cyclonic eddy centered at 478S 558W, around the same location as the one

in the ADT composite (Figure 12a), is stronger (ADT<20.4 m) and appears to reinforce the obstruction of

the MC (Figure 12b). The Brazil-Malvinas Confluence remains at 408S and the full MC transport at 418S

[Spadone and Provost, 2009, Figure 12] shows values above its mean, probably associated with the intense,

150 km wide cyclonic eddy (centered at 41.58S and 558W) (Figure 12b). At the time of the largest blocking

Figure 11. (continued)
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event, the three cyclonic circulations observed along the slope at 47.58S, 458S, and 41.58S contribute to

maintaining a strong MC.

To summarize, we observed that although a large fraction of the MC is cut from its source during the block-

ing events, it does not collapse. Between 388S and 488S a robust cyclonic cell is established. The MC

becomes the western boundary current of the cell and small cyclonic eddies locally reinforced the

circulation.

4. Summary and Discussion

Argo floats and satellite altimetry provide valuable information on the MC circulation south of 418S, a region

lacking direct current observations. Argo float data reveal Antarctic Waters (south of the Polar Front waters)

in the EBB and Subantarctic Waters (north of the SAF waters) in the SRP, indicating meandering of fronts or

eddies through these passages. Satellite altimetry data were used to characterize the time-space variability

of the SAF and PF through the NSR and the downstream impact of these variations. Variations associated

with the SAF and PF at the SRP and EBB do not appear to impact the Malvinas Current further north, an

exception being the coastal trapped waves proceeding from Drake Passage, which are only observed at the

EBB. The Malvinas Plateau, where energetic deep-reaching eddies are trapped, follow preferential paths,

break down, and vanish from altimetry maps, appears as a hot spot for dissipation and mixing. The spatial

and temporal sampling of present satellite altimetry missions and the frequent cloud cover in the region

impede a precise observation of eddies as they break and dissipate in either ADT maps or satellite infrared

images. The precise fate of the small eddies remains unclear. Do they proceed northward or do they dissi-

pate over the Malvinas Plateau? The exceptionally clear infrared image presented in section 2.3 (Figure 5h)

shows that the large 100 km diameter eddy broke into two smaller eddies which are blurred in the corre-

sponding ADT map (Figure 5g). At that period, first 2 weeks of August 2015, the MC surface transport at

48.58S was reduced by 45% (Figure 10a) (note the elevated ADT values at 48.58S and 528W in Figure 5g). To

the northwest of the two small eddies is seen another pair of small eddies which can be observed in ADT

map a week before (Figure 5f). Is that pair trapped there because of the blocking or would it proceed to the

north in other circumstances?

Figure 12. (a) Composite of ADT (in m) and surface geostrophic velocities (cm s21) of the 26 blocking events detected in the surface trans-

port anomaly time series from Figure 10a (computed over the green box). (b) ADT field (in m) and surface geostrophic velocities (cm s21)

corresponding to 15 October 2004. Black line shows the section across which the MC transport was calculated by Spadone and Provost

[2009]. The location of the SAF and PF are represented by red and yellow contours. Isobaths as in Figure 1a.
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Peculiar Argo float trajectories, like the 3900085 and 3900424 (Figure 1d), pointed at blocking events of the

MC. An analysis of 23 years of satellite sea surface height showed that blocking events at 48.58S are a recur-

rent feature of the circulation of the MC. Over this period, we identified 26 blocking events during which

the MC surface transport at 48.58S was reduced by more than 50%. These intense blocking events last

between 10 and 35 days, with a mean duration of 15 days. They preferentially occur in spring and summer,

12 were recorded during summer and 10 during spring, while only three were observed during autumn

and only one during winter. Blocking events do not exhibit any significant trend in amplitude. The analysis

suggests that these events originated from positive SLA anomalies that build up over the deepest part of

the Argentine Basin (depth> 6000 m) at around 488W and 48.58S and propagate westward along the Malvi-

nas Escarpment reaching 558W. Thus, intense blocking events are not directly associated with the crossing

of the NSR by the ACC. Whether those blocking events are related to changes in the strength of the Zapiola

anticyclone is unclear and was not carefully examined in the present study. The dynamical processes

responsible for the generation of these blocking events have yet to be determined.

We used surface transport anomaly estimates as there are no direct observations of full MC transports at

these latitudes. Full transports may behave somewhat differently, although the structure of the Malvinas

Current has been shown to be close to barotropic-equivalent [Vivier and Provost, 1999a, 1999b]. This is why

we cautiously focused on extreme negative events in the surface transport, which are most likely associated

with minima in full transport, and did not examine the full surface transport variability.

Some of the lowest full-depth MC transports at 418S [see Spadone and Provost, 2009] coincide with blocking

events in the south: for example, the two long-lasting (30 days) minima with transports lower than 25 Sv

observed in 2005 (their Figure 12) correspond with the upstream blocking events described above. The time

lag between the blocking at 488S and its signature at 418S is about 120 days. However, the transport time

series at 418S is also significantly influenced by mesoscale activity from the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence and

transport minima lower than 10 Sv in 1994 and 2001 [Spadone and Provost, 2009, Figure 12] are clearly of

Brazil-Malvinas Confluence origin (Figure 9b). Other blocking events that caused significant drops in the sur-

face transport in 1994 and 2001 (Figure 9b) did not propagate northward and were not observed at 418S.

Our analyses suggest that mesoscale eddies from the southern Argentine Basin are responsible for a large

fraction of the variability of the MC transport observed north of about 48.58S. This may explain why the

northward penetrations of the MC are uncoupled from the ACC variability, as suggested by observations

[Garzoli and Giulivi, 1994] and numerical models [Fetter and Matano, 2008]. New current-meter data are

being acquired at two sites of the MC (418S and 458S) (http://www.cima.fcen.uba.ar/malvinascurrent/en/).

They will be used to produce transport time series of the MC. The whole range of full-depth transport varia-

tions, not only extreme events, will then be examined.

Further work is needed to investigate the circulation and mixing processes over the Malvinas Plateau which

appear to efficiently damp the variability coming from Drake Passage except for the coastal-trapped waves

and to understand the dynamical processes responsible for blocking events. To better document the circula-

tion and eddy evolution over the Malvinas Plateau, regional altimetric gridded maps with a higher spatial

resolution are being produced and analyzed in collaboration with CLS Argos (Collect Localisation Satellites).

High-resolution (1/128) operational models with assimilation of satellite altimetry data and Argo float data

reproduce a realistic meridional extension of the MC and blocking events. Analyses of outputs of such models

could give some insight into the processes responsible for the blocking at 48.58S.
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Abstract Three year long current-meter arrays were deployed in the Malvinas Current at 418S below a

satellite altimeter track at about 10 years intervals. Surface geostrophic velocities (SGV) derived from satel-

lite altimetric data are compared with the in situ velocities at the upper current meter (�300 m). Multisatel-

lite gridded SGV compare better with in situ observations than along-track SGV. In spite of the proximity of

the moorings to the complex Brazil-Malvinas Confluence (BMC) region, satellite SGV are significantly corre-

lated with the 20 day low-passed in situ velocities (0.85 for along-isobaths velocities, 0.8 for cross-isobaths

velocities). The recent in situ measurement period (2014–2015) stands out in the altimetry record with a

long-lasting (4 months) high level of eddy kinetic energy at the mooring site and a southernmost location

of the Subantarctic Front (SAF). The first two modes of variations of sea level anomaly (SLA) over the BMC

remarkably match the first two modes of the low-passed in situ velocities. The first mode is associated with

a latitudinal migration of the SAF, and the second with a longitudinal displacement of the Brazil Current

overshoot. The two modes dominate the 24 year long record of SLA in the BMC, with energy peaks at the

annual and semiannual periods for the first mode and at 3–5 months for the second mode. The SLA over

the Southwest Atlantic was regressed onto the two confluence modes of SLA variations and showed

remarkable standing wave train like structures in the Argentine Basin.

1. Introduction

The Malvinas Current (MC) is a narrow branch of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) that flows north-

ward along the continental slope of Argentina until it meets the southward flowing Brazil Current (BC) at

approximately 398S (Figures 1a and 1b). After the collision, both currents separate from the slope and turn

offshore. The MC retroflects cyclonically southward, whereas the BC separates into two branches, one

branch recirculating northward, while the other branch flows southward and returns to the northeast at

about 458S (Peterson & Stramma, 1991). The latter branch is referred to as the overshoot of the Brazil Cur-

rent. The confluence of the Brazil and Malvinas Currents creates a region of intense mesoscale variability,

one of the most energetic regions of the world ocean (e.g., Chelton et al., 2007).

Satellite altimetry has provided new insights on the dynamics of the Southwest Atlantic either by itself or in

conjunction with the rather scarce in situ data in the area: on the extraordinary eddy field (e.g., Fu, 2006;

Mason et al., 2017; Provost & Le Traon, 1993; Saraceno & Provost, 2012), on the dynamics of the Zapiola anti-

cyclone that occupies the center of the Argentine Basin (e.g., Fu, 2007; Fu et al., 2001; Saraceno et al., 2009),

on the dynamics of the Malvinas Current (e.g., Artana et al., 2016; Piola et al., 2013; Spadone & Provost,

2009; Vivier & Provost, 1999b).

The first current-meter data on the MC were gathered, as part of the World Ocean Circulation Experiment

(WOCE) program, at 418S along TOPEX-POSEIDON track 26 across the continental slope near the Brazil/Mal-

vinas Confluence from December 1993 to June 1995 (Vivier & Provost, 1999a) (Figure 1, green dots). These

measurements showed that the flow of the MC had mainly an equivalent barotropic vertical structure and

that the volume transport of the MC could be monitored with accuracy using altimetric data (Vivier & Pro-

vost, 1999b). A 5 year long volume transport time series (1992–1997) was produced and its intraseasonal

variability analyzed (Vivier et al., 2001). Six years later, as a contribution to the Climate Variability and
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Figure 1. (a) Bottom topography of the Southwestern Atlantic (in meters) from Smith and Sandwell (1994) and location of the current-meter moorings (2014–

2015, 2001–2003, and 1993–1995 in red, black, and green, respectively) deployed along the Jason satellite altimeter track #26. The 6,000, 5,000, 3,000, 1,000, and

300 m isobaths are represented with solid light grey contours. Spatial distribution of the current meters is shown in the lower right plot. The 0 km is referenced to

the 300 m isobath. (b) Mean Absolute Dynamic Topography (ADT) with surface geostrophic velocities over 24 year of altimetric data (1993–2016). The mean loca-

tion of the Subantarctic Front (SAF) (magenta line) and Brazil Current Front (BCF) (white line) correspond to ADT values of25 and130 cm, respectively. These val-

ues were defined as the location of the maximum gradients in the mean ADT (same procedure as in Barr�e et al. (2011)). (c) Standard deviation of the Sea Level

Anomalies (SLA) over 24 years of altimetric data time series (1993–2016). Mooring locations are indicated in grey.
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Prediction program (CLIVAR), an array of three current-meter moorings was deployed from December 2001

to February 2003 at the same location as the WOCE moorings. The CLIVAR moorings provided new informa-

tion on the core of the MC over the 1,000 m isobaths where a mooring had been previously lost (Spadone

& Provost, 2009) (Figure 1, black dots). A 14 year long time series of MC volume transport was then com-

puted using both in situ data sets and satellite altimetry. Recently, as part of the Southwestern Atlantic Cur-

rents from Satellite Altimetry and in situ data (CASSIS-MALVINAS) project, a new velocity data set (2014–

2015) was retrieved at the same location across the slope from three moorings including an ADCP deployed

over the 1,000 m isobath (http://www.cima.fcen.uba.ar/malvinascurrent/en/) (Figure 1, red dots). A first

objective of this work is to compare satellite altimetry products with in situ observations. This analysis is par-

ticularly relevant because the moorings are located next to the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence (Figure 1b), a

region characterized by high eddy kinetic energy and short spatial and temporal scales of velocity variations

(e.g., Barr�e et al., 2006). Another objective of this work is to put the 3 year long in situ measurements in a

wider regional and temporal perspective by jointly analyzing them with the continuous 24-long satellite

altimetry observations.

The paper is organized as follows. The data are presented in section 2. Precise comparisons between in situ

velocities and surface velocities derived from altimetric data follow in section 3. The skill of the satellite

altimetry products in this complicated boundary current region having been assessed, altimetric data are

used, in section 4, to put the in situ point measurements into a larger temporal and spatial contexts. In sec-

tion 5, it is shown that the principal modes of variations of sea level anomalies from satellite altimetry in the

Confluence region match remarkably well the dominant modes of the in situ velocity variations and enable

to interpret them. Then, we examine the modes of sea level anomaly (SLA) in the Confluence region using

the 24 years of satellite data and seek statistical relationships with SLA variations in the whole Southwest

Atlantic. Finally, results are summarized and perspectives are discussed in section 6.

2. Data

2.1. Mooring Data Over the Continental Slope of Argentina

We use the in situ velocities acquired over the western slope of the Argentine Basin slope, focusing on the

longest time series of the upper-level velocity records deployed during 1991–1995 (9M3 at 240 m, 9M6 at

340 m, and 9M8 at 300 m), 2001–2003 (0M1 at 270 m, 0M4 at 215 m, and 0M7 at 150 m), and 2014–2015

periods (ADCP (1A1) at 328 m, moorings 1M2 at 377 m, and 1M5 at 520 m) lined up near the Brazil-Malvinas

Confluence at 418S along the historical TOPEX-Poseidon and Jason altimetric satellite track 26 (Figure 1 and

Table 1). The records of raw velocity data were low-pass filtered (Loess filter) with a cutoff period of 48 h in

order to remove inertial and tidal variance in the first instance and then low-pass filtered with different cut-

off periods (5, 7, 10, 15, 20, and 30 days) and resampled at a daily rate for the purpose of comparing the sur-

face geostrophic velocities computed from different altimetric products with the in situ velocities obtained

at the upper current meter (Provost et al., 2017a, 2017b; Saraceno et al., 2017).

Table 1

Location and Length of the Current-Meter Records

Moorings Latitude (8S) Longitude (8W) Depth (m)

Upper-level

current-meter

depth (m) Days

2014–2015 current meter

1A1 40.20 55.98 1,030 328 332

1M2 40.32 55.78 1,319 377 332

1M5 40.63 55.67 1,945 520 332

2001–2003 current meter

0M1 40.20 55.98 1,010 270 416

0M4 40.58 55.68 1,510 215 426

0M7 40.88 55.48 2,536 150 179

1993–1995 current meter

9M3 40.41 55.98 1,507 240 386

9M6 40.65 55.35 2,200 340 539

9M8 40.81 55.27 3,040 300 546
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2.2. Satellite Data

We used two types of altimetric products produced as part of the

Copernicus Marine Environment monitoring service (CMEMS) (http://

marine.copernicus.eu/): DUACS delayed time multisatellite gridded

products (MGP) and along-track Jason data (ATJD) (Pujol et al., 2016).

The MGP used here include absolute dynamic topography (ADT), sur-

face geostrophic velocities (SGV), and sea level anomalies (SLA) with

daily sampling and a spacing of 1=4 degree in a Cartesian regular grid

(8,766 maps from January 1993 to December 2016). The along-track

product consists of ADT available since October 1992 with a temporal

sampling of 10 days and a spatial sampling of 14 km low-pass filtered

with a cutoff wavelength of 65 km. A 24 year long time series of sur-

face geostrophic velocities were derived from the along-track data.

For comparisons, surface geostrophic velocities computed from alti-

metric products were linearly interpolated at the mooring positions.

3. Satellite-Derived Surface Geostrophic Velocities

at the Mooring Sites

3.1. Mean Flow and Variability

Mean surface velocities derived from altimetry (MGP) and mean in

situ velocities at the mooring upper level have comparable directions

and amplitudes (difference less than 15 degrees and 7 cm s21, respec-

tively) in the MC on the western slope of the Argentine Basin (Figure 2

and Table 2). The comparable direction is consistent with a barotropic

equivalent flow along the slope (Vivier & Provost, 1999a).

Though larger variance ellipses might be expected at the surface than

at depth, this is seldom the case as the altimetry sampling cannot cap-

ture all the variability (e.g., 1A1, 1M2, 0M1). In general, surface veloci-

ties derived from altimetry provide a reasonable estimate of the in

situ velocity variance when the in situ velocity is smoothed with a 20

day low-pass filter (Figure 2). This is consistent with the altimeter data

sampling given by the Jason series (i.e., 10 day sampling) and the cor-

relation scales used in the MGP processing (nearly 15 days in the area)

(Pujol et al., 2016). On the steep slope, where the variance ellipses are

stretched parallel to the isobaths (0M1, 1A1, 1M2), the large differ-

ences (>4 cm s21) in the minor axes between the 2 and 20 day low-

pass-filtered velocities are due to the filtering out of the high frequen-

cies in the across-track velocity component.

In situ data variance ellipses vary by a factor 2 from one data set to

the other: they are largest during the last deployment and smallest

during the second one. Altimetry-derived ellipses vary accordingly,

and altimetry is used to put the different mooring periods in a wider

regional and temporal perspective in section 4.

3.2. Comparison Between In Situ and Satellite-Derived Velocity

Time Series

Upper-level in situ and altimetric velocities were rotated to compute the along/across-track component,

parallel/perpendicular to the Jason track #26. For comparison, in situ data were low-pass-filtered with differ-

ent cutoff periods ranging from 2 to 30 days (section 2.1). The comparison is shown for the three 2014–

2015 moorings (Figure 3, 1A1, 1M2, and 1M5). In situ cross track velocities exhibit a large range of values

from 230 to 170 cm s21 (Figures 3a–3c) whereas along-track velocities show smaller amplitudes (230 to

130 cm s21) with rather high frequency variations (Figures 3d–3f). The spatial set up (Figure 3g) with the

three moorings within a 60 km distance (red dot and diamonds), the satellite track #26 (thick black line),

Figure 2. (a) Mean and variance ellipses of the satellite-altimeter-derived sur-

face velocities and the in situ velocities from 2014 to 2015 (top in red), 2001 to

2003 (middle in black), and 1993 to 1995 (bottom in green). Means and ellipses

of the in situ velocities with 2 and 20 days low-pass-filtered are plotted in black

and grey, respectively. The surface velocities were computed from maps of

absolute dynamic topography with a 1 day sampling from Altimeter multisatel-

lite gridded products (MGP, in blue). (b) Location of the upper current meters

along the slope is indicated in the lower plot (same color code for deployment

years). The 0 km is referenced to the 300 m isobath.
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and the Cartesian regular grid (colored) shows that the comparison is challenging as the differences

between the in situ velocities are considerable (e.g., Figures 3a and 3c). Correlations between across-track

(along-track) component of the altimetric surface and 2 day low-pass-filtered in situ velocities range from

0.80 (0.50) to 0.68 (0.65) for the 2014–2015 upper-level data (Table 3). The corresponding vector correlations

range from 0.7 to 0.9 and root mean square differences (rmsd) from 11.3 to 14.2 cm s21 (Table 3). The

agreement between the in situ and satellite-derived velocities increases with in situ data smoothing scale

and the rmsd decreases by more than 3 cm s21 when a 20 day low-pass filtered is applied to the in situ

data (Table 3).

Altimetry-derived and in situ velocities comparisons for the 2001–2003 and 1993–1995 periods yield similar

results. In general, correlations between the in situ and altimetric velocities monotonically increase while

the rmsd monotonically decrease up to the 20 days cutoff period (Tables 3 and 4). The mean rmsd between

satellite-altimeter-derived surface velocities and 20 day low-pass-filtered upper current-meter velocities

from all moorings is 7 cm s21 (Table 3). The correlations between the across-track (i.e., nearly along iso-

baths) velocity component are larger (�0.85) than between the along-track (nearly cross isobaths) velocity

components (�0.8) (Table 3).

Mooring data, acquired along Jason satellite ground-track #26, also provide the opportunity to compare

across-track velocities derived from along-track satellite product (yellow stars and line in Figure 3). Table 4

shows that the MGP compare better than along-track SLA derived velocities, with smaller rmsd than

the Jason along-track data. The reduction in rmsd from along-track to MGP data varies from 6% to 68%

(Table 4). Hence, the improved time resolution provided by the multisatellite products makes these prefera-

ble to the single satellite along-track data for examining the geostrophic circulation, and in the following,

we use the MGP products.

4. Interpretation of Current-Meter Data in Light of Altimetry

4.1. The Three Mooring Periods Within the 24 Years of Altimetry

As noticed in section 3.1, velocity variance ellipses vary between deployment periods to other by a factor

two, being largest during the most recent deployment (2014–2015). The altimetry-derived eddy kinetic

energy (EKE) time series computed over a box centered on the mooring array (Figure 4a) shows that the

last mooring deployment period (December 2014 to November 2015) is characterized by an exceptional

long-lasting episode of high EKE values, exceeding 500 cm2 s22 during 4 months from 1 May to 1 Septem-

ber 2015 (Figure 4b). No similar episodes are observed in the altimetric record since January 1993. Some

aperiodic EKE peaks are observed in the time series but they do not last more than a month (Figure 4b).

Table 2

Statistics of Altimetrically Derived Surface Geostrophic Velocities and Upper Current-Meter Measurements (2 and 20 Day

Low-Pass-Filtered and Daily Resampled) From the 2014 to 2015, 2001 to 2003, and 1993 to 1995 Mooring Arrays

V (cm s21) Ang (V) (deg) Major axis (cm s21) Minor axis (cm s21)

Current meters In situ MGP In situ MGP

In situ 2 d filter

(20 d filter) MGP

In situ 2 d filter

(20 d filter) MGP

2014–2015

1A1 328 m 35.82 35.02 34.19 33.08 23.28 (20.65) 16.99 8.89 (4.25) 7.94

1M2 377 m 34.91 38.16 42.18 38.72 24.05 (21.27) 18.64 11.20 (6.83) 9.53

1M5 520 m 27.59 34.51 44.45 55.59 20.06 (15.51) 14.75 15.73 (12.46) 11.91

2001–2003

0M1 270 m 36.32 43.11 30.91 31.55 12.64 (10.49) 8.82 4.98 (1.29) 4.05

0M4 215 m 29.59 36.57 41.27 38.35 7.04 (5.76) 9.79 6.37 (4.34) 7.15

0M7 150 m 11.40 13.14 50.53 36.23 13.15 (12.24) 10.37 8.03 (5.85) 6.11

1993–1995

9M3 240 m 31.89 37.11 47.63 40.91 13.62 (11.59) 11.46 12.09 (9.17) 6.60

9M6 340 m 13.01 16.45 74.52 59.73 11.72 (10.53) 13.14 10.22 (8.26) 8.91

9M8 300 m 7.67 8.67 108.28 94.99 11.96 (10.59) 16.03 11.02 (8.81) 9.52

Note. V is the modulus of the time-averaged velocity and ang (V) is the angle of the mean velocity relative to the

north (positive is clockwise). Major axis and minor axis are the lengths of the standard deviation ellipse axes.
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Figure 3. (a–c) Across and (d–f) along Jason track #26 components of the surface velocities derived from altimetry and from the upper-level in situ velocities at

(a and d) 1A1, (b and e) 1M2, and (c and f) 1M5. Surface velocities were computed from Multisatellite gridded products (MGP, shown in blue) with daily sampling.

In situ velocities shown in black, green, red, yellow magenta, light blue, and grey were computed with a 2, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, and 30 days low-pass-filtered and

resampled daily, respectively. Across-track velocities derived from the along-track product with a 10 days resolution (a, b, c) are shown in orange. (g) Location of

the current-meter moorings, Jason track #26 and altimetric grid of the MGP.
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The ADT time series along the 2,000 m isobath (red isobath in Figure 4a) in the 388S–428S latitudinal band is

shown in Figure 4c. The 2,000 m isobath was chosen because it falls close to the midpoint of the continental

slope, it is rather straight (Figure 4a) and the MC and BC cores roughly lie above that depth. ADT values

around 25 and 30 cm correspond to the location of maximum gradients in the record length mean ADT

(not shown, similar procedure as in Barr�e et al. (2011)), and are associated with the position of the SAF and

the Brazil Current Front (BCF), respectively. The variable position of the fronts as indicated by the ADT sug-

gests migrations of the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence. In particular, during the last mooring period, the SAF

remained at a southernmost position during 4 months. The SAF was in a northern position (�398S–408S)

during most of the 1990s and has shifted southward and remained around 39.58S since 2000 (Figure 4c). In

2016, the position of the fronts is back north like in the 1990s. The mean position of the SAF during the

most recent measurement period is the southernmost of the three observation periods. The mean SLA com-

puted over each mooring period (full years were considered to avoid seasonal bias) is presented in Figure 5.

For the last mooring deployment period, a large positive anomaly (up to 20 cm) is observed (well above the

mean sea level rise effect which is less than 7 cm, e.g., Cazenave et al., 2014), which corresponds to a south-

ward location of the SAF on the continental slope as well as a westward and southward displacement of

Table 3

Root Mean Square Differences (rmsd, in cm s21) and Correlation Coefficients of Satellite-Altimeter-Derived Surface Velocities

and Upper Current-Meter Velocities From 2014 to 2015, 2001 to 2003, and 1993 to 1995 Moorings

In situ/gridded altimetry

2 days 20 days

Along Across Along Across

2014–2015 current meter

1A1 328 m Rmsd 11.3 13.1 8.1 8.8

R corcoef 0.5 0.8 0.7 0.9

V corcoef 0.7 1.1

1M2 377 m Rmsd 11.8 14.3 7.8 9.5

R corcoef 0.55 0.8 0.9 0.9

V corcoef 0.9 1.5

1M5 520 m Rmsd 14.2 12.9 8.8 8.1

R corcoef 0.65 0.68 0.85 0.82

V corcoef 0.9 1.4

2001–2003 current meter

0M1 270 m Rmsd 6.82 8.31 4.20 5.27

R corcoef 0.47 0.71 0.72 0.86

V corcoef 0.57 1.25

0M4 215 m Rmsd 6.89 8.12 5.53 7.02

R corcoef 0.68 0.58 0.87 0.76

V corcoef 0.79 1.23

0M7 150 m Rmsd 7.57 6.82 5.68 4.98

R corcoef 0.57 0.84 0.71 0.91

V corcoef 1.02 1.38

1993–1995 current meter

9M3 240 m Rmsd 11.52 9.13 8.63 5.72

R corcoef 0.71 0.74 0.76 0.87

V corcoef 0.79 1.15

9M6 340 m Rmsd 8.62 7.91 7.3 5.39

R corcoef 0.72 0.71 0.81 0.83

V corcoef 1.13 1.47

9M8 300 m Rmsd 9.12 7.92 7.75 5.47

R corcoef 0.77 0.72 0.85 0.84

V corcoef 1.23 1.59

Note. In situ data were 2–20 days low-pass-filtered with a resampling interval of 24 h. The surface velocities were

computed from maps of absolute dynamic topography with a 1 day resolution from multisatellite gridded products.

R corcoef is the correlation coefficient and V corcoef is the vector correlation coefficient squared following Crosby et al.

(1993) between in situ and altimetry data. Correlations were significant at the 95% confidence level calculated

according to the standard method (Emery & Thomson, 2001).
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Table 4

Root Mean Square Differences (rmsd, in cm s21) and Correlation Coefficient (R corcoef) of Satellite-Altimeter-Derived Surface

Velocities and Upper Current-Meter Velocities From 2014 to 2015, 2001 to 2003, and 1993 to 1995 Moorings

Across-track component

In situ/along-track altimetry

2 days 20 days

2013–2015 current meter

1A1 328 m Rmsd 15.23 (16%) 10.06 (14%)

R corcoef 0.67 (0.13) 0.74 (0.16)

1M2 377 m Rmsd 15.17 (6%) 11.81 (24%)

R corcoef 0.71 (0.09) 0.83 (0.07)

1M5 520 m Rmsd 13.69 (6%) 10.11 (20%)

R corcoef 0.62 (0.06) 0.79 (0.03)

2001–2003 current meter

0M1 270 m Rmsd 10.41 (25%) 8.33 (58%)

R corcoef 0.64 (0.07) 0.73 (0.13)

0M4 215 m Rmsd 9.89 (22%) 8.24 (17%)

R corcoef 0.48 (0.10) 0.61 (0.15)

0M7 150 m Rmsd 9.53 (40%) 7.52 (51%)

R corcoef 0.78 (0.06) 0.83 (0.08)

1993–1995 current meter

9M3 240 m Rmsd 12.98 (42%) 8.58(50%)

R corcoef 0.61 (0.13) 0.69 (0.18)

9M6 215 m Rmsd 11.76 (49%) 9.09 (68%)

R corcoef 0.58 (0.13) 0.63 (0.20)

9M8 340 m Rmsd 12.51 (58%) 7.81 (42%)

R corcoef 0.57 (0.15) 0.59 (0.25)

Note. The surface velocities were computed using 10 day resolution along-track satellite data. Relative percentage

differences in parentheses indicate the gain obtained in using multisatellite-gridded products compared to along-track

products. Correlations were significant at the 95% confidence level.

Figure 4. (a) Bottom topography and mooring locations. The 6,000, 5,000, 3,000, 1,000, and 300 m isobaths are represented with solid light grey contours, the

2,000 m contour is highlighted in red. (b) Surface Eddy Kinetic Energy estimated from MGP around mooring locations (black square in Figure 4a) over the period

1993–2016. (c) Absolute Dynamic Topography (ADT) along isobath 2000 m. The25 and130 cm ADT values corresponding to the SAF and BCF are marked with

white and black lines, respectively. Mooring periods are indicated with vertical dashed lines. The dashed line at 40.58S corresponds to the intersection of Jason

track #26 and the 2,000 m isobath.
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the BC overshoot. In contrast, the mean SLA over the mooring region

during the other in situ observation periods does not exceed values

larger than 8 cm. It is to be noted that the three measurement periods

correspond to positive or small mean SLA at the mooring line.

4.2. Focus on the Singular 2014–2015 Period

Two regimes, ‘‘weak Malvinas’’ and ‘‘strong Malvinas,’’ can be identified

during the last mooring period. During the ‘‘strong Malvinas’’ regime

(from early January to mid-April 2015 and from mid-August to the

end of November 2015), the confluence is located north from the

mooring array around 398S and the MC surface velocities at the moor-

ing location are large (�50 cm s21) (Figure 6a). During the ‘‘weak Mal-

vinas’’ regime, that is during December 2014 and from May to

September 2015, the MC retroflects close to the latitude of the mooring

array, the surface velocities at inshore sites are smaller (�10 cm s21)

and velocities at offshore locations rotated clockwise (Figure 6b). Stick

plots of altimetry-derived surface geostrophic velocities (SGV) and in

situ upper-level velocities (20 day low-pass) superimposed on the

altimetry-derived EKE around the mooring array show the general

agreement between SGV and in situ velocities and suggest a nontrivial

relation between the magnitude of surface velocity and the regional

EKE levels (Figure 7). Weak Malvinas periods are characterized by large

EKE values, reaching peaks larger than 1,000 cm2 s22 while strong Mal-

vinas periods are characterized by small EKE values lower than 200 cm2

s22 (Figure 7). Indeed variance ellipses are larger during weak Malvinas

periods and it is also the case for altimetry-derived surface geostrophic

velocities (not shown).

In the following, we examine the dominant modes of variations in

the 20 day low-pass filtered in situ velocity and in the altimetry-

derived surface geostrophic velocity. An empirical orthogonal func-

tion (EOF) analysis was carried out using the velocity data from three

moorings all together from December 2014 to November 2015. We

used 20 day low-pass-filtered in situ velocity time series at 1M2 (377,

823, and 1,106 m), 1M5 (520, 970, 1,264, and 1,663 m) and five levels

from 1A1 (at 328, 424, 544, 808, and 976 m). The first EOF mode

explains 70% of the total variance (Figures 8a and 8b) and its times

series roughly represents the periods of weak and strong Malvinas

Current with increased flow during strong Malvinas. At each moor-

ing, the velocity vectors at different depths are almost parallel to

each other except at 1M5 where an upward anticlockwise rotation is

observed.

An EOF analysis was performed on the maps of sea level anomaly

(MSLA) over the same time period and over the region of the Brazil/

Malvinas Confluence centered on the mooring array. The first EOF of

SLA explains 28% of the total variance and its spatial structure corre-

sponds to a dipole with the mooring array being located on the

southwestern edge of the negative part of the dipole (Figure 8a). The

velocity anomaly vectors from EOF-1 SLA remarkably match the

upper-level vectors of the mooring data EOF-1 (Figure 8a). The time

series associated with the SLA EOF-1 is appreciably similar to the time

series associated with the three moorings EOF-1 (Figures 8b and 8c),

with a clear distinction between the two Malvinas Current regimes,

weak and strong.

Figure 5. Mean of the Sea Level Anomalies (SLA) over the (a) 1993–1995,

(b) 2001–2003, and (c) 2014–2015 measurement periods. Full years are considered

to avoid seasonal biases. Black and grey solid (dashed) contours represented the

SAF and BCF position during each period (whole altimetric period), respectively.
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The negative phase of EOF-1 as shown in the ADT field obtained by subtracting EOF1 from the Mean Dynamic

Topography (MDT2 EOF-1) corresponds to a migration of the SAF over the mooring array (Figure 8d). A simi-

lar pattern is observed in the ADT fields corresponding to a minimum in the EOF-1 time series (example, from

1 August 2015, Figures 8c and 8f). At this time, the MC turns offshore and recirculates southward at about

40.58S. In contrast, the ADT field associated with the positive phase (MDT1 EOF-1) (Figure 8e) displays a

Figure 6. Absolute Dynamics Topography composites and mean surface geostrophic velocity fields for (a) the strong Mal-

vinas Current regime and (b) the weak Malvinas Current regime. White arrows indicate mean in situ velocities of the upper

current meters. The magenta and white solid (dashed) contours represent the SAF and BCF position during each period

(whole altimetric period), respectively.
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circulation pattern similar to the one observed during the maximum of the time series of the EOF-1 in SLA

reached on 26 October 2015 (Figures 8c and 8g) with a cyclonic meander located north east of the section

extending the SAF and the Malvinas Current northward beyond the mooring array up to 388S.

The agreement between the second EOF of SLA and in situ velocities (both explaining about 18% of their

respective total variance) is not as straightforward (Figure 9). The SLA spatial structure of the EOF-2 shows a

small eddy-like structure of roughly one degree in latitude and longitude at the location of the mooring

and a larger and more intense dipole structure to the east (Figure 9a). The time series associated with SLA

EOF-2 bears some similarity with the time series of the three moorings EOF-2 after mid-April (Figures 9b

and 9c). The ADT map obtained adding the Mean Dynamic Topography to the negative phase of EOF-2 pat-

tern corresponds to a northeastward deflection of the overshoot of the Brazil Current (Figure 9d). In con-

trast, the positive phase of EOF-2 corresponds to an overshoot of the Brazil Current flow extending south to

448S almost parallel to isobaths (Figure 9e). The maps of absolute dynamic topography (MADT) from 16

May 2015 and 30 August 2015 (Figures 9f and 9g) reveal resembling spatial structures such as overshoot

deflected to the east and overshoot parallel to the bathymetry, although differences are seen in the north-

ward penetration of the MC which are represented by EOF-1. Several small eddy-like structures (diameter

about 50 km) populate the region between the SAF and BCF (Figures 9f and 9g). The spatial resolution of

altimetric data does not fully resolve these scales.

Overall EOF-1 can be associated with the northward penetration of the Malvinas Current and EOF-2 with an

east-west deflection of the Brazil Current overshoot.

5. SLA Variations at the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence in the Altimetric Record

5.1. Modes of SLA Variations in the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence

An EOF decomposition of SLA variations was performed using the 24 years of detrended altimetric data to

examine short-term fluctuations. The linear trend (Figure 10a) shows an SLA increase of about 15 cm in 24

years corresponding to a southern shift of the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence. The southern drift occurred at

Figure 7. (a) Stick plots of the shallowest 20 day low-pass-filtered in situ velocity (in blue) and satellite-altimeter-derived surface velocity (in red) time series from

1A1, 1M2, and 1M5 superimposed to surface eddy kinetic energy estimated as Figure 4b over 2014–2015 mooring period.
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Figure 8. EOF analysis of the SLA and of the three moorings (1A1, 1M2, 1M5) taken together. (a) EOF-1 of SLA (black arrows: geostrophic velocities from the EOF-1

of SLA, white arrows upper level of in situ velocity EOF-1). Upper left plot, vectors of EOF-1 of the three moorings taken together in red. (b) Time series associated

with EOF-1 of the three moorings. (c) Time series associated with EOF-1 of SLA. (d) Absolute dynamic topography (ADT) corresponding to the negative phase of

EOF-1: MDT2 EOF-1. (e) ADT corresponding to the positive phase of EOF-1: MDT1 EOF-1. (f) ADT on 1 August 2015, (g) ADT on 26 October 2015. Magenta and

white solid (dashed) contours represent the SAF and BCF position for the corresponding dates (mean over 1993–2016).
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Figure 9. EOF analysis of the SLA and of the three moorings taken together. (a) EOF-2 of SLA (black arrows: geostrophic velocities from the EOF-2 of SLA, magenta

arrows upper level of in situ velocity EOF-2). In the upper left plot, vectors of EOF-2 of the three moorings taken together are indicated in red. (b) Time series asso-

ciated with EOF-2 of the three moorings. (c) Time series associated with EOF-2 of SLA. (d) Absolute dynamic topography (ADT) corresponding to the negative

phase of EOF-2: MDT2 EOF-2. (e) ADT corresponding to the positive phase of EOF-2: MDT1 EOF-2 (f) ADT on 16 May 2015. (g) ADT on 30 August 2015. Magenta

and white solid (dashed) contours represent the SAF and BCF position for the corresponding dates (mean over whole altimetric period).
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Figure 10. (a) Linear trend in SLA (in cm) over 1993–2016 (b) EOF-1 and (c) EOF-2 of the SLA over 1993–2016. Time series associated with (d) EOF-1 and (e) EOF-2.

(f) Spectrum of the EOF time series (EOF-1 in red, EOF-2 in blue). Dashed lines indicate the confidence limit interval at 95%.
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Figure 11. Regression of SLA on the normalized time series associated with EOF-1 at different lags. Black solid contour represents the correlation at 90% confi-

dence level. Isobaths are the same as in Figure 1.
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the end of the 1990s beginning of the 2000s, the northern penetration of the MC remained at a southern

location from year 2002 to 2015 and, in 2016 returned to a location back north as in 1993 (Figure 4c).

The first two EOFs bear some resemblance to the ones obtained over the 2014–2015 period (Figures 10b

and 10c) and explained a similar amount of the total variance (24% EOF-1 and 17% EOF-2). These first two

EOF modes are robust dominant modes with large amplitudes (maxima> 40 cm). They show up as the first

two modes in the EOF decompositions we produced over the periods of the first two current-meter arrays

and always explained more than 20% of the variance (not shown). As in section 4.2, EOF-1 is a dipole associ-

ated with the latitudinal migrations of the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence and EOF-2 is a dipole associated with

longitudinal excursions of the overshoot of the Brazil Current. The associated time series (Figures 10d and

10e) are similar to those in Figures 8c and 9c for the corresponding time range (December 2014 to Novem-

ber 2015).

The spectral content of EOF1 time series features dominant energy peaks around the annual and semian-

nual periods and a significant (at 95% CL) energy content in a broad band from 45 to 140 days (Figure 10f,

in red). The spectrum of EOF-2 time series shows more energy at higher frequencies and, in particular, fea-

tures three high-energy peaks at periods between 3 and 5 months, well above the level of energy at the

semiannual and annual periods (Figure 10f, in blue). The two modes show some energy at lower frequen-

cies, with a 1.5 year period for EOF2 and 2 year period for EOF-1 (both significant at 90% CL, not shown).

Figure 12. Regression of SLA on the normalized time series associated with EOF-2 at different lags. Black solid contour represents the correlation at 90% confi-

dence level. Isobaths are the same as in Figure 1.
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These results suggest that latitudinal migrations of the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence have a dominant semian-

nual/annual variability while the longitudinal excursions of the overshoot of the BC vary at higher

frequencies.

5.2. Regression of the Southwest Atlantic SLA on the Confluence Modes

In an attempt to put the SLA modes of variation in the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence in a larger spatial context,

the SLA field in the Southwest Atlantic was regressed on the time series of the first two EOF shown in Figure

10. Selected lagged regression maps show quite similar structures, with significant regressions (above the

90% confidence level) being observed in an area extending from 368S to 458S and 588W to 478W and over a

100 day range of lags (Figures 11 and 12).

The zero lag regression maps correspond to the EOF patterns (Figure 10) and provide information on the

scales of the structures that extend beyond the region where the EOFs were calculated (Figures 11 and 12).

The large negative pattern of EOF-1 impinging on the slope has a meridional extension of 8 degrees. The

time scale associated with this regression is annual and the regression maps at lag 2180 and 1180 days

show a positive anomaly on the slope between 408S and 378S (not shown). Regression maps at lag 0 for

EOF-1 and EOF-2 present differences: the significant SLA patterns in the regression map for EOF-1 are

located on or close to the continental slope whereas significant SLA patterns in the regression map for EOF-

2 are found offshore. This is consistent with EOF-1 representing latitudinal motions along the slope and

EOF-2 longitudinal variations in the offshore location of the overshoot. In contrast to EOF-1, the time scale

associated with the regression onto EOF-2 cannot be clearly estimated from a change in sign in the regres-

sion pattern: this is consistent with the fact that no single energy peak dominates the spectrum of the sec-

ond mode (Figure 10e).

Regression maps onto time series associated with the EOF-1 (Figure 11) suggest a pattern of standing orga-

nized wave train like of mesoscale SLA along the northern side of the Argentine Basin from lag 270 days

with a growing amplitude up to lag 210 days. A westward propagation of anomalies against the mean flow

could cause this remarkable standing pattern. The pattern vanishes at lag 0. Regression patterns with EOF-2

(Figure 12) have significant regressions only from lag 240 to 120 days and also show an organized stand-

ing wave train on the northern side of the Argentine Basin from lag 240 days to 0. In both lagged regres-

sion map series (EOF-1 and EOF-2), propagations of anomalies are difficult to identify and regression

patterns do not give much clue about the processes responsible for their existence.

6. Summary and Conclusions

Altimetry-derived surface velocities were compared to year long current-meter velocities obtained from

moorings deployed in the 1990s, 2000s, and in 2015 at 418S in the Malvinas Current near its confluence

with the Brazil Current. This comparison is a stringent test as spatial and temporal scales in the Confluence

can be small relative to the scales that are resolved by satellite altimetry (Barr�e et al., 2006; Pujol et al.,

2016). It was found that the multisatellite gridded products (MGP) are highly correlated (>0.8) with the 20

day low-pass filtered velocity from the upper current meters (at about 300 m depth) with an rmsd of 7 cm/s.

Correlations are larger for along-isobaths velocities (0.85) than for cross isobaths velocities (0.8). The MGP pro-

vide better results than the along-track products. The satisfactory comparison between altimetry products

and the in situ velocities led us to combine the MGP and in situ data to compute a 24 year long volume trans-

port time series of the MC at 418S. The MGP were used here to put the three in situ measurement periods in a

wider regional and temporal perspective.

The most recent measurement period (2014–2015) is characterized by a long-lasting high level of eddy

kinetic energy (EKE) that is found to be concurrent with a southern location of the SAF. From 1993 until the

end of 2016, year 2015 stands out as the year with the largest annual mean EKE at 418S and the southern-

most mean location for the SAF (Figure 4). The last in situ measurement period (2014–2015) comprises two

distinct regimes referred to as ‘‘weak Malvinas’’ and ‘‘strong Malvinas.’’ The altimetry data showed that the

‘‘weak Malvinas’’ regime corresponds to a southern position of the SAF on the mooring line (and high local

EKE) and the ‘‘strong Malvinas’’ regime to a northern SAF location (and low local EKE). The first two modes

of variations of SLA over an area of 68 in latitude 3 88 in longitude centered at the mooring array were

found in excellent agreement with the modes of variations of the low-passed in situ velocities. The first SLA
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mode displays a dipole associated with the meridional migrations of the penetration of the Malvinas Cur-

rent, and the second mode with a zonal displacement of the Brazil Current overshoot.

These two modes are robust and stand out in an EOF analysis of the 24 year long time series of SLA over

the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence region. Over the 24 years, the latitudinal migrations of the penetration of

the Malvinas Current (the first mode explaining 24% of the total variance) are dominated by semiannual

and annual variations whereas the longitudinal excursions of the Brazil Current overshoot (second mode

explaining 17% of the total variance) feature larger energy peaks at shorter periods of a few months (3, 4,

and 5 months). The semiannual and annual variations observed in the northward penetration of the Malvi-

nas Current are reminiscent of the prealtimetric observations from Garzoli and Garraffo (1989) and corre-

spond to the semiannual and annual variations found in the Malvinas Current transport near the

Confluence (e.g., Spadone & Provost, 2009; Vivier et al., 2001).

The SLA from the southwest Atlantic (508 in longitude3 258 in latitude) were regressed onto the time series

of the two EOF modes computed over the BMC showing the rather large scales of the pattern and remark-

able standing wave train like structures in the Argentine Basin. The dynamical mechanisms responsible for

the first two modes have yet to be investigated. Statistical relationships with local wind stress and wind

stress curl were investigated and did not lead to any concluding results.

We focused on variations at time scales less than 2 years. Long-term variations are beyond the scope of this

work as the record length of satellite altimetry data is still too short to study variations at low frequencies

from SLA alone in this complex region. The low frequency variations of the location of the Brazil-Malvinas

Confluence have been examined from observational, theoretical, or modeling points of view (e.g., Combes

& Matano, 2014; Goni et al., 2011; Lebedev & Nof, 1996; Lumpkin & Garzoli, 2011) without a definitive con-

clusion and the subject remains open. Outputs from operational model reanalyses may help in this regard.
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Abstract We combined altimetric data and the in situ data sets from three 10 years apart mooring

deployments to compute a coherent and accurate volume transport time series of the Malvinas Current

(MC) at 418S. We used a method developed in Koenig et al. (2014) and explored three types of geostrophic

shear to estimate the uncertainty derived from the lack of velocity data in the upper 300 m. The mean MC

transport over 24 years in the upper 1,500 m is 37.16 2.6 Sv and the standard deviation 6.66 1 Sv. Since

1993, annual mean transports have varied from 32 to 41 Sv and the three in situ records corresponded to

low annual mean transports. The MC transport time series is not stationary, its spectral content evolves with

time showing significant energy at the 30–110 days, semiannual and annual period. The distribution of the

MC volume transport anomalies is asymmetric, negatively skewed with larger negative anomalies than posi-

tive anomalies. Several transport maxima appear to result from cyclonic eddies that propagate northwest-

ward following the 4,000–5,000 m isobaths and locally reinforce the circulation on the slope when they

reach 418S. During transport maxima, the northernmost extension of the Subantarctic Front (SAF) remains

at its mean location (39.58S). During minima, the SAF migrates southward of 418S as positive anomalies

shed by the Brazil Current overshoot moves westward onto the slope. Apart from continental trapped

waves, changes in the MC volume transport at 418S show no correlation with upstream conditions on the

continental slope.

1. Introduction

The Malvinas Current (MC) is a cold and nutrient-rich current that originates in Drake Passage, where the

steep topography forces the northernmost branch of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), the Subant-

arctic Front (SAF), to turn northward and enter into the western Argentine Basin. The MC, which follows the

SAF (Figure 1a), is an intense current which penetrates northward along the Patagonian shelf break along

the 1,000–2,000 m isobaths. The MC carries fresh Subantarctic waters that enrich the Patagonian shelf with

nutrients and sustain the high productivity of this region (Acha et al., 2004; Carranza et al., 2017; Romero

et al., 2006; Valla & Piola, 2015). At 398S, the MC encounters the warm-salty Brazil Current (BC) which follows

the Brazil Current Front (BCF, Figure 1a). After the collision, both currents separate from the continental

slope and veer offshore. The BC overshoots southward to about 458S (Figure 1a). The SAF describes a sharp

cyclonic loop toward the south reaching the southern edge of the Argentine Basin at 498W–498S where it

merges with the Polar Front (PF) of the ACC (Figure 1a). The return flow associated with the southward path

of the SAF is called the Malvinas Return Current (MRC; Piola et al., 2013).

Although the MC is an emanation of the ACC, the link between MC variations and the ACC is not clear. The

lack of correlation between the northward penetration of the MC and wind forced pulses of the ACC sug-

gested that the MC variations are uncoupled from the ACC (Garzoli & Giulivi, 1994). In contrast to the ACC in

Drake Passage, the MC shows a modest eddy kinetic energy (�150 cm2 s22) as the topographic barriers of

the North Scotia Ridge and the Malvinas Plateau filter and reduce the mesoscale activity (>1,000 cm2 s22)

coming from the south (Artana et al., 2016; Figure 1b). Occasionally, intense mesoscale anticyclonic anoma-

lies from the Argentine Abyssal plain (Figure 1b) propagate westward along the Malvinas Escarpment at

Key Points:

� We compute an accurate volume

transport time series of the Malvinas

Current at 418S consistent with 3 in

situ data sets and altimetry

� Transport maxima might result from

anomalies propagating from the

south above 4,000 m depths, and

minima from anomalies from the

overshoot
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Figure 1. (a–c) Mean absolute dynamic topography (ADT) (in cm) and (b–d) eddy kinetic energy (EKE) (in cm2/s2) from 24

years (1993–2016) of satellite altimetric data. Bottom topography isobaths (from Smith & Sandwell, 1994) correspond to

6,000, 5,000, 3,000, 3,100, 2,000, 2,500, 1,000, and 300 m. The white, cyan, and red contours represent the mean position

of the Subantarctic Front (SAF), Brazil Current Front (BCF), and Polar Front (PF) and are respectively defined as contours of

ADT values of25,130, and240 cm as in Ferrari et al. (2017). The black line indicates the position of Jason track #26. The

mooring data that are not aligned on the track (9M3, 9M6, and 9M8) are attributed to the nearest point on the track with

the same bottom depth. (e) Vertical distribution of the current meter moorings and ADCP from 2014 to 2015 (red dia-

monds), 2001 to 2003 (black diamonds), and 1993 to 1995 (green diamonds).
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48.58S and cut a large fraction of the MC from its source (Artana et al., 2016). These blocking events are

short lived (from 10 to 35 days) and the MC downstream does not collapse rather becomes the western

boundary of a robust recirculating cyclonic cell (Artana et al., 2016).

Current meter mooring data in the MC have been obtained at approximately 418S along Jason track #26

(black line in Figure 1a) near the Confluence with the BC at three different times: in 1993–1995 (Vivier & Pro-

vost, 1999a, hereafter VP99a), 2001–2003 (Spadone & Provost, 2009, hereafter SP09), and 2014–2015 (Ferrari

et al., 2017; Figures 1c–1e). At 418S, the MC has mainly a barotropic equivalent structure due to the weak

stratification and the steep topography and is made of one single core in contrast to the several narrow jets

observed south of 428S (VP99a; Piola et al., 2013). A method, so called classical method hereafter, was

designed in 1999 to obtain a reliable MC transport time series of the upper 1,500 m combining satellite alti-

metric data and in situ measurements (Vivier & Provost, 1999b; hereafter VP99b). Based on this method, the

intraseasonal variability of the MC was examined in a 5 yearlong transport time series (Vivier et al., 2001).

The coherence between a variability of 70 day periodicity and the bottom-pressure variability observed in

the northern Drake Passage with a time lag shorter than 20 days was associated with baroclinic shelf waves

propagating along the edge of the Patagonian shelf at a speed between 2.5 and 3 m/s. Interannual varia-

tions were examined in a 14 yearlong (1993–2007) MC transport time series (upper 1,500 m) also con-

structed with the classical method using in situ data from the first two deployments (SP09). A change in the

spectral characteristics of the transport variations was observed: shorter periods (50–90 days and the semi-

annual period) dominated from 1993 to 1997 while a strong annual period dominated from 2001 to 2005.

This change was accompanied by a southward migration of the Brazil Current Front, which made difficult to

tell apart intrinsic variations of the MC from mesoscale perturbations due to the proximity of the Brazil-

Malvinas Confluence to the moorings (Figures 1c and 1d; SP09).

The main objective of this paper is to produce a 24 yearlong volume transport time series of the MC at 418S

across Jason satellite ground track #26 (upper 1,500 m) to study variations of the MC. We aim at combining

altimetric data and the in situ data sets from the three periods 1993–1995, 2001–2003, and 2014–2015 to

compute a coherent and accurate transport time series.

The paper is organized as follows. Data and methods are presented in section 2. Once volume transport

time series are produced and their uncertainties assessed, the general statistics and time scales of variations

are described in section 3. Section 4 investigates variations of the MC volume transport, documents extrema

and examines statistical relationships between variations of the MC volume transport and sea level anomaly

over the Southwest Atlantic Ocean at different lags. Finally, a summary and discussion of the main results of

this study are presented in section 5.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Data

2.1.1. Mooring Data

The current meter data are from moorings deployed in 1993–1995 (9M3, 9M6, and 9M8, green in Figure 1e

and Table 1; Provost et al., 2017a), 2001–2003 (0M1, 0M4, and 0M7, in black Figure 1e; Provost et al., 2017b),

and 2014–2015 (1A1, 1M2, and 1M5, in red in Figure 1e; Saraceno et al., 2017). Altogether the moorings from

the three measurement periods are complementary and document the flow on the slope: data from the first

deployment (green diamonds in Figure 1e) provide information on the outer slope (at depth> 1,500 m as a

mooring placed on the 1,000 m isobath was lost) while the recent data set (red diamonds in Figure 1e), includ-

ing an Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) data moored on the 1,000 m isobaths (1A1 mooring), samples

the upper slope. The data set from 2001 to 2003 comprises three moorings carrying only two instruments

each and allows comparisons between periods (black diamonds in Figure 1e).

Some moorings experienced drawdowns during strong current pulses. The standard deviation of the verti-

cal displacement is 30–60 m for the upper instruments (Table 1). As the velocity is not sufficiently densely

sampled on the vertical axis to guarantee accurate corrections, the velocity data were not corrected for

mooring motion and the corresponding statistics refer to the mean depth of the instruments. As shown in

VP99a, mooring motions may lead to an underestimation of the mean velocity by 2% and 20% of the veloc-

ity variance. All the current meter data were low-pass filtered with a Loess filter with a cutoff period of 50 h

(to remove tidal and inertial variability) and subsampled at a daily rate.
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2.1.2. Satellite Data

We used DUACS delayed time altimeter gridded products (Pujol et al, 2016) produced as part of the Coper-

nicus Marine and Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS) (http://marine.copernicus.eu/). We used the

‘‘Updated’’ product, which includes data from all available altimeters at any given time. The altimetric prod-

uct has a spatial resolution of 1/48 on a Mercator grid and a daily sampling. The multisatellite gridded prod-

uct is based on a space-time interpolation and its actual temporal resolution is not 1 day, rather 20 days

(Pujol et al., 2016). The products comprise sea level anomaly (SLA), absolute dynamic topography (ADT), sur-

face geostrophic velocities, and surface geostrophic velocity anomalies. The SLA product is computed rela-

tive to the mean dynamic topography (MDT) from CNES-CLS13 (Rio et al., 2013), which is the mean of the

sea surface height above the geoid over the period 1993–2012, and is obtained from gravity and altimetry

satellite data and in situ oceanic observations. The gridded altimetric products were linearly interpolated

onto the 160 km-long portion of Jason satellite ground track #26 with a spacing of 7 km (Figure 1). The cor-

relation coefficients between the 20 day low-passed filtered cross-track velocities at each mooring upper

level and altimetry-derived surface geostrophic velocities interpolated at the mooring position are larger

than 0.8 for the three data sets (Ferrari et al., 2017). Gridded altimetry products are preferred to the near 10

day repeat cycle along-track product as they compare better with in situ data (Ferrari et al., 2017).

2.2. Methods to Compute Volume Transport Time Series

We use two different methods to compute a MC transport time series combining altimetry (1993–2016) and

in situ data. We implement the classic transport estimation method used in VP99b and SP09, and a new

look-up table (LUT) method developed by Koenig et al. (2014) to estimate the ACC volume transport

Table 1

Description of Moorings

Lat. Lon.

Bottom

depth (m)

Current

meter type

Record

length (days)

Mean

pressure (dbar)

Std

pressure (dbar)

0M1 240.202 255.978 1,010 VACM 416 274 33

VACM 433 502 18

1A1 240.201 255.975 1,030 ADCP 336 1,007 0.4

1M2 240.325 255.780 1,319 Aquadopp 337 380 46

Aquadopp 337 829 20

Aquadopp 337 1,116 12

9M3 240.406 257.571 1,507 VACM 386 261 54

VACM 179 467 53

VACM 512 912 25

VACM 512 1,377 3

0M4 240.582 255.678 1,510 VACM 433 217 44

VACM 426 217 28

1M5 240.630 255.699 1,945 Aquadopp 336 524 29

Aquadopp 336 978 11

Aquadopp 328 1,275 6

Aquadopp 336 1,677 1

9M6 240.654 255.353 2,536 VACM 540 342 42

VACM 512 544 41

VACM 512 1,009 28

VACM 512 1,527 14

VACM 512 2,177 2

0M7 240.877 255.475 2,536 VACM 179 153 62

VACM 433 942 51

9M8 240.808 255.269 3,043 VACM 546 300 45

VACM 546 504 43

VACM 513 975 35

VACM 88 1,502 28

VACM 213 2,134 11

VACM 149 2,905 3

Note. Mooring position, bottom depth, current meter type, record length, mean pressure, and standard deviation of

the pressure. VACM stands for vector averaging current meter (Aandera RCM7 and 8), Aquadopp is an acoustic single

point current meter (Nortek), ADCP is an acoustic Doppler profiler (75 kHz RDI).
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through the Drake Passage. We focus on the geostrophic volume transport and ignore Ekman transport. As

upper level current meters are below 300 m depth, the lack of information on the velocity shear in the

upper 300 m is a source of uncertainty. We use different types of upper velocity profiles to test the sensitiv-

ity of the volume transport to the geostrophic shear in the upper 300 m of the water column.

2.2.1. Classic Transport Estimation Method

The classic transport estimation method (VP99b, SP09) consists in deriving the cross-track velocity field as

follows:

V x; z; tð Þ5Vm x; zð Þ1A x; zð Þ3V0 x; 0; tð Þ (1)

where x is the along-track coordinate with x5 0 above the 300 m isobath, Vm(x,z) is the time-averaged

velocity field across the section estimated from the observations, A(x,z) a function describing the vertical

structure of the cross-track flow, and V0(x,0,t) is the cross-track surface geostrophic velocity anomaly derived

from altimetry. A(x,z) is obtained from the velocity correlation coefficients between the uppermost current

meter and the underlying instruments. The correlation coefficient is extrapolated to the surface through a

linear extrapolation, then it is normalized to unity at the surface and mapped over the section. The MC

cross-section volume transport is then obtained by integrating the velocity field at each time step (1 day)

over the upper 1,500 m. Only positive velocities (equatorward flow) are considered.

SP09 observed that the in situ velocity statistics from periods 1993 to 1995 and 2001 to 2003 were coherent,

and combined current meters data from both periods (9M3, 9M6, and 9M8 for 1993–1995; 0M1, 0M4, and

0M7 for 2001–2003) to construct Vm(x,z) and A(x,z). Information from surface drifters was used to estimate

the mean surface velocity Vm(x,0). The altimetric product used by SP09 differs from the current altimetric

product. They used along-track SLA referred to the period 1993–1999 with a spatial sampling of 7 km (the

data being low-passed filtered with a 70 km cutoff wavelength) and a temporal sampling of 9.916 days. We

checked that over the period analyzed by SP09 (1993–2007), the transport time series computed using

SP09’s Vm(x,z) and A(x,z) and the current gridded surface geostrophic velocity anomalies (referred to 1993–

2012) was consistent with the SP09 transport time series (same mean, same standard deviation, and correla-

tion larger than 0.99). The consistency between both altimetric products allows the computation of a 24

yearlong transport time series using SP09’s Vm(x,z) and A(x,z), and the current gridded surface geostrophic

velocity anomalies.

2.2.2. Look-Up Table Method

The new method developed by Koenig et al. (2014, 2016) involves a ‘‘look-up table’’ (LUT) that allows for

time-variable transfer function of the vertical structure. The LUT method consists in calculating the velocity

profiles at each point x along the track and at each time t as function of the surface velocity, as follows:

V x; z; tð Þ5B x; z; V x; 0; tð Þð Þ; with V x; 0; tð Þ5 Vs xð Þ1V0 x; 0; tð Þ (2)

where B is a function (named look-up table B) that depends on the along-track position x, the depth z, and

the surface velocity V(x,0,t). The surface velocity V(x,0,t) is the sum of a time-averaged surface velocity Vs(x)

and the surface velocity anomaly V0(x,0,t) derived from satellite altimetry. The method requires a good

knowledge of the vertical velocity structure and an accurate time-averaged surface velocity Vs(x).

The methodology (schematized in Figure 2) implies three major steps:

A. the construction of a look-up table B(Nx,Nz,Nv);

B. the estimation of a mean surface velocity Vs(x); and

C. the validation with a posteriori comparison of reconstructed velocities with 20 day low-pass filtered in

situ velocities (section 2.3).

The look-up table of velocity profiles is built using the current meter data from periods 1993 to 1995 and

2014 to 2015. The lower vertical resolution current meter data from 2001 to 2003 are used as independent

data to check the consistency of the method.

Cross-track velocity profiles from each mooring (velocities at three or four depths in general except for the

ADCP with 31 levels, one level every 25 m) are binned into different classes according to the upper current

meter velocity. The upper cross-track velocities are sorted out into 11 bins between 235 and 60 cm/s. Then,

the affiliation of the velocity of the underlying current meters to a class is determined by the uppermost

current meter velocity range (step 1 in Figure 2). We then average the velocity values of each bin at each
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depth and compute the standard deviation (step 2 in Figure 2 and dots and bars in Figure 3). An exponen-

tial or polynomial fit (first or second order) is applied to the means in each class to obtain continuous verti-

cal profiles (step 3 in Figure 2 and thick lines in Figure 3). Each mooring presents one or two dominant

profiles with a percentage of occurrences larger than 20% (Figure 3, orange and red profiles). As the MC

Figure 2. Schematics of the methodology used to obtain the cross-track reconstructed velocities ((a) construction of the

look-up table (LUT), (b) mean surface velocity estimate, and (c) validation). CMEMS, Copernicus Marine and Environment

Monitoring Service; MDT, mean dynamic topography; SLA, sea level anomaly.
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flows equatorward, the dominant profile is always positive and profiles belonging to negative velocity val-

ues have a low percentage of occurrence (less than 5%). The positive velocity profiles and the standard

deviation associated to positive bins reflect the barotropic equivalent nature of the MC (VP99a). Only posi-

tive profiles are used in the computation of the MC volume transport time series.

There are no current meter data near the surface, so the information on the shear between the uppermost

instrument (about 300 m) and the surface is provided by the polynomial fit. To assess the sensitivity of the

method to the geostrophic near-surface shear, we use two other shear structures apart from the structure

provided by the fit (referred to as the fitted near-surface shear structure, thick lines in Figure 3): one assum-

ing no shear between the uppermost current meter and the surface (zero near-surface shear structure,

dashed-dotted lines in Figure 3), and the other increasing the shear by adding 10 cm/s to the surface veloc-

ity amplitude obtained with the fitted shear (large near-surface shear structure, dotted lines in Figure 3).

For each type of geostrophic near-surface shear, we pool all the velocity profiles in a matrix (step 4 in Figure 2)

B0(Nx,Nz,Nv), with Nx the number of mooring positions along the track (Nx5 6), Nz the number of vertical levels

(Nz5 301 corresponding to 10 m resolution from the surface to 3,000 m), and Nv the number of surface velocity

bins. Two linear interpolations are performed to extend the look-up table. First, velocity values are linearly inter-

polated each 1 cm/s between 250 and 80 cm/s. We then obtain a matrix B1(Nx,Nz,Nv), where now Nx5 6,

Nz5 301, and Nv5 131. Then, the distance x along the track is linearly interpolated to a 7 km resolution (step 5

in Figure 2). Thus, for each type of geostrophic near-surface shear, we obtain a final look-up table of velocity pro-

files B(28,301,131). The linear interpolation is consistent with the barotropic equivalent nature of the MC (VP99a).

The mean cross-track surface velocity Vs(x) (equation (2)) is adjusted at each current meter position (xc)

using the look-up table B and an iterative method described in Koenig et al. (2014) and recalled in Figure 2

(step B). The initial guess for Vs(xc) is the mean surface geostrophic velocity (MSGV) from the CLS-CNES13

Figure 3. Velocity profiles at the mooring position classified as function of their upper level velocity for moorings 1A1,

1M2, 9M3, and 9M6. The x axis is the velocity (in cm/s, positive is equatorward) and the y axis the depth (in meters). Note

that depth scale varies from one figure to the other. The dots (thin lines) indicate the mean velocity of the current meter

(ADCP, mooring 1A1) for a given surface velocity range. At each depth, the error bars (shaded areas) represent the

standard deviation for a given surface velocity range computed from current meters (ADCP). The velocity profile between

the upper level observation and the surface is interpolated in three ways: zero shear (dashed-dotted line), polynomial fit

(fitted shear thick line), and large near-surface shear (dotted line). Colors represent the percentage of occurrence of each

profile.
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mean dynamic topography (Rio et al., 2013). The reconstructed veloci-

ties V(xc,z,t) using surface velocities V(xc,0,t) (the sum of the mean

cross-track velocities Vs(xc) and cross-track velocity anomalies V0(xc,0,t)

deduced from SLA) and the LUT are compared with the in situ veloci-

ties. The mean surface cross-track velocity Vs(xc) is corrected by the

difference between the mean in situ velocity at the uppermost current

meter and the estimated velocities at the same depth (D). The process

is repeated, that is Vs(xc) adjusted until D is less than 0.5 cm/s. This

successive error/correction is applied iteratively at each mooring, until

the criterion (D< 0.5 cm/s) is satisfied. Four iterations are found neces-

sary to produce a surface velocity Vs(xc) consistent with the in situ

data and the look-up table. The final mean surface velocity values at

each mooring location and for each type of shear (dots in Figure 4)

are fitted with a Gaussian function to obtain Vs(x) along track #26

(dashed lines in Figure 4).

Six different mean surface velocity estimates are shown in Figure 4

(SP09, CNES-CLS09, CNES-CLS13, and the 3 LUT with different near-

surface shears). Note that they correspond to means over different

periods (see Figure 4). All the adjusted estimates indicate a maxi-

mum velocity at the same location (along-track distance 40 km)

except for the MSGV from CNES-CLS09 where the maximum is fur-

ther offshore by 20 km. The velocity maximum varies over a range of

14 cm/s, from 45 cm/s (SP09) to 59 cm/s for the LUT estimate with

large shear. The LUT method provides a velocity maximum of 47 cm/

s for the extreme case of zero shear and similar values of 57 and

59 cm/s for the fitted and large shears. The mean surface velocity

estimate from LUT covers a wide range, stressing the importance of

near-surface shear.

2.3. Assessment of the Reconstructed Velocities Comparing to Mooring Data

Cross-track velocities along ground track #26 corresponding to the current meter records (location and

time) are reconstructed using the classic method (with the Vm(x,z) and A(x,z) from SP09) and the LUT

method with the three different geostrophic near-surface shears. To validate the method, the reconstructed

velocities are compared to 20 day low-pass filtered in situ velocities from each mooring period (step C in

Figure 2). Velocity statistics for the in situ data from the first and last mooring deployments (20 day low-

pass filtered) and the four reconstructed velocities are presented in Table 2. In general, reconstructed means

at each current meter depth are within 1 cm/s of the observed values except those reconstructed from the

classical method using SP09 parameters (Vm and A) where differences exceed 10 cm/s at 1A1 and 1M1.

Note that these current meter data (1A1 and 1M1) are from the recent deployment (2014–2015) and conse-

quently, their information is not included in calculating Vm(x,z) and A(x,z) in SP09 while it is used in the

LUT. The correlations between the four reconstructed velocities and the 20 day low-pass filtered in situ data

are similar and in general larger than 0.7 except near the bottom. The agreement between reconstructed

and in situ velocities is particularly satisfying in the core of the MC at 1A1and 1M1. In general, the standard

deviation of the reconstructed velocities is smaller than that of the 20 day low-pass filtered in situ data

(Table 2). The variance reduction is likely a consequence of smoothing of the altimeter data. The satellite

velocity anomaly is smoothed while computing the gridded product, whereas in situ data are point meas-

urements (Ferrari et al., 2017).

To check the consistency of the LUT-reconstructed velocities we computed the means and standard devia-

tions at the position of moorings from period 2001 to 2003. Recall that the 2001–2003 data were not used

to estimate matrix B in the LUT method. Correlations between reconstructed and in situ velocities vary

between 0.7 and 0.9. The LUT method with any of the three near-surface shears performs better than SP09

in terms of means and root-mean-square error (not shown). Therefore, the LUT-reconstructed velocities are

very consistent with the in situ data from any period and are preferred to the velocities derived from SP09.

Figure 4. Across-track mean surface geostrophic velocity (MSGV) from CNES-

CLS09 mean dynamic topography (MDT) in red, from CNES-CLS13 MDT in

green, and from SP09 in blue. Colored dots represent the mean surface geo-

strophic velocity for each type of near-surface shear at the mooring position

resulting from the iterative method (cf., Figure 2). The dashed lines are the new

mean surface velocity profiles for each type of near-surface shear.
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2.4. LUT-Reconstructed Velocities in the Framework of the ‘‘Classical Method’’

To put the LUT-reconstructed velocities V(x,z,t) in the framework of the ‘‘classical method,’’ we computed

the mean cross-track velocity Vm(x,z) and the time-dependent vertical structure A(x,z,t) from equation (3):

A x; z; tð Þ5 V x; z; tð Þ2Vm x; zð Þð Þ=V0 x; 0; tð Þ (3)

where V0(x,0,t) is the surface cross-track velocity anomalies computed from SLA.

The mean cross-track velocities Vm(x,z) from the three LUT estimates (Figures 5a–5c) present larger values

than the Vm(x,z) from SP09 in the upper 500 m in the core of the MC (Figure 5d). The zero near-surface shear

provides the lowest mean near-surface velocities of the three LUT estimates. The mean velocity difference

between the surface and 250 m depth for the fitted near-surface shear and the large near-surface shear shows

large values over the upper slope and decreases further offshore (Figure 5e). The mean velocity difference

between the surface and 250 m shows a maximum located around the 30 km of 13 cm/s for the large near-

surface shear and 10 cm/s for the fitted near-surface shear. SP09 mean velocity difference between the sur-

face and 250 m decreases monotonically offshore from 12 cm/s at km 0 to 0 cm/s at km 140. The LUT method

allows for negative upper water column shears on the offshore part of the section, which is expected when

the Brazil overshoot migrates westward (VP99a). The standard deviation in the velocity difference between

the surface and 250 m for the fitted and large shear exceeds 6 cm/s in the offshore part of the section. In con-

trast, the standard deviation in SP09 is unrealistically small (less than 2 cm/s) all along the section (Figure 5e).

The mean vertical structures A(x,z) deduced from averaging A(x,z,t) from (3) over time for each LUT are

quite different in the upper layer as expected from the different shears (Figures 6a–6c). The zero-shear

LUT-derived A(x,z) features values in excess of 0.9 in the upper 700 m (Figure 5b). The three LUT-derived

A(x,z) show a 0.3 isoline at shallower depth (between 1,000 and 1,500 m) than observed in the SP09 A(x,z)

(Figure 6). The SP09 A(x,z) is merely extrapolated from the in situ data (Figure 6d), whereas the three LUT

A (x,z) take into account altimetric data (Figures 6a–6c). The three LUT estimates indicate a shallower level

(1,000 m) for the 0.3 isoline at km 30 than at km 60 which is information provided by the ADCP not avail-

able in SP09. We will see in the following sections that these differences in the mean and vertical struc-

ture somehow compensate along the section as the resulting transport time series are quite similar to

each other.

Table 2

Statistics of the In Situ and Reconstructed Velocities

Current meter

(isobaths)

Depth

(m)

In situ LUT fitted shear LUT large shear LUT zero shear Classic method

Mean

(cm/s)

Std

(cm/s)

Dmean

(cm/s)

Std

(cm/s)

RMSE

(cm/s)

Dmean

(cm/s)

Std

(cm/s)

RMSE

(cm/s)

Dmean

(cm/s)

Std

(cm/s)

RMSE

(cm/s)

Dmean

(cm/s)

Std

(cm/s)

RMSE

(cm/s) r

1A1 (1,030 m) 400 31.3 19.3 20.2 14.8 9.7 20.1 11.7 10.4 0.0 17.2 8.9 212.7 15.1 15.9 0.9

600 22.7 14.7 21.2 13.5 10.0 21.5 9.0 10.9 0.7 13.4 8.9 211.8 14.1 15.1 0.9

880 14.7 8.1 0.1 9.7 5.6 20.8 47 8.7 0.5 7.0 5.1 26.2 10.1 8.9 0.8

1M2 (1,319 m) 380 33.3 21.2 20.2 14.9 9.5 20.1 14.7 9.7 0.0 19.0 8.5 211.4 15.8 14.6 0.9

829 21.2 14.1 20.4 10.0 7.0 21.6 9.6 7.4 0.5 12.2 6.7 27.8 12.2 10.3 0.9

1,116 14.2 9.8 0.0 6.9 6.3 20.4 6.4 7.3 0.0 7.9 6.5 26.1 9.6 9.2 0.7

9M3 (1,507 m) 261 31.7 11.4 0.5 9.4 7.7 0.4 7.8 6.2 0.0 9.4 5.9 20.1 8.4 6.1 0.8

912 16.1 4.7 1.7 5.6 4.3 0.9 4.1 3.6 4.7 6.0 6.5 2.3 2.3 4.9 0.7

1,377 7.6 2.5 2.0 3.1 3.9 0.5 1.8 2.6 3.8 2.7 4.9 4.0 4.0 4.9 0.3

1M5 (1,945 m) 524 26.3 14.8 20.5 9.4 7.8 20.2 9.4 7.8 0.0 13.7 6.9 20.3 10.8 7.2 0.9

978 19.1 10.2 21.4 5.6 9.7 22.0 5.6 13.4 21.2 8.2 11.8 23.9 8.4 13.8 0.8

1,275 11.7 7.9 20.8 3.1 9.4 20.4 3.2 9.8 0.7 4.7 7.6 0.7 5.5 17.2 0.6

9M6 (2,200 m) 342 11.5 9.0 0.5 6.5 6.2 0.3 6.0 6.4 0.0 8.9 6.7 2.0 7.4 6.6 0.7

544 10.9 7.2 0.3 5.4 5.0 20.9 5.0 5.4 20.2 7.3 5.4 1.3 6.7 5.5 0.7

1,009 9.9 5.7 20.4 3.4 5.2 21.6 2.3 6.5 20.7 4.5 5.7 0.4 5.3 6.4 0.3

9M8 (3,040 m) 300 3.8 8.9 0.3 7.5 5.8 0.4 6.6 5.7 0.0 9.7 6.3 21.0 8.6 6.0 0.8

504 3.8 7.2 0.9 6.2 5.2 0.0 5.0 5.0 0.4 8.4 5.8 1.1 10.3 5.7 0.7

975 4.7 5.1 0.5 3.7 4.3 20.8 2.1 5.0 20.2 5.9 5.2 21.2 6.0 5.2 0.6

Note. Mean and standard deviation of in situ velocities for all the current meter records used in the LUT (1993–1995 and 2014–2015). Mean differences, root-

mean-square difference and the correlation coefficient (r) between in situ velocities and reconstructed velocities. Standard deviation of the reconstructed veloc-

ity for each type of LUT and for the classic method using SP09 parameters (Vm and A).
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Figure 5. Mean velocity field across the section in cm/s deduced from the look-up table (LUT) for each type of shear ((a)

fitted near-surface shear, (b) zero near-surface shear, and (c) large near-surface shear) and (d) for SP09. Mooring position

is indicated with vertical lines. Red diamonds: moorings from 2014 to 2015. Black diamonds: moorings from 2001 to 2003.

Green diamonds: moorings from 1993 to 1995. (e) Mean velocity difference between the surface and 250 m for each type

of shear and for SP09. Shaded areas represent standard deviation.
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3. MC Volume Transport Time Series: Assessment and General Statistics

3.1. Assessment of the Different Transport Time Series

Twenty-four yearlong volume transport time series of the MC above 1,500 m were computed from the posi-

tive (equatorward) velocities derived from the four different methods (SP09 and the three LUT) with a daily

sampling. Because the altimetry product is based on a space-time interpolation, the transport time series

cannot resolve variations with periods shorter than 20 days. The four transport time series are highly corre-

lated with each other (r> 0.99), and only one transport time series is shown (Figure 7). We choose the LUT

transport computed with fitted near-surface shear as justified below. The means and standard deviations of

the 24 yearlong transport time series do differ however (Table 3). As expected from the mean velocity sec-

tions (Figure 5), SP09 transport has the smallest mean (33.2 Sv). The means of the LUT-derived transports

are 34.6 Sv (large shear), 37.1 Sv (fitted shear), and 39.8 Sv (zero shear). Standard deviations of the volume

transports range from 6.0 to 7.9 Sv (Table 3). The standard deviation is largest for the LUT method with a

zero near-surface shear and smallest for the large shear.

Figure 6. Function A(x,z) obtained for each type of shear ((a) fitted near-surface shear, (b) zero near-surface shear, and (c)

large near-surface shear) and (d) from SP09. Mooring position is indicated with vertical lines. Red diamonds: moorings

from 2014 to 2015. Black diamonds: moorings from 2001 to 2003. Green diamonds: moorings from 1993 to 1995.
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The LUT transport estimates are now compared to existing time series. VP99b derived a transport time series

using 256 days of in situ data (from December 1993 to August 1994) with a mean of 36.8 Sv and a standard

deviation of 10.7 Sv. The means over the same period obtained with the three LUT differ from the one

reported by VP99b by 20.9, 23.1, and 11.6 Sv for the fitted near-surface shear, the large near-surface shear

and the zero near-surface shear, respectively. The transport difference between VP99b and SP09 over the

same period is25.2 Sv, VP99b being larger (Table 3). The four transport estimates derived from altimetry pre-

sent reduced standard deviation (from 5.1 to 6.7 Sv) compared to VP99b (10.7 Sv; Table 3) as expected since

the altimetry-derived velocities do not resolve high-frequency variations (Ferrari et al., 2017). The means of

the LUT-derived transports computed over the 14 years examined in SP09 (1993–2007) are larger than the

mean reported by SP09 (34.3 Sv) by 3.3 Sv (fitted shear), 6.1 Sv (zero shear), and 0.8 Sv (large shear). The SP09

parameters (Vm, A) derived in SP09 do not fit the in situ data as well as the LUT method (section 2.3) and pro-

vide consistently lower mean transport than any other estimate (VP99b or LUT derived; Table 3).

To better understand the differences in the statistics of the transport time series and for purpose of compar-

ison, we recalculated the volume transport using equation (1) with the mean A(x,z) and Vm(x,z) computed a

posteriori from the LUT estimates (section 2.3, Figures 5 and 6). The a posteriori transport time series show

correlations above 0.99 with the LUT transport time series. The root-mean-square (rms) of the difference

between the transports (LUT and a posteriori with the classical method) are small 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 Sv for the

zero near-surface shear, the fitted shear, and the large near-surface shear hypotheses, respectively.

The difference in the mean (over the 24 years) between the LUT transport estimates (zero near-surface

shear and large shear) is 5.2 Sv. It provides an upper bound on the error on the mean volume transport.

Therefore, being conservative, we conclude that the mean transport of the MC over the 24 years is

37.16 2.6 Sv and its standard deviation 6.66 1.0 Sv. We chose to present the fitted shear volume transport

times series shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Volume transport (in Sv) in the upper 1,500 m computed with the LUT method using the fitted near-surface shear. The in situ measurement periods are

indicated in colors. Horizontal lines indicate the mean and 1.5 standard deviation on each side of the mean.

Table 3

Statistics for MC Volume Transport

SPO09 LUT fitted shear LUT zero shear LUT large shear

1993–1994

(256 days)

1993–2007

(15 years)

1993–2016

(24 years)

1993–1994

(256 days)

1993–2007

(15 years)

1993–2016

(24 years)

1993–1994

(256 days)

1993–2007

(15 years)

1993–2016

(24 years)

1993–1994

(256 days)

1993–2007

(15 years)

1993–2016

(24 years)

m (Sv) 31.6 34.3 33.2 35.9 37.6 37.1 38.4 40.4 39.8 33.7 35.1 34.6

r (Sv) 6.7 7.4 7.8 5.5 6.4 6.6 6.7 7.7 7.9 5.1 5.8 6.0

Note. Mean and standard deviation of the MC volume transport for the three LUT and the classic method for three different periods: from December 1993 to

August 1994 (to compare with VP99b), from January 1993 to December 2007 (to compare with SP09), and from January 1993 to December 2016 (24 years of

satellite altimetric data).
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3.2. Twenty-Four Yearlong MC Transport: General Statistics and Time Scales of Variations

The three in situ measurement periods present relatively weak MC transport with mean values of 34.5, 36.7,

and 31.7 Sv compared to 37.1 Sv for 24 years (Figure 7). The last observation period (2014–2015) coincides

with a very small mean value and a large standard deviation (9.8 Sv versus 6.6 Sv over 24 years; Figure 7).

Annual means of volume transport and their annual standard deviations (Figure 8) show that years 2003

Figure 8. Yearly averages of the MC transport in the upper 1,500 m from January 1993 to December 2016. The standard devia-

tion is shown by the blue line centered on each bar. Red, green, and black colored bars indicate in situ observation periods

(1993–1995, 2001–2003, and 2014–2015, respectively). The black horizontal line marks the mean transport for 1993–2016.

Figure 9. (a) Variance-preserving spectra of the MC transport by averaging over a group of five adjacent frequencies. The

dotted line shows the 90% confidence level against the red noise background from a first-order autoregressive (ARI) pro-

cess. (b) Corresponding wavelet transform amplitude shown in base 2 logarithm; y axis is the period in days and x axis is

the time in years.
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and 2004 are characterized by a large annual mean (41.6 and 41.3 Sv, respectively, standard deviation of 7.4

and 5.5 Sv) and 2014 by the smallest annual mean (32.1 Sv) and largest standard deviation (8.4 Sv). The

yearly averages of volume transport suggest a low-frequency modulation with a time scale of several years.

The volume transport time series does not show any significant trend.

The correlation of the cross-track satellite surface velocity anomaly at each point of the section with the

transport time series reaches a maximum of 0.95 in the vicinity of the mooring 9M3, around 62 km (bathym-

etry: 1,500 m). This implies that the variability of the MC transport can be properly monitored based on the

surface velocity anomaly variability at this point.

The transport time series cannot resolve variations with periods shorter than 20 days. The variance-

preserving spectrum of the transport time series (Figure 9a) shows significant peaks with elevated energy at

periods between 30 and 110 days. This period band is probably associated with baroclinic coastal trapped

waves propagating along the edge of the Patagonian shelf (Vivier et al., 2001). Other salient peaks above

the 95% confidence level are found at the semiannual and annual periods, the annual being the largest

peak. The spectral content of the transport time series is modulated in time as shown in the wavelet trans-

form amplitude (Figure 9b) with variable relative energy around the 70 day period, the semiannual and

annual periods. The energy around 70 day period is larger during the first 6 years of the time series. There is

no energy at the annual period before 2001 and a significant amount after 2001. The energy at the semian-

nual period is patchy, significant before 2001 and after 2010 (Figure 9b).

The MC transport time series (Figure 7) also shows important short-term variations with several strong

apparently aperiodic peaks during which the MC transport decreases by more than 40% with respect to the

mean in less than a month. In three occasions, the MC transport even reduces to less than 10 Sv (around 6

September 1994, 26 September 2001, and 1 January 2015, Figure 7). In fact, due to these events, the distri-

bution of the MC volume transport anomalies shows a remarkable asymmetry (Figure 10). The Fisher-

Pearson coefficient of skewness is 20.80 corresponding to a long left tail (–29 Sv) relative to the right tail

(117 Sv): negative transport anomalies are larger than positive transport anomalies.

4. Variations of MC Volume Transport

4.1. Extremes Events: Maxima and Minima of the MC Transport

An event is considered extreme when its deviation from the mean is larger than 61.5 standard deviation.

This criterion selects 25 minima and 23 maxima. The mean duration of extreme events, whether positive or

negative, is about 22 days. The SLA composite corresponding to the positive events (Figure 11a) shows a tri-

pole of anomalies in the 40–428S latitudinal band. The tripole comprises a cyclonic anomaly (<215 cm)

centered at 558W and 418S impinging on the offshore side of mooring section, a positive elongated anom-

aly (>15 cm, 538W, 418S) reinforcing the BC overshoot and a strong negative anomaly further offshore

(<230 cm, 518W, 40.58S). In contrast, the composite of SLA maps corresponding to transport minima

(Figure 11b) shows a tripole of the opposite sign with a strong anticyclonic anomaly (>30 cm) next to the

mooring section, a strong negative anomaly (<–30 cm, 528W, 418S), and a positive anomaly (>20 cm, 498W,

Figure 10. Distribution of the MC volume transport anomalies. x axis: volume transport anomaly values y axis number of

days over 24 years. Black vertical lines mark the std, 1.5 std value, and 2 std values.
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41.58S). As transport minima are more extreme than maxima, the SLA amplitude next to the mooring sec-

tion is logically larger in the case of transport minima. In either case no anomaly signal is observed along

the continental slope that is along the path of the MC.

The surface circulation associated with MC transport maxima (Figure 11c) indicates that during transport

maxima the SAF extends north past the mooring section and reaches the same location as the record

length mean SAF. The only difference with the mean SAF location is found offshore as the southward path

of the SAF is pushed eastward by the negative sea level anomalies between 40 and 458S at 558W (Figure

Figure 11. (a, b) SLA and (c, d) ADT composites (cm/s) for the 25 minima and for the 23 maxima in volume transport. Associ-

ated surface geostrophic velocities in cm/s are shown on the ADT. Black (white) solid contours in Figures 11a and 11b. (Fig-

ures 11c and 11d) indicate the SAF, BCF, and PF position during extrema. Black (white) dashed contours in Figures 11a and

11b (Figures 11c and Figure 11d) mark the mean position of the SAF, BCF, and PF during the whole altimetric period. The

fronts are defined as in Figure 1. The 1,000 m isobath is indicated with a blue contour. Isobaths are the same as in Figure 1.

The black (white) line in Figures 11a and 11b (Figures 11c and 11d) indicates the position of Jason track #26.
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11a). In contrast, the surface circulation corresponding to transport minima (Figure 11d) indicates that the

SAF loops southward south of the mooring section and that the MC splits into two branches at 418S: one,

offshore, performs a cyclonic loop at 418S and then flows adjacent to the BC overshoot while the second

inshore branch continues flowing northward along the 1,000 m isobath, up to 398S where it meets the Brazil

Current. It is remarkable that the separation of the Brazil Current Front (BCF) from the slope (the 1,000 m

isobath) occurs at a similar latitude (around 368S) both during transport minima or maxima, and that the

overshoot is more intense during maxima than during minima (Figures 11c and 11d).

Figure 12. Lagged composites of SLA for (a–c) maxima and (d–f) minima (Lag 0 day are on Figures 10a and 10b). Color

scale in cm. Isobaths are the same as in Figure 1. Solid contours indicate the corresponding front locations (SAF, BCF, and

PF) and dashed contours their mean positions over 1993–2016. The black line indicates the position of Jason track #26.
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To further investigate the nature and possible cause of these circulation anomalies, we examine lagged

composites for transport maxima and minima.

4.2. Lagged Composites for Maxima and Minima of the MC Transport

Lagged composites for transport maxima (Figures 12a–12c) show the presence of cyclonic anomalies

between 488S and 508W over the 4,000–5,000 m isobath, west of the Malvinas Return Current (MRC). The

northward displacement of the cyclonic anomalies with time could be indicative of a north-northwest prop-

agation of cyclonic anomalies. The lagged composites (Figure 12) provide a blurred illustration of the propa-

gation as each is a mean of �24 events (23 maxima and 25 minima) with different intensities. However,

propagations are clear if each extremum is considered separately. To illustrate the propagation we present

two SLA Hovm€oller diagrams along the 4,000 m isobath for two time periods that precede transport max-

ima (Figures 13a and 13b). The Hovm€oller diagram clearly shows a northward propagation of negative SLA

along the 4,000 m isobath, resulting in a maximum in MC transport at 418S. The propagation speed is about

6 km/d. This is the same order of magnitude as mesoscale eddy northward propagation speed along the

4,000 m isobath estimated by Fu (2006) and Mason et al. (2017). The cyclonic anomalies are traced back to

the south of the Argentine Basin. When (and if) the cyclonic anomalies reach 418S, they increase the MC

transport on the slope through a local recirculation cell. In some cases, the cyclonic anomalies appeared to

be shed from the PF. The shedding occurs as the PF exits the Malvinas Plateau (488S and 508W) and turns

eastward following the Malvinas Escarpment. The diverging isobaths in that region favor the development

of instabilities and current splitting (Arhan et al., 2002). As the PF continues its eastward path, it meanders

along the Malvinas Escarpment and sporadic eddies are shed as well (Fu, 2006, 2009).

Lagged composites for transport minima (Figures 12d–12f) show a large positive sea level anomaly break-

ing off the BC overshoot that seems to propagate northwestward toward the continental slope. The SAF

Figure 13. (a, b) Hovm€oller diagrams of SLA (along the 4,000 m isobath colored in red in the map on the top left) corre-

sponding to the periods indicated in red in the transport time series (top middle). Those periods precede a transport max-

imum. They show northward propagation of negative anomalies. The mean propagation speed is about 6 km/d. Note

that in Figure 13b, there are three successive anomalies corresponding to the three maxima occurring during that period

(August–November 2003). (c, d) Hovm€oller diagrams of SLA along Jason track #26 (blue line in the map in the top right)

corresponding to periods indicated in blue in the transport times series. Those periods precede transport minima. The

propagation speed is small and variable about 2–3 km/d. Note the different scales in SLA, in x and y axes of the Hovm€oller

diagrams for maxima and minima. The x axis ticks are expressed as mm/yy.
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retreats south as the positive sea level anomaly reaches the slope. Hovm€oller diagrams of SLA along a sec-

tion parallel to the track for two time periods that precede transport minima (Figures 13c and 13d) suggest

a slow northwestward propagation of large positive SLA toward the slope. The propagation speed of the

positive anomaly is slow (about 2–3 and 1 km/d), in agreement with mesoscale westward propagation

speed in the vicinity of the BMC estimates from Fu (2006) and Mason et al. (2017). Overall, it is difficult to

trace anomalies back further in space and time in this extremely high eddy kinetic energy environment,

and the development of the positive anomaly may differ from one transport minimum to the other.

In the following section, we examine statistical relationships (not only extrema) between the transport varia-

tions and sea level anomalies over the Southwestern Atlantic Ocean.

4.3. MC Transport Variations and SLA Over the Southwestern Atlantic Ocean

The SLA field over the Southwest Atlantic is regressed onto the 24 yearlong normalized transport time

series at different lags. The statistical significance is tested using a two-side Student’s test. As the transport

Figure 14. Regression of SLA on the time series of the MC volume transport normalized by the standard deviation. Lags

at240,220, 0, and120 days are shown. Solid red contours represent the correlation at 90% confidence level; dashed

red contours represent the 95% confidence level. Color scale is SLA in centimeters. Isobaths are the same as in Figure 1.
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time series is not stationary (the spectral content is modulated in time) regressions were also performed on

four 6 yearlong portions of the time series with more homogeneous spectral content. Similar results are

obtained with each 6 year portion of time series (not shown). SLA regressions at lag 0 day always feature

the same patterns (Figure 14): a robust SLA tripole adjacent to the section in the latitude range 408S–428S

and significant regressions (above the 95 or 99% confidence level) along the continental slope (with a weak

positive SLA signal of about 2 cm) and in the negative parts of the tripole. The significant regression pat-

terns along the slope observed at lag 0 (and only at lags less than 15 days) are possibly associated with a

train of fast baroclinic coastal trapped waves propagating along the edge of the Patagonian shelf (Artana

et al., 2016; Vivier et al., 2001). The rapid propagation speed of these waves, of the order of a few m/s, is not

resolved in the altimetry maps (Koenig et al., 2016). Consequently, these waves appeared aliased in the

regression maps (Artana et al., 2016). The tripole observed at lag 0 in the vicinity of the mooring array corre-

sponds to a situation where a strong cyclonic circulation is established in the northern part of the MC and

an anticyclonic circulation reinforces the BC overshoot. The pattern is qualitatively similar to the transport

maxima composite shown in Figure 11c.

Significant regressions (above the 95 or 99% confidence level) are observed from lag 240 to 120 days in

the negative SLA adjacent to the mooring line (Figure 14). The SLA tripole is quasi-stationary and builds up

in amplitude as lag decreases. At lag 0, the negative and positive anomalies reach 210 cm and 110 cm,

respectively. After lag 0, the SLA patches decrease in amplitude and after lag 30 no significant correlations

are found. Significant regressions are confined to the vicinity of the moorings. Apart from the signal possi-

bly corresponding to coastal trapped waves, there is no signal along the MC path at any lag, suggesting

that variations of the MC transport at 418S are locally forced and disconnected from upstream variability.

The temporal scale associated with this regression is annual as a positive anomaly is observed on the moor-

ing section at lag2180 and 1180 days.

The observed significant regression is a robust pattern in the whole altimetric period. It also emerged in

regression maps produced over the period 1993–2001 (dominated by the semiannual period, Figure 9) and

over the period 2001–2016 (dominated by the annual period, Figure 9). While tracking back the significant

regression in these maps, we identified three westward paths of SLA propagation converging toward the

mooring line and potentially feeding the tripole anomaly described above. The first one is zonal path

between 388S and 428S with a wave-train-like SLA patches slowly propagating westward against the mean

flow. The second path is southwestward along the slope from 358S in the same direction as the BC mean

flow. The third path is northwestward starting from the deepest part of the Argentine Basin (478S, 528W)

and against the mean flow. The propagations against the mean flow are very slow. Anomalies build up in

intensity as they are blocked by the continental slope. Searching for the origin of the anomalies is difficult

and beyond the scope of this work.

5. Summary and Conclusion

We computed a 24 yearlong time series of the Malvinas Current transport in the upper 1,500 m at 418S com-

bining in situ current velocity time series and satellite altimetry data. Each in situ data set was about a year

long and altogether the three roughly 10 years apart observation periods provided information across the

continental slope.

We used the new LUT method recently developed by Koenig et al. (2014) and explored three types of shear

encompassing a wide range (no shear, fitted, and large shears) to estimate the uncertainty attached to the lack

of information on the velocity shear in the upper 300 m of the water column. The no shear and large shear

hypotheses represent two extreme cases. The LUT-reconstructed velocities accurately corresponded to the 20

day low-passed in situ velocities from the three periods. Although the three types of upper shear led to signifi-

cantly different mean surface velocity estimates (difference up to 8 cm/s in the core of the MC), the resulting

transport time series were highly correlated with each other (0.99) with root-mean-square differences around 1

Sv, the zero-shear hypothesis providing the largest std (7.9 Sv versus 6.0 Sv). The uncertainty on the mean trans-

port estimate is about 2.6 Sv (less than 10% of the volume transport mean). The mean of the transport time

series over 24 years is 37.16 2.6 Sv and the standard deviation 6.66 1 Sv. The new transport time series agrees

with the transport derived from in situ measurements by VP99b and is 3.9 Sv larger than the mean transport of

SP09. Since 1993, annual mean transports varied from 32 to 41 Sv and the three measurement periods
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corresponded to periods of relatively low annual mean transport. In general, large annual std are associated

with small mean transports. There is no significant trend in the MC volume transport.

The distribution of the MC volume transport anomalies is asymmetric with a negative skewness as transport

anomalies are larger during minima than during maxima. Lagged composites of SLA for transport minima or

maxima showed no anomaly signal along the path of the MC on the continental slope, suggesting that trans-

port anomalies near the northernmost reach of the MC are not derived from upstream sources. Several trans-

port maxima resulted from cyclonic anomalies that propagated from the south following the 4,000–5,000 m

isobaths and locally reinforced the circulation on the slope when they reach 418S. Sporadic cold cyclonic

eddies with a 10–40 day persistence have been observed in the offshore edge of the MC close to the Conflu-

ence region (Garzoli & Garraffo, 1989). The cyclonic sea level anomalies were traced back to the south of the

Argentine Basin and appeared to detach from the PF either as the PF turns east at the exit of the Malvinas Pla-

teau or further east from PF meanders along the Malvinas Escarpment. These eddy pathways are described in

Fu (2006). During MC transport maxima, the SAF location remained basically close to its mean location (up to

39.58S). In contrast, during transport minima, the SAF was displaced southward, back on the mooring line in

extreme cases, as large and intense (>30 cm) positive sea level anomalies shed by the overshoot managed to

propagate westward onto the slope. The sea level anomaly propagation velocities (6 km/d along a northwest

path closely following the 4,000 m isobaths in the southern Argentine Basin leading to transport maxima and

2–3 km/d westward in the highest EKE region of the Confluence about 418S–438S leading to transport min-

ima) are similar to estimates from Fu (2006) and Mason et al. (2017). Regardless of the sign of the intense MC

transport anomalies, the separation of the BCF from the 1,000 m isobaths remained at the same location, in

agreement with Saraceno et al. (2004). The major differences in the BCF were observed offshore as the BC

overshoot weakened during MC transport minima and intensified during maxima.

The link between the volume transport of the MC and the position of the SAF and BCF is not straightfor-

ward. In a companion paper, Ferrari et al. (2017) identified two modes of variations of SLA over the Brazil-

Malvinas Confluence. The first one is related with a latitudinal migration of the SAF, that is the northward

penetration of the MC, and the second with a longitudinal displacement of the Brazil Current overshoot.

Neither of the associated EOFs time series are significantly correlated with the transport time series sugges-

ting that the MC transport variations are not driving the variability.

SLA fields regressed onto normalized transport time series showed that changes in the MC volume trans-

port at 418S, apart from coastal trapped waves bore no correlation with upstream conditions on the conti-

nental slope. A large fraction of the variability of the MC transport at 418S appeared to be controlled by

anomalies propagating over the Argentine Basin and converging at 418S. Three main propagation paths

were identified while performing the regression on portions of the time series with homogenous spectral

content: a southwestward propagation from the BC in the same direction as the mean flow, a very slow

westward propagation in the latitudinal band 398S–428S against the mean flow and a northwestward propa-

gation from the deep abyssal plain against mean flow. Anomaly patterns identified in the analysis of trans-

port minima and maxima were blurred in the regression analysis.

The spectral content of the MC transport showed significant energy in the range 30–110 day range, and in

the semiannual and annual periods. As noticed by SP09, the MC transport time series is not stationary;

rather its spectral content evolves with time. Baroclinic coastal trapped waves observed by Vivier et al

(2001) contribute to the energy content with a period of 30–110 days. The 70 day period was particularly

energetic during the first 6 years of the time series (1993–1998). Years 1993–1998 and from 2010 to 2016

were characterized by a strong semiannual variability. In contrast, the period between 1999 and 2010 was

mostly dominated by the annual variability. Identifying the main processes that modulate the spectral con-

tent of the MC transport time series is a difficult task due to the complex dynamics of the region. Long-term

variations are beyond the scope of this work since the satellite altimetric record length is yet too short to

study the variability of the MC transport at low frequencies.
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Abstract We examine the surface and subsurface signature of ocean fronts closely associated with the

Malvinas Current dynamics. We first evaluate the performances of the Mercator Ocean eddy permitting (1/128

spatial resolution) global operational system in the southwestern Atlantic Ocean over the last 10 years (2007–

2016) using satellite, Argo float and in situ data collected near 418S. Observations versus model comparisons

show that the model correctly reproduces the general circulation and the complex hydrographic features of

the study area including the vicinity of the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence. The model outputs accurately match

the observations except in June 2015. The causes for the June 2015 mismatch are analyzed. We then used the

model and satellite altimetry to identify isolines of absolute dynamic topography (ADT) and potential density

at different depths associated with the mean front location and establish their correspondence with specific

water mass boundaries. Frontal displacements as depicted in satellite ADT, model ADT, and model potential

density at 450 m are in general agreement. The ADT and potential density at 450 m provide nonidentical and

complementary information on eddies shed by the Polar Front (PF): while ADT depicts the surface circulation

with PF eddies entrained into the energetic circulation over the deep Argentine Basin, potential density at

450 m is more effective at monitoring PF eddies feeding the Malvinas Current.

1. Introduction

The Malvinas Current (MC) is the northward flowing western boundary current of the southwestern Atlantic

Ocean (Figure 1a). The MC originates from the northern Drake Passage as an offshoot of the Antarctic Cir-

cumpolar Current (ACC). The ACC, in the Drake Passage, is organized in three main fronts, which correspond

to water mass boundaries as well as deep-reaching jets of eastward flow: the Subantarctic Front (SAF), the

Polar Front (PF), and the Southern ACC Front (SACCF; Nowlin et al., 1977; Orsi et al., 1995). The complex bot-

tom topography downstream of Drake Passage strongly constrains the ACC flow (Artana et al., 2016). The

SAF makes a sharp northward turn, proceeds through the narrow East of Burdwood Bank passage, and

enters the Argentine Basin crossing the Malvinas Plateau (Figure 1a). The northward extension of the SAF is

referred to as the MC. The MC follows the steep Patagonian continental slope up to 388S where it encoun-

ters the Brazil Current which is limited by the Brazil Current Front (BCF; Roden, 1986). After the collision,

both currents veer offshore and separate from the slope. The MC performs a sharp cyclonic loop toward the

South and it is then called Malvinas Return Current. The Brazil Current overshoots anticyclonically reaching

latitude of 448S (Figure 1a). The eddy kinetic energy (EKE) in the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence (BMC) region is

amongst the largest of the world ocean (>2,000 cm2 s22; Figure 1b). In contrast, the eddy kinetic energy

over the MC is low (<100 cm2 s22). The topographic barriers of the North Scotia Ridge and the Malvinas Pla-

teau between the Drake Passage and the Argentine Basin restrict the northward penetration of mesoscale

eddy activity north of 538S (Artana et al., 2016; Figure 1b).

In situ data in the MC are rather scarce. Direct current observations in the north of the MC (418S) showed

that the MC has an equivalent barotropic structure due to the weak stratification and the steep topography
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(Vivier & Provost, 1999). High-resolution hydrographic and current data indicated that at 458S the MC flow is

concentrated in two narrow jets located over two terraces (centered at 200 and 1,400 m) in the continental

slope (Piola et al., 2013). The two jets merge further downstream at �418S. Recent studies of the MC dynam-

ics using altimetry and Argo floats suggested that at times, the MC is cut from its source downstream of

Drake Passage by anticyclonic anomalies propagating westward along the Malvinas Escarpment at 488S

(Artana et al., 2016). However, these blocking events at 488S do not seem to affect the MC flow at 418S, as a

cyclonic recirculation cell is established between 388S and 488S, with the MC being its western boundary.

Extreme transport maxima at 418S (reaching 50 Sv) appear to be related with cyclonic eddies detached

from the PF (488W–488S), which propagate northward above the 4,000 m isobath up to the BMC (Artana

et al., 2018).

A new data set was gathered in the MC near its encounter with the Brazil Current from yearlong moorings

including ADCP (Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler) velocity profiles and temperature and salinity time series

as part of the CASSIS-Malvinas project (Saraceno et al., 2017; Figure 1e). A precise comparison between

velocities derived from satellite altimetry and 20 day low-pass-filtered velocities from current meters

deployed at �300 m depth showed high correlations (larger than 0.8, Ferrari et al., 2017). In the 24 yearlong

altimetry record, two modes dominate sea level anomaly variations in the southwestern portion (west of

Figure 1. Mean surface velocity magnitude (in cm/s) and mean surface velocities (larger than 10 cm/s) (a) from gridded altimetry and (c) from model outputs.

Mean eddy kinetic energy per unit mass (in cm2/s2) (b) from gridded altimetry and (d) from model outputs for the 2007–2016 period. Bottom topography isobaths

correspond to 6,000, 5,000, 3,000, 1,000, and 300 m (from Smith & Sandwell, 1994). The mean locations of the main Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) fronts as

defined by Barr�e et al. (2011) are plotted: Subantarctic Front (SAF), in black (SAF-M solid line and SAF-N dashed line); Polar Front (PF), in red (PF-M solid line and

PF-N and PF-S dashed line); and Southern ACC (SACCF) in grey (SACCF-N and SACCF-S in dashed lines). The mean position of the Brazil Current Front (BCF, solid

light blue) is from Ferrari et al. (2017). The red line indicates a segment of the Jason satellite track #26. The instruments on the 2014–2015 moorings are repre-

sented with red diamonds in Figure 1e. The 0 km is refered to the 300 m isobath EBB, East of Burdwood Bank; DP, Drake Passage; NSR, North Scotia Ridge.
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528W) of the BMC region: the first mode is associated with a latitudinal migration of the SAF, and the second

with a longitudinal displacement of the Brazil Current overshoot (Ferrari et al., 2017). The BMC location in

numerical simulations is highly sensitive to the bottom friction representation and to the spatial distribution

of the ACC volume transport through Drake Passage as well as to the vertical and horizontal resolutions of

the model (Combes & Matano, 2014). Consequently, numerical studies of the region have been hampered

by the difficulty to simulate the proper location of the BMC. Ocean operational models that assimilate satel-

lite altimetry (e.g., Lellouche et al., 2013) are a priori more likely to have the BMC at the correct location. The

new data set from the CASSIS-Malvinas project provides a unique opportunity to examine in detail how an

operational model behaves in this complex region.

The main objective of this work is to examine the signature of the fronts of the Malvinas Current System as

revealed by the spatial and temporal patterns of satellite altimetry and model density fields. The ACC fronts

are associated with large horizontal gradients both in potential density at 400 m and in absolute dynamic

topography (Provost et al., 2011). The large horizontal gradients can be associated with specific isopycnals

in potential density at 400 m and in absolute dynamic topography. Artana et al. (2016) defined criteria in

potential density and dynamic topography for the three main ACC fronts (SAF, PF, and SACCF) and showed

that in Drake Passage the location of these fronts inferred from potential density at 400 m determined from

Argo float data is in good agreement with the front location inferred from mean absolute dynamic topogra-

phy. The three ACC fronts are composed of branches with distinct dynamic topography signatures (Barr�e

et al., 2011; Sokolov & Rintoul, 2009a, 2009b). In Drake Passage, those branches are from north to south:

two branches for the SAF: SAF-N (north) and SAF-M (main); three branches for the PF: PF-N (north), PF-M

(main), and PF-S (south); and two branches for the SACCF: SACCF-N (north) and SACCF-S (south; Figure 1).

Here we examine the signature of the fronts closely associated with the MC dynamics along the western

slope of the Argentine Basin, or MC system, namely the SAF-M, the PF-M, the PF-N and the BCF. For this pur-

pose we use data from Argo floats and from satellite altimetry, as well as outputs from the current global

Mercator Ocean high-resolution (1/128) operational model PSY4V3R1 (hereafter PSY4). A prerequisite to

carry out the present analysis is to first assess the performance of PSY4 in the southwestern Atlantic with a

focus on the MC. In particular, we compare the daily model outputs with the recent mooring data (Decem-

ber 2014 to November 2015) to evaluate the model performance in the region of the BMC.

The paper is structured as follows: the Mercator Ocean global model, in situ and satellite data are described

in section 2. In section 3, we compare model outputs to altimetry and Argo floats to assess the model skill

in reproducing the circulation and hydrography in the study area over the 10 year period of model outputs

(2007–2016). The daily model outputs are also confronted with in situ time series near the BMC. In section

4, we examine the potential density and sea surface height characteristics of the fronts of the MC system.

Similarities and differences in the dynamic height and density variations are discussed. Finally, section 5

summarizes and concludes.

2. Model Outputs and Data

2.1. Mercator Ocean Operational Model

Since 19 October 2016, and in the framework of Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service

(CMEMS, http://marine.copernicus.eu/), Mercator Ocean delivers in real-time daily services (weekly analyses

and daily 10 day forecasts) with a new global 1/128 high-resolution ocean model system (Lellouche et al.,

2018). The vertical discretization comprises 50 levels with 22 levels in the upper 100 m. As a result, vertical

resolution is 1 m near the surface and decreases to 450 m resolution near the bottom. The physical model

component is the NEMO (Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean) platform (Madec, 2008) driven at

the surface by the Integrated Forecast System ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-

casts) atmospheric analyses and forecasts. Observations are assimilated by means of a reduced-order Kal-

man filter with a 3-D multivariate modal decomposition of the forecast error and a 7 day assimilation cycle.

Along-track altimeter data (Pujol et al., 2016), satellite Sea Surface Temperature and Sea-Ice Concentration

from OSTIA (Donlon et al., 2012) and in situ temperature and salinity vertical profiles from the CORA 4.2 in

situ database (Cabanes et al., 2013; Szekely et al., 2016) are jointly assimilated. Moreover, a 3D-VAR scheme

provides a correction for the slowly evolving large-scale biases in temperature and salinity. This Mercator
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Ocean global ocean system PSY4 provides daily outputs of temperature, salinity, currents, sea-ice, and sea

level (http://marine.copernicus.eu/) for the 2007–2016 period.

2.2. In Situ Data

We used the Argo float data (http://www.usgodae.org) to assess how the Mercator model outputs represent

the thermohaline structure of the southwestern Atlantic Ocean. Argo floats provide temperature and salin-

ity profiles between 0 and 2,000 db every 10 days. The typical vertical resolution of the Argo observations is

�10 dbar for the 0–150 m layer, �50 dbar for the 150–300 m layer, 75 dbar for the 300–500 m layer and

100 dbar for the depths below 500 m. We apply the automatic Quality Control (QC) filter from the Argo

data center (Argo Data Management, 2013) to all the Argo float profiles. Despite this QC, we detected pro-

files from long-lived Argo floats (>5 years) in the center of the Argentine Basin (platform numbers 3900266,

3900439, 3900569, and 3900797) with a significant salinity offset probably due to biofouling (Jia et al.,

2016). Consequently, 725 Argo profiles presenting large salinity biases are not used in the comparison. We

were conservative and removed the corresponding temperature profiles too. As a result, 21,397 profiles

from 414 floats drifting in the southwestern Atlantic Ocean over the period 2007–2016 are included in this

assessment. There are between 1,400 and 2,000 profiles each year, except in 2015 and 2016 during which

years the number of profiles doubles (3,200 in 2015 and 4,000 in 2016). The spatial distribution of profiles is

quite homogeneous. Model outputs are collocated and compared to these profiles. The Argo float profiles

are not independent data since they are included in the assimilation procedure via the CORA 4.2 data base.

However, the integrated nature of operational system, combining satellites and in situ observations with

the model dynamics, does not guarantee that all information is retained.

The model outputs are also compared with the independent in situ time series of temperature, salinity, and

velocity from three moorings deployed between December 2014 and November 2015 (Saraceno et al.,

2017). The moorings were lined up on the western slope of the Argentine Basin close to the BMC at 418S

along Jason satellite track #26 (moorings A1, M1, and M2, in red in Figure 1e). The array consisted of a bot-

tom mooring (A1) equipped with an ADCP and a Conductivity-Temperature (CT) sensor, installed at 1,000 m

depth, and two tall-moorings: M1 at 1,300 m depth comprising three current meters and three temperature

and conductivity sensors (CT), and M2 at 1,500 m depth, equipped with four current meters and four CT

sensors. For the purpose of comparison, the model outputs have been collocated in space and time to the

in situ data. In situ and model velocities are rotated (137.988) to decompose into the along and across-

slope components, i.e., parallel and perpendicular to the local bottom slope. In situ current-meter data have

been 10 day low-pass filtered. Indeed, a preliminary comparison between model velocities and in situ veloc-

ities filtered with different cutoff periods (2, 5, 10, and 20 days) indicates that a 10 day cutoff period pro-

vides a satisfactory agreement. In addition, the in situ salinity and temperature data have been low-pass

filtered with a Loess filter with a cutoff period of 2 days to remove tidal and inertial variability.

2.3. Satellite Data

In order to assess the satellite data assimilation performance, model outputs of Sea Surface Temperature

(SST) and sea surface height are compared to satellite data. Satellite SST fields used are from the Opera-

tional Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis (OSTIA) system (�25 km of resolution, http://marine.

copernicus.eu/). Two different types of satellite altimetric products are used: DUACS delayed time altimeter

gridded products and along-track satellite altimetric data (Pujol et al., 2016). Both are produced as part of

the CMEMS. The gridded product includes data from all available altimeters at any given time. This product

comprises maps of sea level anomaly (SLA), absolute dynamic topography (ADT), surface-geostrophic veloc-

ities, and surface-geostrophic velocity anomalies with a spatial resolution of 1/48 on a Mercator regular grid

and a daily sampling. The along-track product consists of ADT and SLA from available satellites with a tem-

poral sampling ranging between 10 and 35 days depending on the satellite and an along-track sampling of

14 km. The observed ADT product is the sum of the observed SLA and the Mean Dynamic Topography

(MDT) CNES-CLS13 (Rio et al., 2014). Since the latter is different from the MDT used by Mercator system

PSY4, and in order to be able to compare the ADT from both products, we correct the MDT used by PSY4

applying an offset computed over the period 2007–2016. The offset was computed as the mean difference

between the mean observed ADT over 2007–2016 and the mean model ADT over the same period and it is

of 45 cm.
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3. Performance of the Mercator Model

3.1. Comparison to Satellite Altimetry Surface Circulation (2007–2016)

The large-scale circulation patterns are well represented in the model outputs (Figures 1a and 1c). Satellite data

and model outputs show a similar location of the BMC, SAF, and BCF. In general, the model surface velocities

are slightly larger (by a few cm/s) than the satellite-derived surface-geostrophic velocities. This may be due to

the better spatial resolution of the model (1/128 versus 1/48 for altimetry). In the MC core over the 1,000–

1,500 m isobath, between 478S and 388S, the model mean surface velocities reach 65 cm/s, that is �12 cm/s

larger than the mean satellite-derived surface-geostrophic velocities. The model mean surface velocities at 458S

show the presence of the two relatively narrow jets in the MC (following the 200 and 1,400 m isobaths), in

agreement with results from Piola et al. (2013). The mean position of each jet also coincides with the mean posi-

tion of the two branches of the SAF: the SAF-M and the SAF-N. The mean locations of the other ACC fronts, the

three branches of the PF and the two SACCF branches, are also well reproduced in the model.

The model EKE shows the same spatial patterns as the satellite-deduced EKE (Figures 1b and 1d) which is

not surprising since the model assimilates the along-track satellite data. In general, the model EKE is larger

than the satellite-derived EKE over the Argentine Basin by about 20%. The model grid resolves mesoscale

features that are aliased in the altimetric grid (1/48).

3.2. Comparison to Hydrography From Argo Float Data (2007–2016)

The ACC fronts are characterized by strong horizontal density gradients at about 400 m depth (Provost

et al., 2011). Consequently, potential density at 400 m depth can be used to infer the location of the ACC

fronts (Artana et al., 2016). Several model depths (380, 450, and 540 m) below the reach of seasonal temper-

ature variations were examined (section 4.1). As an example, in the following, we compare model outputs

at 450 m to observations from Argo floats.

Maps of salinity, potential temperature, and potential density at 450 m from Argo floats and the model

means are shown in Figure 2. The large-scale hydrographic patterns at 450 m are well represented in the

model. Relatively large potential density (>27.1 kg/m3) associated with fresh (<34.2 psu) and cold (<3.58C)

subantarctic waters are observed in the southern Argentine Basin and in the MC. Potential density values

less than 26.9 kg/m3 are associated with salty (>34.5 psu) and warm (>58C) subtropical waters located

north of �408S. The center of the Argentine Basin appears as a region of intermediate potential density val-

ues (between 27.00 and 27.10 kg/m3). In order to achieve a more precise comparison, model outputs of

temperature, salinity and potential density are collocated in time and space at each Argo float profile. The

differences between the collocated model outputs and the Argo observations do not exhibit any significant

bias. Individual differences greater than 61.08C in temperature, 60.2 psu in salinity, and 60.2 kg/m3 in

potential density are found in the southern edge of the subtropical gyre which is populated with energetic

mesoscale structures. In contrast, differences in Subantarctic Waters are negligible (not shown).

To further illustrate the model skills in the MC, we compare model outputs with data from two particular

Argo floats (Figure 3). These floats provided profiles every day and were present in the database assimilated

by PSY4. Moreover, none of these profiles were rejected by the additional QCs implemented in PSY4. The

first Argo float (platform number 6901650, hereafter float 1), data described in Artana et al. (2016), was

trapped in a cyclonic eddy shed by the PF which broke apart and dissipated over the Malvinas Plateau. The

second Argo float (platform number 6901654, hereafter float 2) drifted from 538S to 368S over the upper

Argentinean continental slope during a year (from May 2015 to May 2016). From 24 June to 29 July 2015,

float 1 was inside a cyclonic eddy and recorded a temperature minimum of 0.88C at 200 m corresponding

to the Winter Water coming from the south of the PF (Figures 3a and 3b). Winter Water is well reproduced

in the time-space collocated model outputs (Figure 3c). In early August, the eddy disintegrated and the float

and the model outputs show relatively warm (3.5–4.58C) temperatures extending over the upper 600 m of

the water column (Figures 3b and 3c). Float 2 followed the upper continental slope over depths varying

between 300 and 1,500 m from May 2015 to May 2016 (Figure 3d). Daily Argo float profiles of the upper

1,000 m of the water column show a wide range of salinity values from 33.68 to 34.81 (Figure 3e). The salin-

ity below 300 m is �34.1 psu in both the Argo profiles and in the model (Figures 3e and 3f). The model

reproduces the major salinity variations in the upper water column, with a low salinity (<34.0 psu) derived

from the continental shelf when the float drifted over depths shallower than 500 m (from 538S to 498S and

from 408S to 37.58S).
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3.3. Validation Near the BMC: Comparison to Mooring Data at 418S

Daily model outputs of velocities, temperature, salinity, and density are compared to in situ mooring time

series gathered near the BMC from December 2014 to November 2015 (Figure 1e).

Figure 2. (a) Salinity (psu), (b) potential temperature (8C), and (c) potential density (kg/m3) at 450 m depth from Argo float

profiles over the 2007–2016 period. (d) Mean salinity (psu), (e) potential temperature (8C), and (f) potential density (kg/m3)

at 450 m depth over 2007–2016 from model outputs. Isobaths as in Figure 1.
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Figure 3. (a) Trajectory of Argo float 1 (platform number 6901650) colored as a function of time. Daily potential tempera-

ture profiles (b) from the Argo float and (c) collocated model outputs as a function of time. Black crosses in Figure 3a indi-

cate the float position at the dates indicated with vertical lines in Figures 3b and 3c. (d) Trajectory of Argo float 2

(platform number 6901654) colored as a function of the observed salinity at 30 m. Isobaths as in Figure 1. (e) Salinity pro-

files from the Argo float with a daily resolution. (f) Salinity profiles from the model outputs with a daily resolution. Shallow

topography appears in white. The x axis is latitude. The y axis is the depth (in m).
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3.3.1. Comparison of Means and Standard Deviation

Model and in situ means of temperature, salinity, and potential density are shown in Figures 4a–4c and

Table 1. Model mean temperature (salinity) and in situ mean temperature (salinity) do not differ more than

0.28C (0.05 psu) and differences in mean potential density do not exceed 0.07 kg/m3. The water mass com-

position derived from model outputs is in good agreement with the present knowledge of water masses at

418S (e.g., Maamaatuaiahutapu et al., 1994; Table 2). The mean temperature and salinity of the upper 100 m

(>4.88C, �34.05 psu) correspond to the light Subantarctic Surface Water (SASW; rh< 27.00 kg/m3). Low

salinity water in the western part of the section (<34 psu) corresponds to a mixture of SASW with slope

water. The low salinity (<34.3 psu) layers below correspond to Antarctic Intermediate Waters (AAIW). Three

varieties of AAIW can be distinguished in the region (Provost et al., 1995): a light upper AAIW (AAIW-U)

(27.00< rh< 27.14 kg/m3), a central AAIW (AAIW-C; 27.14< rh< 27.29 kg/m3), and a lower AAIW (AAIW-L;

27.29< rh< 25.35 kg/m3). The AAIW-U and the AAIW-C are classified as Subantarctic Mode Waters in Pro-

vost et al. (1995). Subantarctic Mode Waters are precursors of the lighter varieties of Antarctic Intermediate

Water (McCartney, 1977; Piola & Gordon, 1989). Underneath the AAIW Upper Circumpolar Deep Water

(UCDW) with temperatures lower than 38C and salinity greater than 34.3 psu corresponds to potential

Figure 4. (a–c) Mean and (d–f) standard deviation of temperature (8C), salinity (psu), and density (kg/m3) from model outputs (December 2014 to November 2015)

along the 160 km-long section marked in red in Figure 1. Corresponding values from observations at each instrument are indicated by colored dots. The depth

scale of the y axis is stretched in the upper 2,000 m.
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Table 1

Comparisons Between Mooring Data (December 2014 to November 2015) and Collocated Model Outputs (mean [m] and Standard Deviation [r] and Root-Mean-Square Difference Anomaly Rmsda)

Depth

(m)

T in situ

m (r)

T model

m (r)

Rmsda

T

S in situ

m (r)

S model

m (r)

Rmsda

S

D in situ

m (r)

D model

m (r)

Rmsda

D

V// in situ

m (r)

V//model

m (r)

Rmsda

V//

V? in situ

m (r)

V? model

m (r)

Rmsda

V?

A1 328 33.15 (20.89) 32.08 (19.30) 13.50 210.11 (8.92) 26.92 (7.85) 6.64

544 26.28 (17.67) 26.17 (17.12) 14.15 28.28 (7.68) 25.50 (5.83) 7.19

763 18.55 (12.45) 18.75 (13.50) 14.89 25.48 (5.27) 24.17 (4.36) 8.34

960 3.05 (0.16) 3.25 (0.23) 0.18 34.24 (0.05) 34.23 (0.06) 0.05 27.28 (0.05) 27.21 (0.06) 0.05 12.53 (9.09) 11.65 (11.59) 15.96 21.61 (2.03) 21.17 (3.59) 13.19

M1 380 3.99 (0.61) 4.12 (0.43) 0.46 33.35 (22.45) 41.09 (18.69) 17.24 25.40 (8.92) 24.21 (9.92) 745

829 3.25 (0.41) 3.22 (0.31) 0.28 34.23 (0.08) 34.24 (0.07) 0.05 27.26 (0.09) 27.26 (0.08) 0.06 21.22 (15.12) 29.31 (15.06) 11.93 20.61 (4.85) 23.69 (6.94) 8.59

1,116 2.85 (0.18) 2.89 (0.37) 0.26 34.35 (0.07) 34.36 (0.09) 0.06 27.39 (0.07) 27.39 (0.09) 0.06 14.10 (16.65) 15.62 (10.73) 8.66 22.95 (3.64) 22.19 (3.77) 3.23

M2 524 3.35 (0.57) 3.33 (0.35) 0.45 34.18 (0.04) 34.20 (0.05) 0.03 27.20 (0.09) 27.22 (0.06) 0.06 26.34 (16.13) 38.43 (9.57) 20.13 23.32 (15.32) 2.74 (12.16) 11.60

978 2.84 (0.29) 2.66 (0.22) 0.25 34.42 (0.08) 34.47 (0.09) 0.06 27.44 (0.09) 27.50 (0.08) 0.06 19.18 (10.72) 26.64 (10.14) 13.53 0.64 (8.20) 20.30 (6.88) 6.59

1,275 2.62 (0.18) 2.51 (0.21) 0.11 34.54 (0.08) 34.53 (0.09) 0.07 27.49 (0.08) 27.56 (0.08) 0.06 11.82 (8.62) 21.21 (10.89) 8.96 2.95 (4.99) 21.18 (4.83) 4.80

1,677 2.36 (0.05) 2.39 (0.23) 0.27 34.60 (0.02) 34.62 (0.07) 0.07 27.59 (0.02) 27.64 (0.05) 0.07 5.94 (3.94) 15.53 (10.18) 10.27 20.63 (1.43) 22.35 (4.32) 2.00

Note. Temperature (T, 8C), salinity (S, psu), density (D, kg/m3), along-slope velocity (V//, cm/s), and across-slope velocity (V?, cm/s).
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density between 27.35 and 27.73 kg/m3. Finally, CDW and Lower CDW (LCDW; 2.3< T< 28C, S> 34.75 psu,

and 27.73< rh< 27.80 kg/m3; and T< 28C, S> 34.75 psu, and rh> 27.80 kg/m3, respectively) are found

between 2,000 and 3,500 m.

In general, the standard deviations of model temperature, salinity, and density present similar orders of

magnitude (Figures 4d–4f and Table 1). The in situ temperature standard deviation increases to about 0.68

C in the upper 500 m in the eastern part of the section and the model provides similar temperature stan-

dard deviation (�0.48C). The in situ salinity and potential density standard deviations show a conspicuous

maximum centered at 1,000 m depth, also present in the model. These local standard deviation maxima in

salinity and density present model (in situ data) values of 0.09 (0.08) psu and 0.08 (0.09) kg/m3, respectively.

The standard deviation maxima correspond to the densest varieties of AAIW and UCDW mean depth range.

Close to the sea floor, the model standard deviations of temperature (0.28C), salinity (0.07 psu), and poten-

tial density (0.05 kg/m3) are slightly larger than the in situ data.

In situ and model means of the velocity components are shown in

Figure 5 and Table 1. In the upper slope, at the ADCP location (A1) dif-

ferences between the mean model velocities and the mean in situ

velocities are less than 3.5 cm/s for the along-slope component and

4 cm/s for the across-slope component. The agreement between the

model and the along-slope in situ mean velocities decreases toward

the outer slope (Figure 5a). The model along-slope mean velocities

are larger than in the observations by about 8 and 12 cm/s at M1 and

M2, respectively (Table 1). The model across-slope mean velocities

agree with observations (differences less than 3 cm/s, Table 1) and

present negative values in the upper slope (between km 220 and km

40) and positive values further offshore (between km 80 and km 140)

leading to a divergence in the mean flow over the middle slope (Fig-

ure 5b).

The model and the observations show large standard deviation of the

along-slope velocity component (>20 cm/s) in the upper levels of

Figure 5. (a, b) Mean and (c, d) standard deviation of the (top) along-slope and (bottom) across-slope velocity components from model outputs (December 2014

to November 2015) along the 160 km-long section (from west to east) marked in red in Figure 1. Corresponding values from observations at each instrument are

indicated by colored dots. The depth scale of the y axis is stretched in the upper 2,000 m.

Table 2

Potential Density Characteristics of the Main Water Masses in the Region as

Defined by Maamaatuaiahutapu et al. (1994)

Water mass Potential density (kg/m3)

SASW/SACW 27.00<r

AAIW-U 27.00<r< 27.14

AAIW-C 27.14<r< 27.29

AAIW-L 27.29<r< 27.35

UCDW 27.35<r< 27.73

CDW 27.73<r< 27.80

LCDW 27.73<r< 27.83

Note. SASW, Subantarctic Surface Water; SACW, South Atlantic Central

Water; AAIW, Antarctic Intermediate Water -U upper, -C Central, -L Lower;

UCDW, Upper Circumpolar Deep Water; CDW, Common Deep Water; LCDW,

Lower Circumpolar Deep Water.
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ADCP (A1; Figure 5c). The across-slope velocity component shows large standard deviation values (>15 cm/

s) in the offshore part of the section (>80 km) apparent in the model and the shallowest current meter at

M2, associated with the mesoscale activity of the Brazil Current overshoot (Figure 5d). Differences between

the standard deviation of the in situ and model velocity component over the slope are smaller than 3 and

2.5 cm/s, for the along and across-slope velocities, respectively (Table 1). At the outer-slope, model velocity

standard deviations are smaller than in situ standard deviations by about 6 cm/s for the along-slope compo-

nent and 3 cm/s for the across-slope component.

3.3.2. Comparison of Time Series

The analysis of satellite altimetry and direct current observations collected from December 2014 to Novem-

ber 2015 showed that the MC at 418S went through two distinct regimes based on the intensity of the

along-slope flow at 418S referred to as ‘‘weak Malvinas’’ (December 2014 and May–September 2015) and

‘‘strong Malvinas’’ (early January to mid-April 2015 and mid-September to the end of November 2015; Fer-

rari et al., 2017). The distinct regimes at 418S can be identified in the in situ ADCP velocity components (Fig-

ures 6a and 6c). During the strong regime, along-slope velocities at 300 m reach values as large as 70 cm/s.

During the weak regime, along-slope velocities at 300 m remain below 30 cm/s and, in some occasions, the

ADCP recorded negative along-slope velocities (such as in late June 2015, Figure 6a). During the ‘‘strong

Malvinas’’ regime at 418S the across-slope component is mainly negative (reaching values as large as

224 cm/s at 300 m) while during ‘‘weak Malvinas’’ regime at 418S is mainly positive (values larger than

16 cm/s in some occasions; Figure 6c). The model reproduces the two regimes and the pattern of velocity

variations at 418S (Figures 6b and 6d). However, there is less agreement between the in situ and the model

velocities during the ‘‘weak Malvinas’’ period. In particular, during June 2015 model along-slope velocities at

328 m depth reach a maximum of 53 cm/while in situ velocities at that time are lower than 25 cm/s (Figures

6e and 6f). Comparisons of along and across-slope model velocity time series at the outer upper level moor-

ings (M1 and M2, not shown) also show the departure of the model from the observations in June 2015.

Figure 6. (a, b) Along-slope and (c, d) across-slope velocity time series recorded (left) by the ADCP and (right) from model outputs interpolated at the ADCP posi-

tion during the mooring period (December 2014 to November 2015). Along-slope and across-slope velocity time series at 328 m (e) from the ADCP and (f) from

model outputs interpolated at the instrument position for the mooring period (December 2014 to November 2015).
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In the following, we carefully compare model outputs to the assimilated satellite data at the BMC in June

2015 to seek an explanation for the discrepancies pointed out above.

3.3.3. Comparison to Satellite Data Along a Section at 418S

The altimetric along-track SLA time series along a 160 km-long portion of ground track #26 (Figures 7a and

1a) shows large positive anomalies (�30 cm) in the 50–160 km range during the ‘‘weak Malvinas’’ period.

The large positive anomalies are associated with an anomalous southern position of the SAF (Ferrari et al.,

Figure 7. Hovm€oller diagram of SLA (cm) along a 160 km-long section marked in red in Figure 1c (Jason track #26) based

on (a) the along-track altimetric product from December 2014 to December 2015 and on (b) model outputs along the

same track. (c) Difference between along-track SLA and model SLA. (d) Hovm€oller diagram of the satellite minus model

SLA over the same track #26 extended over the 10 year period of model availability (2007–2016).
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Figure 8. ADT distributions (in cm) from (a) gridded altimetric products and (b) model outputs for 10 June 2015. The

along-track altimetric product (from Altika and Cryosat satellites) for the week centered on this date is superimposed. The

differences between the gridded maps and the along-track altimetric product are shown in (c) and (d). SST distributions

(8C) (e) from OSTIA and (f) from model outputs for 10 June 2015. The black contour is the 108C isotherm which corre-

sponds to the location of the maximum SST gradient for that day. The black line indicates the position of Jason track #26.

The position of the 2014–2015 moorings is indicated with green markers. Isobaths as in Figure 1.
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2017). The model SLA time series interpolated at the location of ground track #26 also shows positive anom-

alies, but with much lower intensity (�20 cm) than the altimeter observations during the ‘‘weak Malvinas’’

period (Figure 7b). During the ‘‘strong Malvinas’’ regime differences between interpolated model SLA and

altimetric SLA are less than 5 cm (Figure 7c). Major differences (�10 cm) occur during the ‘‘weak Malvinas’’

regime in the offshore part of the section (50–160 km range). During June 2015, differences are particularly

large (>25 cm) suggesting that the satellite SLA from this month might not be correctly assimilated in the

model. The 10 yearlong time series of the differences between the model and satellite SLA (Figure 7d)

clearly illustrate that the large values of June 2015 are unique and that differences are small before 2015.

Figures 8a and 8b show the satellite and model ADT gridded maps on 10 June 2015 superimposed to the

along-track ADT satellite product available for the week centered at this date. As might be expected the

agreement between the ADT gridded map and the along-track ADT product is excellent with differences

away from the coast not exceeding 2 cm, which is within the altimetric error (Figure 8c). Both, the gridded

altimetric ADT maps and the along-track products, show the location of the SAF to the south of the mooring

line (black section in Figure 8a). In contrast, the model ADT differs significantly from the altimetric along-

track product, which is actually the product involved in the assimilation procedure (Figure 8b). Major differ-

ences (larger than 30 cm) are found over the offshore portion of the slope (408S–418S, 548W–568W, Figure

8d). At this date, the model SAF is located further north of what it should be according to the along-track

altimetric product and the in situ velocity observations.

In addition to along-track altimeter data, the Mercator model PSY4 assimilates SST maps from OSTIA (sec-

tion 2.3). In contrast to information provided by altimetric data, the SST map from OSTIA on 10 June 2015

indicates that the northernmost extension of the MC is located north of the mooring line (Figure 8e). The

model SST map at this date (Figure 8f) is similar to the OSTIA SST, suggesting that, at this particular date,

the information provided by the SST map prevails over the altimetric observations in the data assimilation

scheme. The cloud coverage on 10 June 2015 exceeded 70% in the BMC region (not shown) precluding the

precise observations of high-resolution SST. In general, the OSTIA maps in the BMC for June 2015 are uncer-

tain. The mean percentage of cloud cover for the region over the 10 yearlong period is 50% and its associ-

ated standard deviation is 30%. Thus, infrared SST observations are often lacking in this region.

Consequently, this analysis suggests that the weight given to the SST observations within the assimilation

scheme should be adjusted as a function of the cloud cover.

The performance of the model outputs close to the BMC is remarkably good except in June 2015 when the

surface circulation is anomalous with an exceptional southern SAF position (Ferrari et al., 2017) and the

assimilation scheme follows uncertain SST information due to cloud-covered region. This evaluation of the

performance of Mercator operational model over the 10 years (2007–2016) showed that the model reprodu-

ces the assimilated Argo float profiles and dynamic topography quite faithfully in the study area. In the fol-

lowing section we use the model outputs to examine the signature of the major fronts of the MC system in

ADT and potential density at depths.

4. Fronts of the MC System in ADT and Potential Density at 450 m

4.1. Mean Location of the Fronts

The major fronts in the Malvinas Current System (SAF-M, PF-N, and PF-M) correspond to large gradients in

ADT (Figure 9a) and in potential density (rh) away from near-surface seasonal temperature variations (Fig-

ures 9c and 9e). The location of the large horizontal mean gradients correspond to particular contours of

mean ADT (Figure 9b and Table 3) and particular contours of mean potential density depending upon the

depth considered (Figures 9d and 9f and Table 3). The mean positions of the MC system fronts based on

maximum horizontal density gradients at 380, 450, and 540 m are in close agreement (Figures 10a, 10b, 9c,

and 9e). Then, in the following we analyze front locations based on maxima in the density gradient fields at

450 m (Figures 10a and 10b). For the SAF-M, the 0 cm ADT contour coincides with the ADT gradient maxi-

mum while two potential density values (27.15 and 27.10 kg/m3) are used to follow the density gradient

maxima at 450 m. The 27.15 kg/m3 potential density corresponds to the SAF-M over the continental slope

while the slightly lower value (27.10 kg/m3) corresponds to the SAF downstream of the Confluence with the

Brazil Current or Subantarctic Front-Return (hereafter referred to as SAF-R). The lower potential density

value of the mean SAF-R is due to the intense mixing with the lighter subtropical waters at the BMC, which
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Figure 9. (a) Mean ADT gradient in cm/100 km from gridded altimetry and (b) mean ADT (in cm). (c) Mean potential

density gradient at 540 m in kg/m3/100 km from model outputs and (d) mean potential density (kg/m3) at 540 m. (e)

Mean potential density gradient at 380 m in kg/m3/100 km from model outputs and (f) mean potential density (kg/m3) at

380 m. The heavy black contours corresponds to specific fronts from Table 3. Isobaths as in Figure 1.
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decreases (increases) the potential density west (east) of the front (Figure 10b). The rh5 27.00 kg/m3 iso-

pycnal at 450 m is the best match to the ADT 30 cm contour associated with the BCF (Table 3 and Figures

10a and 10b). However, this isopycnal does not correspond to a maximum density gradient, but rather to

Table 3

Values of ADT and Potential Density at 380, 450, and 540 m Associated With the Main Fronts in the MC System

Front Mean ADT (cm)

Potential density at

380 m (kg/m3)

Potential density at

450 m (kg/m3)

Potential density at

540 m (kg/m3)

BCF 30 26.96 27.00 27.06

SAF-M 0 27.11 27.15/27.10 27.19

PF-N –34 27.23 27.27 27.31

PF-M 248 27.29 27.33 27.37

Figure 10. (a) Mean potential density gradient at 450 m in kg/m3/100 km from model outputs and (b) mean potential

density (kg/m3) at 450 m. The heavy black contours correspond to specific fronts from Table 3. The thin white lines are

the ADT contours of Figure 9a. (c) Potential temperature-salinity diagram from Argo float data at 450 m classified in terms

of potential density criteria at 450 m (Table 3). Corresponding water masses are indicated. (d) Location of the Argo float

profiles over 2007–2016. The color code corresponds to the potential density at 450 m as in Figure 10c. The heavy black

contours are the potential densities isolines from Figure 10b. Isobaths as in Figure 1.
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the southern limit of the subtropical gyre (Figure 10b). For each front, the mean position inferred from the

ADT contours (Table 3, white contours in Figure 10a) is in close agreement with the mean frontal position

inferred from the 450 m potential density criteria (Table 3, heavy contours in Figure 10a).

The Argo float observations at 450 m presented in a H-S diagram (Figure 10c) show how the potential den-

sity criteria defined from the model outputs mark the transitions between different varieties of water

masses. The lighter densities (blue dots) with rh less than 27.00 kg/m3 correspond to South Atlantic Central

Water (SACW) for salinities higher than 34.2 psu and to Subantarctic Surface Water (SASW) for lower salin-

ities. The density range between 27.00 and 27.33 kg/m3 matches the three varieties of Antarctic Intermedi-

ate Water described in section 3.3.1: AAIW-U (green dots) with 27.00 kg/m3
<rh< 27.15 kg/m3 and

38C< T< 68C; a denser colder AAIW-C (yellow dots) with 27.15 kg/m3
< rh< 27.27 kg/m3 and 28C< T< 48C;

and a denser and saltier AAIW-L with 27.27 kg/m3
< rh< 27.33 kg/m3 and 34.2 psu< S< 34.3 psu (orange

dots). Finally, waters with densities higher than 27.33 kg/m3 (red dots) and salinity higher than 34.3 psu cor-

respond to Upper Circumpolar Deep Water (UCDW).

Argo float profiles (10104 profiles for 2007–2016) are classified according to the potential density criteria in

Table 3 (Figure 10d). The front locations inferred from Argo floats and the mean location of fronts inferred

model potential density at 450 m is quite similar. However, Argo profile locations represented on the same

map (e.g., Figure 10d) are not mean but rather instantaneous values, thus different colors coexisting in the

same area may indicate the presence of eddies, meanders, and other frontal displacements. For example,

the presence of orange dots north of the mean PF-N location may be related to sporadic eddies or PF-N

meanders within the MC. This is in agreement with the presence of waters derived from the Polar Front,

observed at 468S near the center of the cyclonic loop formed by the Malvinas Current and its southward

return (Piola & Gordon, 1989). The different colors observed in the C-shaped high EKE region surrounding

the western Argentine Basin between the BCF and the SAF-M (Figures 1c and 1d) are associated with

numerous eddies of different densities.

In contrast to drifting Argo floats, the model provides continuous time series of density at any location.

Model outputs are now used to examine time variations of the front locations. We examine two zonal sec-

tions across the MC, a section at �518S over the Malvinas Plateau in the upstream part of the MC crossing

the SAF-M, the PF-N, and the PF-M, another one more downstream at �438S crossing the SAF-M, the SAF-R,

and the BCF (red segments in Figures 10a and 10b).

4.2. Front Variations at 518S

The section at 518S crosses the SAF-M (mean location at 54.18W), the PF-N (mean location at 49.38W), and

the PF-M (mean location at 46.88W; Figure 10 and Table 4). The section is located over the relatively shallow

(<3,000 m) Malvinas Plateau. The mean density increases in the offshore direction at all depths (Figure 11a)

and the density standard deviation (Figure 11b) shows a subsurface maximum in the depth range 400–

1,000 m where stratification is important (closely spaced isopycnals in Figure 11a). The subsurface standard

deviation maximum is the signature of the mesoscale activity in this region of strong energy dissipation

and mixing where the fronts meander and shed eddies (Artana et al.,

2016).

Along the section the mean ADT decreases eastward from 17 to

251 cm (for both altimetry and the model) and the density increases

eastward from 27.10 to 27.37 kg/m3 (Figure 12, right). The standard

deviations for each variable (ADT data, ADT model, and rh450) are quite

homogeneous along the section (about 8 cm for ADT and 0.06 kg/m3

for rh450; Figure 12, right). The ratio of the ADT range to the ADT mean

standard deviation along the section is about 2, a value similar to the

ratio of the density range to the density mean standard deviation.

Time series of ADT (from altimetry and the model) and potential den-

sity at 450 m were extracted at the mean location of the fronts. The

three time series show a large degree of correlation (>0.7) for each

front (Table 4). Spectra of these time series show similar spectral con-

tent for the three variables, except at periods shorter than 15 days, at

Table 4

Correlation (R) Between Time Series of ADT (From Satellite Altimeter and Model)

and Potential Density at 450 m at the Mean Front Location

Location of the

time series

R between model

ADT and CMEMS

gridded product

time series

R between model

ADT and potential

density time series

Section at 438S

SAF (54.18W, 51.18S) 0.8 0.7

PF-N (49.38W, 51.18S) 0.7 0.7

PF (46.88W, 51.18S) 0.7 0.8

Section at 518S

SAF (58.38W, 42.88S) 0.6 0.6

SAF-R (55.38W, 42.88S) 0.6 0.7

BCF (54.18W, 42.88S) 0.7 0.8
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Figure 12. (left) Hovm€oller diagrams of (a) satellite gridded ADT (in cm), (b) model ADT (in cm), and (c) model potential density (in kg/m3) at 450 m along a zonal

section (red line in Figure 10a) at �518S over the Malvinas Plateau. The mean locations of the SAF-M (54.18W), the PF-N (49.38W), and the PF-M (46.88W) are indi-

cated in each plot with horizontal lines. The isolines corresponding to the SAF-M are in black, to PF-N in pink, and to PF-M in yellow. (right) Mean value of each var-

iable plotted along the section. Shaded area represents the standard deviation.

Figure 11. (a) Mean density and (b) standard deviation of potential density along the zonal section at 518S (red line in

Figure 10a). The mean position of SAF-M, PF-N and PF-M and the 450 m depth are indicated with green and red lines,

respectively.
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which the model ADT and rh450 have a significant energy (above 95% confidence level) while the satellite

ADT does not, as expected because of the satellite data processing (not shown).

The Hovm€oller diagrams of the three variables (ADT data, ADT model, and rh450) along the section (Figures

12a–12c) show the time evolution of the three fronts PF-M (yellow contour; ADT5248 cm and

rh4505 27.33 kg/m3), PF-N (pink contour; ADT5234 cm and rh4505 27.27 kg/m3), and SAF-M (black con-

tour; ADT5 0 cm and rh4505 27.15 kg/m3). As expected, the two ADT Hovm€oller diagrams are very similar

(Figures 12a and 12b). The rh450 Hovm€oller diagram (Figure 12c) mimics the patterns observed in the ADT

diagrams. The steric effect, with a typical annual cycle, is not an important component of the sea surface

height variability in the region and does not affect the fronts locations. The SAF-M location is somewhat

more stable than the PF-N and the PF-M, probably as a result of more effective topographic steering of the

flow over the steeper upper slope. Yet the range of variations of the SAF-M location is larger in the density

diagram (58 in longitude corresponding to about 300 km at 518S) than in the ADT diagrams (about 28 in lon-

gitude corresponding to about 140 km). The positions of the PF-N and PF-M are highly variable in all dia-

grams. Tortuous and closed contours between 548W and 508W suggest the existence of numerous

meanders and eddies as previously reported (Artana et al., 2016).

4.3. Front Variations Around the MC at 438S

The section located at 438S intersects mean locations of the SAF-M, SAF-R, and BCF at 58.38W, 55.38W, and

54.18W, respectively (Figure 13 and Table 4). The mean density field shows reduced isopycnal spacing in the

400–100 m depth range and a doming of isopycnals centered around 578W between the SAF and SAF-R

mean positions (Figure 13a). The density standard deviation (Figure 13b) features large values at all depths

on the eastern side of the section associated with the high EKE region shown in Figure 1d.

Along the section the mean ADT (satellite and model) varies between 222 and 35 cm with a minimum at

578W associated with the center of the cyclonic loop between the MC and its return flow (Figure 14, right).

The mean potential density at 450 m ranges between 27.10 and 27.22 kg/m3 with a maximum at 578W,

matching the location of the low ADT. This reflects the low sea level and upward doming of isopycnals at

the core of the cyclonic trough. The standard deviation in ADT (potential density) increases eastward from 3

to 31 cm (0.02 to 0.13 kg/m3), respectively (Figure 14, right-hand side).

The time series of ADT (satellite and model) and of rh450 extracted at each front location are highly corre-

lated (r> 0.6, Table 4). The time series extracted at the SAF-R moderately covary with the time series

extracted at the BCF in the three fields (r � 0.4). For each front, the spectra of the three time series at 438S

(not shown) present similar characteristics except at high frequencies (periods less than 15 days) where sat-

ellite ADT does not present any significant energy. The model variables show more high-frequency varia-

tions as expected from the model higher spatial resolution and higher EKE.

The Hovm€oller diagrams of the satellite ADT, model ADT, and potential density at 450 m from 2007 to 2016

along the section at 438S (Figures 10a, 10b, and 14a–14c) show the temporal evolution of the SAF-M (white

Figure 13. (a) Mean density and (b) standard deviation of density along the zonal section at 438S (red line in Figure 10a).

The mean position of SAF-M, SAF-R, and BCF and the 450 m depth are indicated with green and red lines, respectively.
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contour), SAF-R (ADT5 0 cm, rh4505 27.10 kg/m3, blue contour), and BCF position (ADT5 30 cm,

rh4505 27.00 kg/m3, brown contour). The range of variation of the SAF location is quite small (18 in longi-

tude in the satellite and model ADT, and 1.58 in the potential density at 450 m). The SAF-M location is

strongly controlled by the continental slope and remains close to its mean location. The location of the

SAF-R is much more variable and generally covaries with the BCF location (Figure 14). The range of SAF-R

variations is about 28 in longitude in the ADT and about 38 in longitude in the potential density. The BCF

presents larger excursions in the potential density diagram than in ADT (data or model). Several times the

rh450-inferred BCF extends beyond 568W while the ADT-inferred BCF never reaches this longitude.

The potential density diagram at 450 m shows a few episodes of particularly low density (�27.10 kg/m3) at

578W (for instance in April 2013). Vertical density sections and maps of density at 450 m and ADT (example

in Figures 15a–15c) from a model snapshot in mid-April 2013 reveal that these extreme events correspond

to an invasion of the Brazil Current over the section. Isopycnals corresponding to the AAIW water mass vari-

eties (between 27.00 and 27.35 kg/m3) are found at a deeper level than their mean location (Figures 15a

and 13a) and corresponding ADT maps show the invasion of the Brazil Current (Figure 15b). The sinking is

more easily observed in the density field than in the ADT field (Figure 15c). About four such events are

detected in the 10 year time series. During those events the location of the SAF-M in the ADT and rh450

maps is different north of 448S (Figures 15b and 15c).

Figure 14. (left) Hovm€oller diagrams of (a) satellite gridded ADT (in cm), (b) model ADT (in cm) and (c) model potential density (in kg/m3) at 450 m along a zonal

section (red line in Figure 10a) at �438S. The mean locations of the SAF-M (58.38W), the SAF-R (55.38W), and the BCF (54.18W) are indicated in each plot with hori-

zontal lines. The isolines corresponding to the SAF-M are in white, to SAF-R in blue and to BCF in brown. In each plot, the pink and yellow contours correspond to

PF-N and PF-M. The two vertical black lines mark the dates that are shown in Figure 15. (right) Mean value of each variable plotted along the section. Shaded area

represents the standard deviation.
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Between 588W and 558W, the ADT and potential density time series display closed contours corresponding

to the PF-M and PF-N (pink and yellow contours in Figure 14c) which are associated with cyclonic mesoscale

structures. An example is shown in the model snapshot of 4 June 2012 (Figures 15d–15f). All isopycnals are

shallower than in the mean potential density section (Figures 15d and 13a). Specifically, the 27.27 kg m23

isopycnal associated with the PF-N rises above 450 m between 57.78W and 57.08W (Figure 15d). The corre-

sponding map of potential density at 450 m shows that the doming is part of a rather large structure

Figure 15. (a) Model potential density section at 438S on 14 April 2013. The green vertical lines indicate the mean location

of the SAF-M, SAF-R, and BCF according to the potential density (from Figure 13a). The thick white arrows near the surface

indicate the location of the SAF-M and SAF-R according to ADT. 450 m depth is marked with a red line and dashed white

lines are the selected isopycnals indicated in Table 3. (b, c) Model ADT and density maps for the 14 April 2013. (d) Same

as Figure 15a for the 4 June 2012. The white vertical lines indicate the location of the SAF-M, PF-N, and SAF-R inferred

front potential density at 450 m as labeled. (e, f) Model ADT and density maps for the 4 June 2012.
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extending over 48 in latitude and 18–28 in longitude (Figure 15f). The signature of the structure is quite

weak in the ADT map (Figure 15e). This structure has been tracked back in time in the density maps. It origi-

nates from a meander of the Polar Front that shed a large cyclonic eddy around 16 April 2013 over the Mal-

vinas Plateau. The eddy northward progression (at a speed of about 10 km/d closely follows the 2,000 m)

Figure 16. Loci of PF-N and PF-M from 10 years of model snapshots (sampled every 5 days). (a) Positions of PF-N from

ADT. (b) Positions of PF-N from potential density at 450 m. (c) Positions of PF-M from ADT. (d) Positions of PF-M from

potential density at 450 m.
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can be tracked in the density maps. The eddy is seen in the ADT maps close to its formation, but its signa-

ture is lost after leaving the Malvinas Plateau (not shown).

4.4. Loci of the PF-N and PF-M: Differences Between ADT and Potential Density at 450 m

The PF-M and PF-N contours are more numerous in the potential density field at 450 m than in the ADT

field (Figures 14a–14c). The PF-N and PF-M positions of 10 years of model snapshots (sampled every 5 days

for sake of clarity) from ADT and potential density at 450 m show some interesting differences (Figure 16).

North of the Malvinas Plateau (north of 488S), the Polar Front contours, whether derived from ADT or from

potential density at 450 m, tend to be closed. This suggests the occurrence of eddies shed by the PF north

of 488S. The ADT-derived Polar Front (PF-N and PF-M) contours tend to veer offshore toward the deep

Argentine Basin and do not reach the continental slope onshore of the 3,000 m isobath. In contrast, several

Polar Front contours derived from the potential density at 450 m extend on the continental slope along the

MC path, with PF-M contours found more on the outer slope (depths> 2,000 m).

The potential density field at 450 m is able to better detect eddies shed by the PF-M and PF-N over the con-

tinental slope than the ADT. Contrasts between water masses are more evident in the potential density field

at 450 m than in the ADT because Polar Front waters in the MC trough are associated with subsurface intru-

sions of relatively cold and fresh anomalies (Piola & Gordon, 1989). Since sea surface height variations reflect

integrated changes over the full-depth water column, relatively weak, and small-scale features in the den-

sity field may not be detected in ADT field.

In contrast, the ADT depicts eddies shed by the PF crossing the Malvinas Escarpment and entrained north-

eastward into the energetic circulation over the deep Argentine Basin while the signature of those eddies is

lost in the potential density field at 450 m. The stretching of eddies as they are drawn into the deep Argen-

tine Basin and cross the steep slope of the Malvinas Escarpment most likely modifies their vertical structure

and their potential density at 450 m. The typical potential density values associated with the PF branches at

450 m (Table 3) are plausibly found on a deeper level. A precise examination of the process is beyond the

scope of this work.

The ADT and potential density at 450 m provide nonidentical and complementary information on eddies

shed by the Polar Front: while ADT depicts the surface-geostrophic circulation with PF eddies entrained in

energetic circulation over the deep Argentine Basin, potential density at 450 m is more effective at monitor-

ing PF eddies feeding the Malvinas Current.

5. Summary and Conclusion

The performance of the Mercator Ocean global operational system PSY4 in the southwestern Atlantic Ocean

has been evaluated using 10 years of satellite data and Argo floats (PSY4 assimilates along-track altimetric

data, SST and Argo float data) and 1 year of independent mooring data deployed in the MC in the vicinity

of the BMC.

Comparisons with satellite gridded data over the 2007–2016 period show that the model produces realistic

circulation patterns in the region. The model EKE is generally higher than the altimetric EKE over the Argen-

tine Basin (e.g., by up to 400 cm2/s2 in the BMC). We postulate that the increased model EKE is due to the

increased spatial resolution of the model grid (1/128), which resolves mesoscale features that are not cap-

tured by present satellite altimetry processing. The comparison of model outputs collocated in time and

space with Argo floats profiles show that the model also reproduces some of the complex hydrographic fea-

tures of the study area. Two specific Argo floats providing daily profiles illustrate the performance of the

operational model in the Malvinas Current System.

The performance of the model is particularly satisfactory in the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence. The comparison

is a stringent test for model performance because the BMC presents a complex water mass structure and

dynamics. Model outputs were also compared to in situ temperature, salinity, density, and velocity observa-

tions gathered at three moorings deployed from December 2014 to November 2015 at 418S. Despite the

fact that this observation period presents outstanding variability in the intensity of the MC (Artana et al.,

2018) and the regional eddy kinetic energy (Ferrari et al., 2017), the model hydrographic property distribu-

tions and velocity fields present a good agreement with the in-situ and satellite altimeter observations. The
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model water mass structure at 418S is consistent with previous descriptions (Maamaatuaiahutapu et al.,

1994). At this location the model outputs accurately match the mean and standard deviation of the in situ

temperature, salinity and density. Over the upper slope the agreement between model outputs and 10 day

low-pass-filtered in situ velocity time series is remarkable. The model reproduces the strong and weak

regimes of the MC that characterized the mooring period (Ferrari et al., 2017). However, in June 2015 model

velocities significantly depart from in situ data. The time series of the difference between model SLA and

altimetric SLA presents large values (>25 cm) during June 2015, at a time of an exceptionally weak Malvinas

Current. The BMC region at that time was mostly cloud-covered and uncertain SST data seem to have pre-

vailed over the altimetric data in the assimilation scheme. Except for the above mentioned deviations of the

model in June 2015, which are unique during the entire 10 years of model outputs, the performance of the

model close to the BMC region is remarkably good.

The location of the fronts of the MC system corresponds to large gradients in ADT and in potential density

at 450 m. We identified values in ADT and potential density at 450 m that match the mean potential density

gradients. For each front, the mean position inferred from the ADT coincides with the mean position

inferred from the 450 m potential density field. We used these ADT values to monitor the variations of the

location of the fronts over two sections crossing the MC. The section at 518S over the Malvinas Plateau,

crosses the SAF-M, PF-N, and PF-M, and the section at 438S, crosses the SAF-M, the SAF-R, and the BCF. The

variations in the front locations in the three fields (satellite ADT, model ADT, and model potential density at

450 m) present a good agreement.

Nevertheless, the PF-N and PF-M positions of 10 years of model snapshots from ADT and potential density

at 450 m show some interesting differences. The potential density field at 450 m is useful to detect and

track eddies shed by the PF-M and PF-N that feed the MC and have a much weaker signal in the ADT. In

contrast, the ADT depicts eddies shed by the PF crossing the Malvinas Escarpment and entrained into the

energetic circulation over the deep Argentine Basin while the signature of those eddies is lost in the poten-

tial density field at 450 m.
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Abstract Downstream of Drake Passage, the northern branches of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, the

Polar Front and the Subantarctic Front, veer northward and the latter forms the Malvinas Current (MC). The

MC flows along the continental slope up to 38°S where it loops southward as the Malvinas Return Flow. Using

24 years of Mercator Ocean physical reanalysis outputs and Argo float data, we explore the open-ocean side

of the MC. We observe the occurrence of blocking events at 49°S, a region where the MC is exposed to the

warm and salty anticyclonic anomalies propagating westward along the steep slope of the Malvinas

Escarpment. During these events, the MC is cut off from its source, and the MC transport is considerably

reduced at 49°S. The open-ocean side of theMC is regularly suppliedwith cold polar waters from the Polar front.

The polar waters accumulate and recirculate between the MC and the Malvinas Return Flow. The water

characteristics of the recirculation region change over time. The recirculation region hosts significantly lighter

and fresher waters during the period 1997–2003 compared with prior and later years. The 1997–2003 salinity

minimum in the recirculation region corresponds to a period with reduced feeding events at 49°S.

Plain Language Summary The Malvinas Current (MC) is an extension of the Antarctic Circumpolar

Current. It flows along the Argentinean continental slope up to 38°S where it performs a sharp cyclonic loop

and turns to the south as the Malvinas Return Flow. We show that recurrently, the open-ocean side of the MC

is supplied with cold polar waters north of 49°S. These waters accumulate and recirculate between the MC

and the Malvinas Return Flow. Blocking events at 49°S cut off the MC from the Antarctic Circumpolar Current.

Twenty-four years of Mercator Ocean physical reanalysis outputs show recurrent blocking and feeding events

and subsequent recirculation cells. Salinity in the recirculation region showed a minimum in the water

column in the 1997–2003 period. The salinity minimum corresponds to a change in the occurrence of feeding

and blocking events.

1. Introduction

Downstream of the Drake Passage, the northernmost branch of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), the

Subantarctic Front (SAF), performs an equatorward loop forming the Malvinas Current (MC). The MC flows

almost 2,000 km following the Patagonian continental shelf up to the latitude of 38°S where it encounters

the poleward flowing Brazil Current (Figure 1a). The region of confluence of these two currents, known as

the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence, presents large eddy kinetic energy levels (as high as 2,000 cm2/s2) and eddies

and meanders populate this region (Figure 1b). High eddy kinetic energy levels (~1,000 cm2/s2) are also

found in Drake Passage. Due to topographic obstacles at the Drake Passage exit, the SAF and the Polar

Front (PF) deflect northward (Figure 1a). The SAF and PF exit the Scotia Sea crossing the North Scotia

Ridge trough east of Burdwood Bank (~2,000 m) and Shag Rocks (~3,200 m) Passages, respectively.

Subsequently, the fronts flow over the Malvinas Plateau, where the PF turns eastward and the SAF continues

its path up to the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence where it turns southward performing a sharp cyclonic loop and

forming the Malvinas Return Flow (MRF), which later joins the PF around 50°S. The North Scotia Ridge acts as

a barrier to the high eddy kinetic energy from the Scotia Sea, and the rather shallow Malvinas Plateau

(<3,000 m) further filters out the eddy kinetic energy through dissipation and mixing (Artana et al., 2016).

The Malvinas Plateau has an important impact on the structure of the PF. While the PF is steered by the bot-

tom topography and organized in a narrow jet before crossing the North Scotia Ridge (Barré et al., 2011;

Provost et al., 2011), it splits and meanders over the Malvinas Plateau. At 52°S and 47.5°W, the 2,500- and

3,000-m isobaths diverge favoring the PF branching (Arhan et al., 2002). Three major branches associated
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Figure 1. Southwest Atlantic. (a) Model mean surface velocity magnitude (cm/s) and mean surface velocities (larger than 10 cm/s). (b) Mean eddy kinetic energy per

unit mass (cm
2
/s
2
) from GLORYS12 outputs. (c) The 24-year mean model potential density at 541-m depth classified following front-detection criteria defined in

Artana, Lellouche, et al. (2018). (d) Potential temperature-salinity diagram from mean model temperatures and salinities at 541 m classified in terms of potential

density criteria at 541 m. Corresponding water masses are indicated. Also indicated is a section along 3,000-m isobath with color indicating the distance (km) from its

origin, a zonal blue section at 48.7°S and a blue box in (c) over which spatially averaged time series are computed (shown in Figure 10). The latitudinal limits of the box

are indicated with white sections in Figure 1b. They delimit three geographical regions of interest: the polar zone, the blocking region, and the recirculation region.

Bottom topography isobaths correspond to 6,000, 5,000, 3,000, 1,000, and 300 m (from Smith & Sandwell, 1994). The mean location of the Malvinas Current System

are indicated in black. MC = Malvinas Current; BC = Brazil Current; MRF = Malvinas Return Flow; BCF = Brazil Current Front; SAF = Subantarctic Front; PF = Polar Front;

SACW = South Atlantic Central Water; AAIW = Antarctic Intermediate Water; UCDW = Upper Circumpolar Deep Water; EKE = eddy kinetic energy.
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with high-velocity cores can be recognized there (Figure 1a): the PF-N, which follows the shallow bathymetry

of the Malvinas Plateau, and the PF-main (PF-M) and PF-south (PF-S), which proceed toward the deeper

Georgia Basin. The PF-N quite often meanders and sheds eddies (Artana, Ferrari, et al., 2018).

The mean position and temporal variability of the ACC fronts in Drake Passage have been largely studied

using satellite altimetry and hydrographic measurements. There, the ACC fronts are associated with large

horizontal gradients both in potential density at 400 m and in absolute dynamic topography (Provost et al.,

2011). The large horizontal gradients can be associated with specific isopycnals in potential density at 400 m

(Provost et al., 2011) and in absolute dynamic topography (Barré et al., 2011; Sokolov & Rintoul, 2009). In a

recent study, Artana, Lellouche, et al. (2018) used model outputs from the Mercator Ocean real-time system

and defined criteria in potential density at model depths (380, 451, and 541 m) and dynamic topography for

MC system fronts (SAF, PF-N, PF-M, and PF-S) and showed that the location of these fronts inferred from

potential density at depth below the mixed layer is in good agreement with the front location inferred from

mean absolute dynamic topography.

The potential density criteria at 541 m mark the transition between the different water masses encountered

at this depth in the Southwestern Atlantic Ocean (Maamaatuaiahutapu et al., 1994; Figures 1c and 1d). The

lighter waters (σθ < 27.06, purple in Figures 1c and 1d) correspond to South Atlantic Central Water

(SACW). The South Atlantic Central Water is carried by the Brazil Current, which is delimited by the Brazil

Current Front (BCF). Three varieties of Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) are identified at 541 m: Upper

(AAIW-U, 27.06 < σθ <27.16, red in Figures 1c and 1d), Central (AAIW-C, 27.16 < σθ <27.31, yellow and

orange in Figures 1c and 1d), and Lower (AAIW-L, 27.31 < σθ<27.35, blue in Figures 1c and 1d). Finally, den-

ser waters at this depth correspond to Upper Circumpolar Deep Water (UCDW) (σθ > 27.35, black in

Figures 1c and 1d) found to the south of the PF-M.

The 24-year model averaged potential density at 541-m depth (Figure 1c) shows the presence of a cell with

density values larger than 27.25 kg/m3 centered at 46°S and 57°W. These density values in the open-ocean

side of the MC could be indicative of advection and recirculation of waters from the south (Figure 1c).

However, this cell is disconnected from its plausible origin. The disconnection takes place between 48°S

and 49°S, a region of remarkable bathymetry features. At 48°S the gradient of the continental slope changes

from zonal to meridional and 200 km offshore the bathymetry gradient is extremely strong due to the steep

slope of the Malvinas Escarpment, where the sea bottom drops from 2,000 to 5,000 m in less than 15 km. The

bathymetry of this region favors the occurrence of blocking events of the MC. Around once per year, antic-

yclonic anomalies propagating westward from the deep Argentine Basin along the Malvinas Escarpment

cut the MC from its source (Artana et al., 2016). During these events, the downstream MC does not collapse;

rather, it becomes the westward limb of a recirculation cell.

The presence of dense water in the open-ocean side of the MC has been reported, and its origin has been

associated with polar waters advected from the south (Piola & Gordon, 1989). Artana, Ferrari, et al. (2018)

show that transport maxima at 41°S are associated with eddies detached from the PF propagating along

the 4,000 m isobath. These results suggest that water from the south of the PF is advected and recirculates

between the MC and the MRF.

Argo floats document recirculations and blocking events of the MC. The diversity of the Argo float trajectories

suggests that the recirculation is variable in time and space. Of particular interest are Argo floats 5900704,

6901712, 6901713, 6901716, 6901714, and 6901717. Argo float 5900704 entered the Argentine Basin in

2010, and during 2012 it recirculated and rejoined the MC three different times around 48°S following a tor-

tuous trajectory (Figure 2d). During 2015, five Argo floats (6901712, 6901713, 6901716, 6901714, and

6901717) were deployed the same day (2 May 2015) at the same position (53.07°S, 54.29°W). However, they

followed different trajectories. The floats 6901712 and 6901716 followed the MC along the 1,000-m isobath

up to the latitude of 38°S. Float 6901712 followed the 2,500-/3,000-m isobath and never reached 38°S

(Figure 2a). The Argo float 6901714 also followed the 2,500-/3,000-m isobath and left the MC at 42°S but then

reentered in the MC suggesting the presence of a blocking event during these days (Figure 2b). The Argo

float 6901717 drifted up to 41°S and then recirculated in the vicinity of the MC for 120 days (Figure 2c).

At any location, reanalysis model outputs provide continuous three-dimensional time series that integrate

information from in situ and satellite data and from the atmospheric forcing. Here we took advantage of
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24-year-long global Mercator Ocean reanalysis (GLORYS12) to examine the open-ocean side of the MC, the

region between the MC and the MRF. In contrast to the shelf-slope side of the MC, the open-ocean side of

the MC has not received much attention. In particular, we study how this region is fed by polar waters and

how recirculation cells and blocking events affect the MC. We first focus on years 2012 and 2015 when Argo

floats followed peculiar trajectories and examined in detail the thermohaline MC structure and the transport

of the current at different latitudes. We then extend our analysis to the 24 years of the GLORYS12 reanalysis

to study low-frequency modulations in the hydrographic characteristics of the recirculations and in the

occurrence of blocking and feeding events.

This work is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the model reanalysis and the in situ data used in this

study. In section 3 we investigate recirculation, blocking events, and the MC feeding using model outputs of

Figure 2. Trajectories of six Argo floats: (a) floats 6901712 (dark blue), 6901713 (green), and 6901716 (red); (b) float 6901714 (light blue); (c) float 6901717 (purple);

and (d) float 5900704 (yellow); the 2012 trajectory is indicated in brown. The section along the 3,000-m isobath is indicated in black.
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GLORYS12 reanalysis and Argo float data during 2012 and 2015. In section 4 we extend our analysis to the

24 years of GLORYS12. Finally, in section 5 we summarize and conclude.

2. Model Outputs and Data

2.1. Mercator Ocean Global Reanalysis

We used 24 years (1993–2016) of high-resolution (1/12°) global Mercator Ocean reanalysis (GLORYS12) from

Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (http://marine.copernicus.eu/). GLORYS12 is based on

the current real-time global forecasting Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service system

(PSY4V3, Lellouche et al., 2018). The model has 50 vertical levels with 22 levels in the upper 100 m leading

to a vertical resolution of 1 m in the upper levels and 450 m near the bottom. The physical component of

the model is the Nucleus for European Modeling of the Ocean platform (NEMO). The model is forced at

the surface by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts ERA-interim atmospheric reanaly-

sis. The model assimilates observations using a reduced-order Kalman filter with a 3-D multivariate modal

decomposition of the background error and a 7-day assimilation cycle. Along-track satellite altimetric data

from Collecte Localisation Satellites (Pujol et al., 2016), satellite Sea Surface Temperature and Sea-Ice

Concentration, and in situ temperature and salinity vertical profiles from the Coriolis Ocean Dataset for

Reanalysis in situ database (Cabanes et al., 2013; Szekely et al., 2016) are jointly assimilated. Moreover, a

3D-VAR scheme provides a 3-D correction for the slowly evolving large-scale biases in temperature and sali-

nity (Lellouche et al., 2018).

Artana, Lellouche, et al. (2018) evaluated the performance of the current real-time global forecasting system

PSY4V3 in the Southwestern Atlantic Ocean. Ten years (2007–2016) of model outputs were compared to

assimilated satellite and Argo float data and to independent in situ data that were not assimilated. The com-

parison showed that the PSY4V3 system correctly reproduced the general circulation and the complex hydro-

graphic features of the Southwestern Atlantic Ocean. We found a general agreement between GLORYS12

and PSY4V3. Compared to PSY4V3, GLORYS12 reanalysis uses the reprocessed atmospheric forcing coming

from the global atmospheric reanalysis ERA-Interim and benefits from a few changes in the system settings

about observation errors. In the region of interest, comparisons with observations showed that GLORYS12 is

closer to the data than PSY4V3.

2.2. Argo Floats

Argo float data retrieved from http://www.usgodea.org were used in this study. The five Argo floats from

2015 (6901712, 6901713, 6901716, 6901714, and 6901717) drifted at a parking depth of 500 db, while the

Argo float 5900704 had a parking depth of 1,000 db. These floats provide temperature and salinity profiles

between 0 and 1,000 db with a typical vertical resolution of 10 db every 10 days.

3. The Open-Ocean Side of the MC During 2012 and 2015: Argo Floats and
Model Outputs

To study the open-ocean side of the MC during years 2012 and 2015, we considered a section following the

3,000-m isobath (colored section in Figures 1b and 1c). This section extends 1,600 km from 52°S to 42°S.

Hovmöller diagrams of absolute dynamic topography and potential density at 541m for 2012 and 2015 show

the time evolution of the PF-M, PF-N, and SAF along the section (Figures 3a, 3b, 3e, and 3f). The density values

larger than 27.35 kg/m3 and Absolute Dynamic Topography (ADT) values lower than �48 cm (black in

Figures 3a, 3b, 3e, and 3f) are associated with waters from the south of the PF-M. Density values between

27.35 and 27.31 kg/m3 and ADT values between �48 and �34 cm (blue in Figures 3b and 3f and green in

Figures 3a and 3e) are associated with waters located between the PF-N and PF-M. Density values between

27.31 and 27.16 kg/m3 (yellow and orange in Figures 3b and 3f) and ADT values between�34 and 0 cm (yel-

low in Figures 3a and 3e) are associated with waters located between the PF-N and SAF. Density values

between 27.16 and 27.06 kg/m3 and ADT between 0 and 30 cm (red in Figures 3a and 3e and orange in

Figures 3b and 3f) are associated with water located between the SAF and BCF. Finally, density values lower

than 27.06 kg/m3 and ADT values larger than 30 cm (purple in Figures 3a and 3e and red in Figures 3b and 3f)

are associated with waters located to the north of the BCF. In general, the density Hovmöller diagram pre-

sents similar patterns to the ones observed in the ADT Hovmöller diagram.
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Figure 3. Hovmöller diagram of model Absolute Dynamic Topography (ADT) (a and e) and model potential density at 541 m (b and f) above the 3,000-m isobath

showed in Figure 1. Y axis is labeled with cumulative distance from the origin at 52°S and 48°W (km), and X axis is time (daily resolution) with time ticks every

2 months. The dashed lines indicate the latitudinal limits of the blue box from Figure 1c. Model ADT (c and g) and potential density at 541 m (d and h) on 14

December 2012 and 24 March 2015 (date marked in the Hovmöller diagrams with a vertical black line).
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In December 2012 a large patch of low density values (lower than 27.16 kg/m3, red in Figure 3b) and large

ADT values (>0 cm, Figure 3a) extending between km 500 and 800 can be identified in both Hovmöller dia-

grams. Maps of ADT (Figure 3c) and potential density at 541 m (Figure 3d) from model snapshots for 14

December 2012 reveal that the large patch of low potential density values detected in the Hovmöller diagram

corresponds to a blocking event of the MC. This blocking event is characterized by a westward intrusion of

relatively high ADT (>15 cm) and low density values (<27.05 kg/m3) between 48°S and 49°S. The density

at this position is significantly lower than the record length mean (27.05 vs. 27.2 kg/m3). A cyclonic recircula-

tion cell is observed downstream of the blocking event. This recirculation cell is associated with ADT lower

than �30 cm and density values larger than 27.35 kg/m3 at 47°S 55°W.

The Hovmöller diagrams for the year 2015 (Figures 3e and 3f) show the advection of waters from the south of

the PF-N from 50°S to 46°S (km 0 to 900) from January 2015 to March 2015, suggesting that waters from the

south of the PF fed the open side of the MC. Maps of model ADT (Figure 4g) and potential density at 541 m

(Figure 4h) for 24 March 2015 show the northward excursion of the PF-N. While the potential density field

shows a large meander of the PF-N, the ADT field only depicts an eddy shed from the PF-N at 48°S 55°W.

Large potential density values (>27.31 kg/m3) and low ADT values (<�40 cm) are found in the Hovmöller

diagrams between 46°S and 40°S (km 800–900) from March to September, suggesting that water supply

Figure 4. Vertical distribution of potential temperature, salinity, and potential density over the 3,000-m isobath section from Figures 1b and 1c (colored line). Left

panels: mean over 24 years. Middle panels: section on 14 December 2012 (blocking event). Right panels: section on 24 March 2015 (feeding event). The black

line indicates the 541-m level. Top panel: sea level anomaly (in blue) and potential density anomaly (green) extracted over the section. Lower panel: bottom topo-

graphy over the section. The white vertical lines in left panels delimit three geographical regions of interest: the polar zone (defined between 0 and 600 km),

the blocking region (between 600 and 1,000 km), and the recirculation region (between 1,000 and 1,600 km). PF = Polar Front.
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from the south of the PF accumulates in the region. Denser waters (>27.35 kg/m3, black in Figure 3f)

observed in the center of the cyclonic recirculation are probably associated with upwelling. The signal of

these dense waters is weaker in the ADT Hovmöller diagram. The differences between the ADT and the

potential density signal are discussed in the sections below.

3.1. The Hydrographic Structure of Blocking and Feeding Events

The mean temperature, salinity, and density distribution along the section following the 3,000-m isobath

(Figure 4, left panels) show that waters located to the south of the PF are characterized with low temperatures

(<2.5 °C) in most of the column, relatively low salinities in the first 400 m (lower than 34 psu close to the sur-

face), and large salinity values in the following 600 m (>34.2 psu). As a consequence, the isopycnals tilt

upward toward the southern portion of the section (between km 0 and 600). Between km 600 and 1,000, iso-

pycnals deepen and the section presents temperatures larger than 3 °C in the first 500m, salinities lower than

34.2, and densities lower than 27.25 kg/m3 (Figure 4, left panels). By the end of the section (between km 1,000

and 1,500) isotherms are relatively flat and salinity presents a subsurface minimum of 34.1 psu around 200 m.

The section during the blocking event of 14 December 2012 shows a drastic change in the thermohaline

structure of the water column around kilometer 500 (Figure 4, middle panels). At km 500 isopycnals deepen

and density values as low as 27.3 kg/m3 are found at 1,000-m depth where the mean potential density value

is 27.45 kg/m3. The blocking event is associated with warm temperatures (as warm as 4 °C at 500 m) and large

salinities in the upper 300m (larger than 34.3 psu) of the water column. During this event, the waters from the

MC sink and consequently low salinity values (<34.2 psu) are found between 500 and 1,000 m. Downstream

of the blocking event, between km 1,000 and 1,500m, the recirculation cell detected in the ADT and potential

density maps is observed. This recirculation cell corresponds to temperatures lower than 2.5 °C below 250-m

depth and salinities lower than 34.2 psu in the upper 500 m leading to a doming of the isopycnals between

km 600 and 1000. While the signal of the blocking event is clear in the sea level anomaly (SLA) and in the

potential density anomaly at 541 m (Figure 4, upper panels) the downstream recirculation signal is much

stronger in the potential density anomaly at 541-m depth than in the SLA. As explained in Artana,

Lellouche, et al. (2018) contrasts between water masses are clearer in the potential density field at 541-m than

ADT, which reflects integrated changes over the full-depth water column.

The section for 24 March 2015 shows a shallowing of isopycnals between km 100 and 1,000 (Figure 4, right

panels) compared to the mean (Figure 4, left panels). At 250 m the minimum temperature, close to 2.5 °C and

the low salinity values (around than 34 psu), correspond to the Winter Water characteristics from south of the

PF. While the signal of this feeding event is strong in the potential density field at 500 m, it is weak in the SLA

field. The amplitude of the SLA between km 500 and 1,000 is not larger than 10 cm. The warm and salty

waters in the first 500 m between km 1,200 and 1,500 correspond to a westward intrusion of the BCF around

43°S (Figures 3h and 3g).

The feeding and blocking events are also examined along a 400-km zonal section located at 48.7°S in the

open-ocean side of the MC where blocking events are observed (blue section in Figure 1). Due to the change

of orientation of the bathymetry gradient at this latitude, the MC is particularly exposed to the mesoscale

activity from the Argentine Basin in this region. The mean properties along this section present temperatures

larger than 3.5 °C in the first 500 m and a surface salinity minimum of 34.1 psu between 57°W and 54.7°W.

Isopycnals are almost flat except in the western portion of the section where they present a slight upward

inclination associated with the MC (Figure 5, left panels). The MC extends up to 54.6°W.

The blocking of 14 December 2012 shows the presence of warmer (>3 °C) waters between 55.5°W and 51°W

in the upper 1,000 m of the water column and saltier (>34.3 psu) waters in the first 250 m compared to the

mean temperatures (>2 °C) and salinities (>34.2 psu; Figure 5, center column). Due to the blocking event, the

isopycnals tilt upward over a shorter distance as the longitudinal extension of the MC is reduced. The MC

extends only to 55.6°W. To the east of 55.6°W isopycnals tilt downward and the amplitude of the SLA during

the blocking event is larger than 30 cm (Figure 5, middle panels).

In contrast, the zonal section for 24 March 2015 (Figure 5, right panels) shows the presence of Winter Waters

from the south of the PF (temperatures lower than 2 °C at 500 m) east of 54°W. Isopycnal slopes show that the

MC extends up to 54.1°W. The SLA suggests that the MC is intensified during the excursions of the PF

(Figures 3g and 3h).
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Composites of vertical temperature, salinity, and density sections along the 3,000-m isobath and along the

zonal section located at 48.7°S for the blocking and feeding events of the MC over the 24 years of

GLORYS12 were computed (composites made of 29 blocking events and 33 feeding events as explained in

section 4.1.). The criterion used to identify the blocking and feedings events is detailed in section 4.1. The

composites depict similar changes in the water column structure as the ones described previously but with

a blurred signal (not shown). The signal of feeding and blocking events in the water column is clearer if we

consider events separately. The mean properties along the 3,000-m isobath (Figure 4, left panels) bear the

imprints of blocking and feeding events, and three different regions can be defined there (white vertical lines

in left panels from Figure 4): the polar zone (between km 0 and 500), the region of blocking events between

km 500 and 1,000, and the recirculation region between km 1,000 and 1,500.

Argo float 5900704 documented the December 2012 blocking event (Figure 6b). The Argo temperature pro-

file during the blocking event presents a warming of the upper 1,000 m of the water column, salty waters in

the first 200 m and deepening of the isopycnals. The same Argo float crossed a PF eddy on 19 July 2012

(Figure 6a). The PF eddy located in the 46–48°S latitudinal band was close to the open side of the MC.

Then, the Argo float recorded cold waters at around 300 m (<2 °C) corresponding to the winter waters from

the south of the PF and a rising of the isopycnals. The water column structure in both cases is similar to the

one reproduced by the model confirming the model skills to reproduce the thermohaline structure of block-

ing and feeding events.

Figure 5. Vertical distribution of potential temperature, salinity, and potential density over the 48.7°S section from Figure 1. (left panels) Mean over 24 years. (middle

panels) Section on 14 December 2012 (blocking event). (right panels) Section on 24 March 2015 (feeding event). The black line indicates the 541-m level. The vertical

white lines indicate the extension of the Malvinas Current. (top panel) sea level anomaly and potential density anomaly extracted over the section. (lower panel)

Bottom topography.
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Figure 6. Trajectory and vertical distribution of potential temperature, salinity, and potential density from float 5900704.

The trajectory of the float is superimposed on an Absolute dynamic Topography (ADT) map from 19 July 2012 (a) and

from 14 December 2012 (b). The location of the float at that date is shown as a white disk. Potential temperature, salinity,

and potential density along the trajectory are shown in (c)–(e), respectively. The profiles at the dates of (a) and (b) are

framed in white. In (b) the float is in a blocking feature, in (a) within a recirculation cell.
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3.2. Impact on the MC Transport

In this section, we investigate the impact of the blocking, feeding, and the subsequent recirculation events on

the MC transport. We explore the vertical distribution of the along-shelf velocity component along four sec-

tions crossing the MC and estimate the transport for years 2012 and 2015 through these sections. We analyze

the MC velocity vertical structure of the December 2012 blocking event and of the recirculation that follows

the March 2015 feeding event.

Figure 7. Model velocity magnitude at 541 m (cm/s) larger than 20 cm/s for (a) 14 December 2012 and (b) 18 June 2015 and (c) the record length mean. The corre-

sponding front position of the Polar Front-north, Polar Front-main, and Subantarctic Front deduced from model altimetry is represented. Four sections located at

49.4°S, 49.3°S, 46.4°S, and 44.7°S crossing the Malvinas Current are indicated with magenta lines.
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Figure 8. Malvinas Current volume transport in the upper 1,000m computed over four sections (magenta lines in Figure 7):

49.4°S (a and e), 49.3°S (b and f), 46.4°S (c and g), and 44.7°S (d and h). The Malvinas Current transport is computed from

June 2012 to June 2013 (a–d) and from September 2014 to September 2015 (e–h).
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The map of the velocity magnitude at 541-m depth for the blocking event of 14 December 2012 (Figure 7a)

shows a sharp eastward turn of most of the MC at 49°S. The offshore flow is forced by a westward intrusion of

relatively high ADT between 49°S and 48°S, which blocks the northward path of the MC. However, the MC still

extends up to 38°S as it becomes the western side of a recirculation cell. Particularly, large velocities of the MC

(larger than 30 cm/s compared to the mean) are observed in the 48–49°S latitudinal band on 18 June 2015

(Figures 7b and 7c). These large values do not seem to be related to an upstream intensification of the MC

since low velocity values are found between 49°S and 52°S (10 cm/s lower than the mean). Instead, the large

velocity values are probably associated with the cyclonic recirculation cell of polar origin located on the

open-ocean side of the MC. This cell is centered at 55°W and 46°S and has a meridional extension of 3°.

The time evolution of the recirculation cells is complex (not shown). The cells break into multiple pieces that

interact together merging and breaking again quite often leading to a small signal of 10 cm/s in the averaged

velocity field (Figure 7c).

Transport time series in the upper 1,000 m along four sections located at 49.4°S, 49.3°S, 46.4°S, and 44.7°S are

shown in Figure 8, and the mean and standard deviations are indicated. The 49.3°S transport time series pre-

sents the largest standard deviation values during 2012 and 2015 (8.3 and 8.9 Sv, respectively, Figures 8b and

8f) since it is the one that is more geographically exposed to the influence of the anticyclonic and cyclonic

anomalies coming from the deep Argentine Basin and from the polar zone. The mean transport from 2012

and 2015 increases from south to north with a local maximum at 49.3°S (39.4 Sv, Figure 8g) and 46.4°S

(40.1 Sv, Figure 8c). The local maxima are probably associated with recirculations. The increase of MC

Figure 9. Vertical distribution of along-shelf velocity components along four sections crossing the Malvinas Current at 49.4°S, 49.3°S, 46.4°S, and 44.7°S (magenta

lines in Figure 7). The top row shows the mean over the 24 years at each section. The middle row shows the along-shelf velocity component for the dates of

extreme transport minimum at each section. The bottom row shows each section on 18 June 2015.
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transport means with the latitude suggests the MC waters not only are supplied from upstream but also

receive an important contribution from the open-ocean side.

The MC transport time series frommid-2012 to mid-2013 over the upper 1,000 m along the section located at

49.4°S shows a drastic reduction of the MC transport from mid-December to beginning of January in relation

with the occurrence of the blocking event (Figure 8a). On 18 December 2012, the MC transport reaches an

absolute minimum of 4 Sv at 49.4°S. At 49.3°S, 46.4°S, and 44.7°S the transport reduces to a minimum of

19, 23, and 28 Sv on 26 December, 19 January, and 20 January, respectively. The minimum in the MC trans-

port propagates northward at a speed of 0.15 m/s. However, in downstream sections (northward of 43°S) the

transport does not show any signal of the blocking induced minimum (not shown).

TheMC transport time series in 2014–2015 (Figures 8e–8h) show large values frommidMay tomid-June 2015

as the recirculation is established, apart from time series at 49.4°S, which is upstream of the recirculation. The

section located at 49.3°S shows the largest transport during these dates. In particular, the MC transport

reaches a peak of 60 Sv for 18 June 2015 (Figure 8f).

We then explore the distribution of the along-shelf velocity component over the four sections (Figure 9). The

24-year mean of velocities (Figure 9, upper row) show values larger than 30 cm/s associated with the MC

north of 49.4°S. There is a sharp increase in velocities between 49.4°S and 49.3°S. The MC is organized in

two jets in the two northern sections as described by Piola et al. (2013). The core of the first jet is centered

at 50°W above the 700-m depth. The second jet is centered at 58°W above the 2,000-m depth.

The velocities over the four sections for the dates of the extreme transport minima (14 December 2012, 16

December 2012, 19 January 2013, and 20 January 2013, respectively) are small compared to velocity mean

and the structure of the MC, which is disorganized (Figure 9, second row). However, the sections located

further downstream (north of 42.7°S) do not show a velocity reduction (not shown). On the contrary, the

intensity of the MC is particularly large at 42.7°S during the blocking event. A velocity core of 60 cm/s is found

above the 1,500 m isobath there (not shown).

In contrast, on 18 June 2015 at the same time as a recirculation cell is established (Figure 9, bottom row), velo-

cities larger than 50 cm/s in the upper 500 m are found in the three northern sections and larger than 30 cm/s

in the southernmost section. Velocities are particularly large at 49.3°S with values in excess of 50 cm/s in the

upper 1,000 m and larger than 30 cm/s between 54.9°W and 60.7°W.

Figure 10. (a) Hovmöller diagram of potential density at 541 m along the 3,000-m isobath section over the 24 years. Y axis is labeled with cumulative distance from

the origin at 48°W, 52°S (km) and latitude, and X axis is time (daily resolution). (b) Model mean potential density along the section and standard deviation. (c) Time

series of potential density at 541m averaged on the blue box from Figure 1. Values lower than the standard deviation are shaded. Black dashed lines in the Hovmöller

indicate the latitudinal limits of the box and separate the polar zone (0–600 km), the blocking region (600–1,000 km), and the recirculation region (1,000–1,600 km).
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4. The Open-Ocean Side of the MC in 24 Years of GLORYS12 Reanalysis

We now examine variations in the occurrence of blocking and feeding events over the 24 years of GLORYS12.

The Hovmöller diagram of potential density at 541 m along the section following the 3,000-m isobath

(colored line in Figure 1) is presented in Figure 10a with time extending over 24 years (from 1993 to 2016).

The mean potential density varies from 27.26 to 27.44 kg/m3 along the section (Figure 10b). Between km

600 and km 1,000 the mean potential density presents a local minimum of 27.24 kg/m3. The Hovmöller dia-

gram (Figure 10a) shows that the local minimum is associated with the occurrence of multiple blocking

events (~29) characterized by particularly low density values (lower than 27.16 kg/m3, red in Figure 10a).

The PF-N and PF-M positions are highly variable along the section, reaching as far north as 43°S

(Figure 10a). Waters of polar origin are supplied to the open-ocean side of the MC as pulses or feeding events

as the PF-N extends north of 48°S (km 600). Large potential density values between 27.31 and 27.35 kg/m3

are recurrent between km 1,000 and 1,500, revealing that water supplied from the south of the PF accumu-

lates and recirculates there. The three different regions (the polar zone, the blocking region, and the recircu-

lation region) observed in Figure 4 (section 3.1) stand out in the Hovmöller diagram (their limits are indicated

with black dashed line in Figure 10a). Over the 24 years of GLORYS12 reanalysis, the feeding event from 2015

appears as a particularly important and long-lasting (~3 months) episode. A low-frequency modulation is

observed in the occurrence of blocking and feeding events and in the water properties in the

recirculation region.

Figure 11. Differences of the mean properties between the periods 1997–2003 and 1993–1996 (a, c, and e) and between

the periods 2004–2016 and 1993–1996 (b, d, and f) over the 3,000-m isobath section (colored section in Figure 1). The black

lines separate the polar zone (0–600 km), the blocking region (600–1,000 km), and the recirculation region (1,000–1,600).

(lower panels) Bottom topography.
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Figure 12. Maps of potential density in kilograms per cubic meter (a, d, and g), potential temperature in degrees Celsius (b, e, and h), and salinity in practical salinity

unit (c, f, and i) at 541 m averaged over the period 1993–1996 (a–c), over the period 1997–2003 (d–f), and over the period 2004–2016 (g–i).
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4.1. Variations in the Occurrence of Blocking and Feeding Events

To examine low-frequency modulations in the occurrence of blocking and feeding events, we computed a

time series of potential density at 541 m averaged over a box located between latitudes 49°S and 48°S and

longitudes 56°W and 53°W (blue box in Figure 1c; Figure 10c). The episodes during which the 541-m potential

density anomaly is larger (respectively lower) than the standard deviation are considered as feeding (respec-

tively blocking) events of the MC (red and blue peaks in Figure 10c). This criterion selects 29 blocking and 33

feeding events. The first years of the time series (from 1993 to 1996) present recurrent feeding events (den-

sities larger than 27.25 kg/m3) and only two blocking events (Figure 10c). Between 1997 and 2003 the occur-

rence of blocking events increases to 8 while the number of feeding events is reduced to 2. In the following

years, between 2004 and 2016, the number of blocking and feeding events increases considerably (19 block-

ing events and 23 feeding events, Figure 10c).

4.2. Variations in Water Characteristics in the Recirculation Region

The 541-m potential density Hovmöller diagram along the section following the 3,000-m isobath (colored

section in Figure 1) shows a low-frequency modulation in the recirculation region (between km 1,000 and

1,500; Figure 10a). The recirculation region hosts denser waters during the first 4 years of the reanalysis

(1993–1996), lighter waters between 1997 and 2003, and denser waters after 2004.

Differences of the mean properties between periods 1997–2003 and 1993–1996 and between periods 2004–

2016 and 1993–1996 over the 3,000-m isobath section are shown in Figure 11 (the record length mean prop-

erties over the section are shown in Figure 4). The differences of themean properties present distinct features

above and below the 500-m depth. The temperature difference panels (Figures 11a and 11b) show a warm-

ing pattern below 500 m and a general cooling above. The noticeable warming at 100 m in the blocking

region (Figure 11b) is associated with the increase of blocking events during 2004–2016 (as shown in

Figure 4, blocking events are associated to warm anomalies). The salinity difference panels (Figures 11c

and 11d) show a general freshening in the upper 500 m and a change in sign below 500 m. Indeed, the

1997–2003 period corresponds to a minimum in salinity (>�0.03 psu in the recirculation region below

500 m), whereas 2004–2016 mean salinity values are larger than the first years (1993–1996). As salinity

changes dominate potential density changes, patterns in potential density, and salinity differences are

similar (Figures 11c–11f).

In contrast to the blocking and recirculation regions, the southern portion of the polar zone (between km 0

and 150) does not experience much change in potential density and salinity at depths below 500m. This sug-

gests that the observed salinity and potential density minimum in the recirculation and blocking region

below 500 m are not related to changes in the properties of the polar waters. Instead, they correspond to

changes in the occurrence of the feeding and blocking events. The freshening in the 1997–2003 period is

most likely related to a reduction in the occurrence of feeding events (Figure 10c).

Maps of model mean temperature, salinity, and potential density for each period (1993–1996, 1997–2003,

and 2004–2016) at 541 m confirm that waters in the recirculation region between the MC and the MRF are

denser during 1993–1996, lighter during 1997–2003, and denser again after 2004 (Figure 12). They also show

that changes in potential density at 541 m in the recirculation region during the 1997–2003 period are con-

temporaneous with a freshening of the AAIW-U flowing along the Argentinean slope. The salinity composite

map from the subsequent period shows that during 2004–2016 these AAIW-U are even fresher. These AAIW-

U salinity changes are consistent with the upper layer freshening observed in Figures 11c and 11d.

5. Summary and Conclusions

Argo floats and 24 years of Mercator Ocean global reanalysis outputs provide valuable information on the

open-ocean side of the MC. We first focused on years 2012 and 2015 as Argo floats documented recirculation,

blocking, and feeding events in these years. The GLORYS12 reanalysis provides a 4-D view of the ocean state

and integrates satellite and in situ information. This reanalysis was used to put the Argo float data in a larger

spatial and temporal context and to document the three-dimensional structure of these events. Blocking

events are associated with warm and salty anticyclonic anomalies propagating from the deep Argentine

Basin and interacting with the open side of the MC. During these events, the MC is cut off from its source,

the ACC at the 48–49°S latitude band. However, further downstream the MC does not collapse but
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becomes the western boundary of a cyclonic cell. During the December 2012 blocking event, the MC trans-

port was reduced to 4 Sv at 49°S. The MC transport anomaly initially at 49°S propagates northward at a velo-

city speed of 0.15 m/s (in agreement with Artana et al., 2016). However, it does not reach latitudes north of

43°S and the effect of the blocking event on the MC transport is relatively local. The origin of blocking events

remains uncertain. Backward trajectories of Lagrangian particles in GLORYS12 did not lead to conclusive

results: Tracking back the anticyclonic anomalies in the Argentine Basin is a difficult task, due to the intense

mesoscale activity.

Feeding events are associated with the excursion of the PF-N to the north of 49°S, supplying cold (<2.5 °C)

waters to the open-ocean side of the MC. These waters accumulate and recirculate between the MC and

the MRF, accelerating the MC transport locally. The spatial and temporal structure of the recirculation region

is complex. Several recirculations cells are often observed at different latitudes at the same time. They break

and interact with each other, merging and splitting apart. The 2015 feeding event appears as a particularly

important and long-lasting (~3months) episode over the 24 years of GLORYS12 reanalysis. This feeding event

resulted in a maximum transport of 60 Sv at 49.3°S.

The 2004–2016 mean temperature presents a warming of 0.1 °C below 500 m, compared to the 1993–1996

mean confirming the temperature trend observed by Gille (2002) at depth. Waters above 500 m experienced

a freshening over the 24 years (changes in the mean larger than 0.06 psu). The freshening is consistent with

the negative salinity trend reported in the waters north of the ACC in the Southern Ocean by several studies

(Böning et al., 2008; Naveira Garabato et al., 2009; Purich et al., 2018). In particular, we observed a ~0.05-psu

freshening of the AAIW-U flowing along the continental slope. Yao et al. (2017) reported a freshening of the

AAIW in the South Atlantic Ocean during the 2005–2015 period using Argo and hydrographic data. The

authors attribute the observed freshening of AAIW in the central South Atlantic to a decrease in the transport

by the Agulhas Leakage.

In contrast to the consistent freshening observed above 500 m over the 24 years, salinities below 500m show

a low-frequency modulation. A salinity minimum of ~0.03 psu is observed in the recirculation region during

1997–2003. The observed changes in the water properties are consistent with variations in the occurrence of

blocking and feeding events. The first years of the time series (from 1993 to 1996) present recurrent feeding

events and a few blocking events. Between 1997 and 2003 the occurrence of feeding events is reduced and

the number of blocking events increases. In the following years, between 2004 and 2016, the number of

blocking and feeding events increases. The salinity minimum from 1997 to 2003 in the recirculation region

corresponds to a reduction in the occurrence of feeding events.
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Abstract The temporal variability of 11 months of in situ velocity, temperature, and salinity data col-

lected at five moorings deployed at 408S–418S across the shelf-break in the Southwestern Atlantic is ana-

lyzed. Two distinct regimes characterized by strong and weak along-slope velocities are present. During the

strong regime the Malvinas Current flows northward through the moorings while during the nearly 5

months long weak regime reversals of the along-slope velocities are frequently observed. Comparison with

the previous in situ time series obtained in the same region shows that such an extended period of weak

flow has not been previously observed. During the weak regime, Sub-Antarctic Mode Water is observed

over the 1,800 m isobath at an average depth of 500 m. Water masses occupying the upper 1,600 m during

the strong regime deepen and shift eastward during the weak period. Satellite geostrophic velocities and

sea surface temperature clearly show that the weak regime is due to a deflection to the east of the Malvinas

Current, upstream of the mooring position. Analysis of the vertical structure of the currents indicate that

during the weak regime the flow weakens mostly at the surface and presents a very small vertical shear. In

contrast, during the strong regime currents are surface-intensified. The change in the structure of the cur-

rents at the mooring location impacts the relationship between in situ and altimetry-derived currents: dur-

ing the weak regime altimetry adequately represents (rmsd 12 cm/s) in situ currents in the whole water

column, while during strong regime rmsd are larger than 15 cm/s below 600 m depth.

1. Introduction

The Malvinas Current (MC) is the northernmost extension of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current that carries

cold and nutrient-rich waters to subtropical latitudes up to 388S, with significant biological and biogeo-

chemical impact in the neighboring ocean. Satellite-derived color images show chlorophyll-a concentrations

as large as those present on eastern boundary upwelling systems at the shelf-break (Romero et al., 2006;

Saraceno et al., 2005). This productivity spreads through the food-web, reaching top predators and leading

to significant fisheries (Acha et al., 2004). The interaction of the MC with the sloping bottom is presumably

responsible for sustaining upwelling along the shelf-break (Matano & Palma, 2008). Numerical and analytical

models indicate that the upwelling intensity is modulated by the MC transport (Matano & Palma, 2008; Mil-

ler et al., 2011). However, the nature of the shelf-slope interactions is still poorly understood: little is known

about the influence of the MC dynamics on the maintenance of the extremely productive region over the

shelf-break, on how the nutrients supplied by the MC are capitalized over the Patagonian Continental Shelf

(PCS) and how and if these fluxes depend on the continental shelf and slope circulation. To a large extent,

the scarcity of in situ observations is responsible for this poor understanding. The first current time series

data on the MC were collected on 5 moorings deployed from December 1993 to June 1995 at 418S along

TOPEX-POSEIDON track 26 (Figure 1) totalizing 17 current meters (Vivier & Provost, 1999a) as part of the

World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE). Based on these observations, the flow of the MC is revealed as

an equivalent-barotropic structure due to the weak stratification and the steep topography (Vivier &

Provost, 1999b). A reduced array of three moorings totalizing 6 current meters, 8 years later, provided new
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information on the core of the MC above the 1,010 m isobath, where a mooring had been previously lost,

and means and statistics that were coherent with the first deployment (Spadone & Provost, 2009). The CAS-

SIS project (www.cima.fcen.uba.ar/malvinascurrent) deployed 16 moorings along two transects that crossed

at the same time the PCS and shelf-break. In this work, data recovered from instruments deployed in the

northernmost transect over the shelf-break (Figure 1) are analyzed. CASSIS moorings were deployed on the

continental slope at the same position, where instruments were deployed in the past, but for the first time,

temperature and conductivity sensors at different water levels were deployed and allowed to study the

structure of the water masses in conjunction with the currents. The analysis of the spatiotemporal variability

of the water masses is particularly important in this region: the MC is the unique current in the southern

hemisphere that carries sub-Antarctic waters to latitudes as low as 388S. The MC contributes in this way to

the cold branch of the thermohaline circulation, being a major player to regulate the climate of the Earth

(Garzoli & Matano, 2011).

Different water masses characterize the MC on the continental slope in the Southwestern Atlantic. Because

of its sub-Antarctic origin, the upper layer is substantially cold (potential temperature <158C) and fresh

(salinity <34.2) with a density range of 25.5–27.0 kg m23 (Gordon, 1981). South of 388S, fresh Sub-Antarctic

Surface Water (SASW) is advected northward along the continental slope by the MC, where it converges

with the warm and salty subtropical waters carried poleward by the Brazil Current (BC). The region where

the two waters masses collide is usually referred to as the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence (BMC). The MC veers

southward after meeting the BC at 388S. At intermediate depths, the MC carries newly formed South Atlan-

tic Mode Water (SAMW; McCartney, 1977, 1982) and Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW, Piola & Gordon,

1989). The SAMW is formed in deep winter convection along the Sub-Antarctic Zone of the northern Drake

Passage (McCartney, 1977, 1982; Piola & Gordon, 1989; Piola & Matano, 2001; Talley, 1996). The SAMW is

subducted into the subtropical thermocline and is warm and salty compared to the Antarctic Intermediate

Water (AAIW) that is located underneath. Indeed, the SAMW is the primary precursor of the AAIW (Maamaa-

tuaiahutapu et al., 1994; Piola & Gordon, 1989). The AAIW that originates from a surface region of the cir-

cumpolar layer in the South Atlantic, especially in the northern Drake Passage and the MC loop, can be

recognized by a subsurface oxygen maximum and a S minimum (S< 34.3) (Stramma & England, 1999).

South of the BMC, the AAIW/SAMW are fresher (S< 34.1) than within the BC. The temperature of the core of

Figure 1. (a) Mean sea surface temperature (MODIS 4 km resolution) and satellite altimetry velocities between December 2014 and November 2015. Magenta dots

represent position of the moorings of the CASSIS project. (b) Location of the current meter moorings deployed in 1993–1995 (magenta), 2001–2003 (blue) and in

2014–2015 (red). Tall moorings, the oceanographic buoy, and upward-looking ADCPs are indicated with circles, squares, and diamonds, respectively. Satellite

altimetry Jason track #26 (blue dashed line) and isobaths (black contours) are also indicated. Bottom topography isolines mark the 50, 100, 200, 1,000, 1,300, 1,600,

2,000, 3,000, 4,000, and 5,000 m isobaths (GEBCO; IOC, 2003).
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the AAIW increases from 38C, in the Drake Passage, to 3.58C at 408S (Piola & Matano, 2001). In the Drake Pas-

sage below 800–1,000 m, the Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) is the deepest water mass of the upper ocean.

As the northern branch of the ACC veers northward downstream of Drake Passage the less dense fraction

of CDW flows northward within the MC and is identified by a dissolved oxygen minimum. The denser frac-

tion of CDW (or Lower CDW, LCDW) lies between 1,700 and 3,500 m in the BMC region (Piola & Matano,

2001). At 408S, the lightest portion of the CDW is the Upper Circumpolar Deep Water (UCDW) that is charac-

terized by temperatures lower than 2.98C and is located approximately at 1,400 m deep.

The above description of water masses is based on classical hydrographic observations. While classical

hydrographic observations have great resolution in the vertical, they only allow a description of the water

masses at the time of observation. In the vicinity of dynamically active regions as the BMC snapshots so

obtained might differ greatly. To assess the time variability of the water masses, tall moorings with tempera-

ture and conductivity sensors at different water levels as the one analyzed in this work are therefore useful

to understand the time variability at the expense of vertical resolution. This study shows the first assessment

of simultaneous temperature, salinity, and current meters records in the region and discuss their temporal

variability.

In what follows a description of the data and methods used is provided (section 2). Results obtained are

described in section 3 and discussed in section 4, where main findings are highlighted.

2. Data and Methods

Eight mooring arrays were deployed in December 2014 (Figure 1a and Table 1), as part of the French-

Argentine CASSIS project using the offshore rescue vessel SB-15 Tango and R/V Puerto Deseado. In the fol-

lowing subsections, the mooring array is described in section 2.1; satellite data used to provide a regional

scope of the in situ data are detailed in section 2.2; the methods used for data analysis are explained in

section 2.3.

2.1. In Situ Data

2.1.1. Data From the CASSIS Project

The five-mooring array deployed on the shelf-break was located below Jason-2 track #26 between 200 and

3,400 m and between 408S and 418S (Figure 1 and Table 1). In the deepest portion of the shelf-break three

tall moorings (M1, M2, and M3) comprised 11 current meters (four AANDERAA RCM-8 and seven Aquadopp

Profiler) and seven conductivity-temperature (CT) sensors (SBE 37). At 1,010 m depth a bottom mooring

(A4) was equipped with an upward-looking RDI Workhorse Long Ranger 75 kHz acoustic Doppler current

profiler (ADCP), a bottom pressure recorder (BPR, SBE 53), and a CT sensor (SBE 37). Finally, at 200 m depth,

an oceanographic buoy equipped with six CT (SBE 37) sensors installed in the upper 100 m of the water col-

umn, a hull-mounted downward-looking Nortek Continental 190 kHz ADCP and meteorological sensors was

moored. Figure 2 summarizes the instrument depth and location within each mooring. Hereafter instru-

ments in the tall moorings are labeled Mij, where i represents the mooring number and j stands for the

position within the mooring from the surface downward (Figure 2). Potential temperature (h) was computed

for all CT sensors following Bryden (1973).

All instruments moored in the oceanographic buoy and on the tall moorings M1 and M2 recorded hourly

data. Current meters on M3 stored data every half hour. On A4, the ADCP was configured to record data

every 3 h, the BPR every 15 min and the CT sensors every hour. The sampling frequency is different

between instruments because we decided to optimize the number of

samples to be collected considering battery consumption, memory

capacity, and the aimed duration of the experiment (1 year).

Between 18 and 20 November 2015, A4, M1, M2, and M3 were recov-

ered. All instruments, except a CT sensor on M1, produced 338 days of

uninterrupted high-quality data on A4, M1, and M2. Unfortunately,

this was not the case for M3 and the oceanographic buoy. Instruments

on M3 failed prematurely: after 42 days M31 stopped measuring,

whereas deeper current meters recorded data for 5 days only. The

ADCP on the oceanographic buoy stopped working the 31 December

Table 1

Position of the Moorings

Mooring name Latitude (8S) Longitude (8W)

Buoy 39.9 56.2

A4 40.2 55.9

M1 40.4 55.8

M2 40.6 55.7

M3 40.9 55.5
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2014 and, on 20 February 2015, a fishing vessel hit the oceanographic buoy and thus temperature, conduc-

tivity, and meteorological parameters from the buoy are available only until that date.

Table 2 summarizes data availability and basic statistics for all the instruments except those corresponding

to the oceanographic buoy that are presented in Table 3. We decomposed the current measured by all

instruments into a parallel (or along shelf-break) and perpendicular (or across shelf-break) components rela-

tive to the main direction of the isobaths (37.6 degrees from the north). Data collected within the CASSIS

project at the shelf-break that are used in this work are available in Saraceno et al. (2017).

2.1.2. Historical Data

We used all the historical hydrographic data obtained from conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) stations

over the shelf-break between 398S and 428S from the NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental Informa-

tion World Ocean Database 2013 available at http://www.nodc.noaa.gov (Boyer et al., 2013) and from two

full-depth CTD casts made by R/V Hesperides A-33 on the 10 March 2015 within 1 nautical mile of M1 and

M2. We also used underway currents as measured by Hesperides vessel-mounted 75 kHz ADCP (or ship

ADCP, SADCP) from the surface to 800 m depth and from moorings that were deployed in the shelf-break

region during 1993–1995 (Provost et al., 2017a) and 2001–2003 (Provost et al., 2017b).

Figure 2. Vertical distribution and position of the instruments along mooring lines deployed in 2014–2015 over the shelf-

break. Variables measured by each type of instrument are indicated in the legend. The oceanographic buoy was the only

mooring with a surface buoy that transmitted data on real time. It was deployed at 200 m depth and had six SBE 37 to

measure T and S in the water column. On the hull, it has a downward-looking ADCP and a meteorological station. More

details are provided in the text.
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2.2. Satellite Data

Sea surface temperature (SST) images from Aqua/MODIS were used in the analysis. In order to reduce the

frequent cloud cover in the study area, 8 day composites and 4 km spatial resolution standard mapped

products available through Ocean Color FTP server were used (http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov). Geostrophic

velocities derived from satellite altimetry maps of absolute dynamic topography (MADT) were obtained for

the period 2014–2015. MADT were obtained from the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service

(CMEMS, http://marine.copernicus.eu). The MADT product used in the analysis is based on all available satel-

lites (all-sat). During the period corresponding to the in situ measurement four satellites were available to

construct the MADT, ensuring that mesoscale features can be resolved (e.g., Pascual et al., 2006). MADT

maps have a daily sampling and a spacing of 1=4 degree in a Cartesian regular grid.

2.3. Methods and In Situ Data Calibration

2.3.1. Currents From Upward-Looking ADCP at A4

The upward-looking ADCP at A4, moored at 1,010 m depth, was configured to operate on 25 m bins. Hence,

a total of 40 bins were set to obtain velocity data through the entire water column. Basic statistics of the A4

Table 2

Statistics of Current Meters and CT Sensors Measurements Over the Continental Patagonian Shelf-Break From December

2014 to November 2015

Mooring name A4 A4 A4 A4 M11 M12 M13 M21 M22 M23 M24 M31

Depth (m) 305 521 761 977 377 823 1,107 509 951 1,265 1,663 125

Days 337 337 337 337 338 338 338 338 338 338 338 42

h 3.01 4.2 3.1 2.7 3.4 2.8 2.6 2.4 6.9

rh 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.1 4.2

hsM 2.9 3.8 2.8 2.6 2.9 2.6 2.4 2.3

hwM 3.1 4.7 3.5 2.9 3.9 3.1 2.7 2.3 6.9

S 34.25 34.23 34.36 34.19 34.35 34.62 34.65

rS 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.11 0.08 0.03

SsM 34.28 34.30 34.41 34.20 34.46 34.56 34.59

SwM 34.22 34.16 34.29 34.13 34.27 34.43 34.60

P 24.29 27.27 27.41 27.20 27.42 27.55 27.65

qsM 27.33 27.35 27.46 27.26 27.50 27.60 27.65

qwM 27.27 27.18 27.34 27.11 27.31 27.47 27.65

Vmax 82.4 72.4 50.5 44.6 79.7 50.8 46.9 76.8 54.6 46.2 38.5

Vmax sM 82.4 72.4 50.5 44.6 79.7 50.8 46.2 61.9 49.3 33.4 27.2

Vmax wM 53.5 53.7 48.7 41.1 61.6 42.0 46.9 76.8 54.6 46.2 38.5 49.0

V 35.5 30.5 19.4 12.7 33.9 21.3 14.5 26.6 19.2 12.2 6.0 10.6

VsM MC 52.7 46.4 29.2 16.2 51.3 33.1 22.9 32.8 24.1 16.2 6.2

VwM 16.9 13.7 9.2 8.7 11.0 6.6 4.8 22.1 13.5 6.8 5.2 10.6

a 35.0 34.4 35.6 44.6 47.2 50.3 40.2 44.8 54.0 65.9 46.0 121.7

asM 35.1 34.5 35.3 43.2 49.9 49.8 47.9 24.7 41.1 57.2 42.3

awM 32.1 30.7 33.2 46.7 46.5 53.8 49.2 80.8 83.0 91.9 48.2 121.7

Vjj 35.4 28.4 19.4 12.6 33.7 20.8 14.5 26.4 18.5 10.8 6.0 1.1

rVjj 23.8 21.0 15.4 9.9 24.7 17.0 13.3 19.8 13.4 11.2 8.1 10.8

Vjj sM 52.7 43.5 29.2 16.1 51.3 32.6 23.0 32.0 24.1 15.3 6.2 0.8

rVjj sM 16.4 13.8 10.6 9.1 8.7 8.1 7.5 7.7 8.7 7.7 7.1 6.9

Vjj wM 16.8 12.6 9.2 8.6 10.9 6.3 4.7 16.1 9.5 4.0 5.1 1.0

rVjj wM 14.0 13.6 12.5 9.5 20.3 14.5 12.1 25.3 13.9 11.9 8.5 20.4

V? 21.6 21.6 20.7 1.5 3.1 4.7 0.7 3.4 5.4 5.8 0.9 10.5

rV? 10.2 8.5 6.0 3.9 11.8 8.1 5.3 17.8 9.9 7.8 5.4 12.0

V? sM 22.3 22.2 21.6 4.6 2.3 5.9 0.5 27.3 1.5 5.4 0.5 6.5

rV? sM 8.5 6.3 3.2 3.2 9.0 5.5 3.1 10.0 5.2 4.6 4.9 8.0

V? wM 21.6 21.7 20.7 1.4 1.1 1.8 1.0 15.1 9.6 5.5 1.0 28.7

rV? wM 11.7 10.0 7.7 4.8 12.8 9.8 7.0 17.2 12.6 10.6 5.9 8.1

Note. Mij denotes current meters and CT sensors at moorings, i being the mooring number and j standing for

the level from the surface (see Figure 2). h (8C) is the potential temperature, S is the salinity, q is the potential density

(kg m3), a is the angle in degrees of mean velocity direction relative to the geographical north, V (cm s21) is the

modulus of the time-average velocity and Vjj (cm s21) and V? (cm s21) are the velocity components along and across

the main direction of the isobaths, r is the standard deviation and unless otherwise specified, and mean values are

indicated. Depth is indicated in m. We refer to the strong and weak Malvinas periods as ‘‘sM’’ and ‘‘wM.’’
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currents for the deepest level (bin 1, 977 m) and three shallower levels selected between the 2 and the 29

bin are summarized in Table 2. Comparison of the Hesperide’s SADCP with the corresponding profile

obtained by the ADCP at A4 (supporting information Figure A1) shows good agreement between the two

instruments (rmsd 6.5 cm/s) for the 10 March 2015 between 977 and 89 m. Between 281 and 89 m depth,

i.e., between bins 30 and 38, there is a large number of missing data both in the u and v components mea-

sured by the ADCP at A4 (supporting information Figure A2a). Missing data in this portion of the water col-

umn are recurrent, in particular, in the period from mid-April 2015 to mid-September 2015 (Figure 3a). As it

will be discussed later, this period of time is associated with a decrease in current intensity and corresponds

to the presence of warmer and less salty waters in comparison to the remaining of the observation record,

which presented a stronger MC. The amount of missing data during the weak Malvinas period between 89

and 281 m depth is as large as 65% of the full record, while during strong Malvinas less than 4% of the data

are missing in the entire water column (supporting information Figure A2a). Finally, currents measured at

bins 39 and 40 (65 and 41 m depth) do not have missing values but the velocity values are largely overesti-

mated, as observed on 10 March 2015 when comparing data with the SADCP from Hesperides (supporting

information Figure A1). We do not considered values from bins 39 and 40 in the following.

2.3.2. Potential Temperature and Salinity

h and S data were first compared with those obtained by R/V Hesperides and then adjusted for the vertical

displacements suffered by the tall moorings.

2.3.2.1. Comparison With Hesperides CTD

T and S data at A4, M1 and M2 were compared with two full-depth T and S profiles obtained by R/V Hesper-

ides A-33 on the 10 March 2015 within 1 nautical mile of M1 and M2 mooring. A4 T and S data were com-

pared with the CTD values obtained at the same depth in the profile obtained near M1, located only

21.5 km from M1. T differences between Hesperides CTD moorings are less than 0.088C for all the instru-

ments. S data from M23 and M24 are larger than those recorded by the Hesperides CTDs by 0.13 and 0.05,

respectively. We attribute the difference to a poor calibration of the CT conductivity sensors. The difference

is thus subtracted from all the M22 and M23 salinity data. S differences between all other instruments at A4,

M2, and M1, and the Hesperides CTD were lower than 0.02 and therefore no correction was applied to the

data collected by the moorings (supporting information Figure A3).

2.3.2.2. Adjustment for Vertical Displacements

Vertical displacements of the T and conductivity sensors installed in the tall moorings induce spurious signal

in the analysis of h and S changes. To monitor precisely the vertical displacements, all CT sensors in the tall

moorings were equipped with pressure sensors. Large pressure changes during the measurement period

on tall moorings are due to mooring motion caused by variations in current velocity. In general, the stron-

ger the MC, the greater the pressure fluctuations. The largest displacements occurred at mooring M1:

Table 3

Statistics of ADCP and CT Sensors Measurements Obtained by the Oceanographic Buoy (See Location in Figure 1)

Mooring B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 C1 C2 C3 C4

Depth 1 10 20 30 50 100 40 80 140 180

Days 62 62 62 62 62 62 42 42 42 42

T 14.6 13.4 11.6 9.3 6.7 5.8

rT 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 0.5 0.2

S 33.71 33.83 33.84 33.88 33.88 33.91

rS 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.12

Vmax 35.9 37.5 31.8 13.3

V 17.7 17.3 11.4 2.8

h 35.8 37.9 28.4 21.6

Vjj 17.6 17.2 11.4 2.8

rVjj 10.2 9.1 9.0 3.2

V? 1.8 1.8 20.6 0.2

rV? 4.3 3.7 3.2 1.5

Note. Bi and Ci denote CT sensors and ADCP measurements, i denotes the level measured from the surface. Here T

(8C) is temperature, S is salinity, h is the mean velocity direction (relative to the geographical north), V (cm s21) is the

modulus of the time-average velocity and Vjj (cm s21) and V? (cm s21) are the velocity components along and orthog-

onal to the isobaths, r is the standard deviation and unless otherwise specified, mean values are indicated.
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amplitudes as large as 120 db were recorded by the uppermost instruments at M1 during periods when the

velocity is larger than 70 cm s21 (supporting information Figure A4). As expected, pressure oscillations were

smaller at greater depth. At M1, the pressure records suddenly increased by 20 dbar on 20 June 2015 in the

three instruments (M11, M12, and M13; supporting information Figure A4, Figure 4, and supporting informa-

tion Figure A5, respectively). The pressure was larger until the end of the record despite of the very different

flow direction and intensities the mooring was exposed to. The increased pressures thus indicate that the

mooring slid to deeper waters. This pressure increase did not produce noticeable changes in the h and S

observations (supporting information Figure A4, Figure 4, and supporting information Figure A5,

respectively).

To compensate the changes in h and S due to large vertical displacements, we applied the method

described in Piola (1983) to the measurements of each instrument in M1 and M2:

1. We selected historical T and S values (see section 2.1) within 100 km in the along shelf-break direction

and 17 km in the across shelf-break direction from each mooring.

2. The T and S values selected in (i) were used to compute vertical h and S gradients by means of least

square fit.

3. A time series of depth anomalies was computed as the difference between the depth recorded at each

time and the shallowest recorded depth.

4. The differences in h and S values are obtained by multiplying the h and S gradients obtained in (ii) by

the estimated depth anomaly.

5. The corrected h and S are obtained by adding the differences obtained in (iv).

Figure 3. (a) V along shelf-break and (b) V across shelf-break from ADCP on mooring A4. In situ time series of (c) V along

and (d) V across shelf-break from ADCP at 977 m depth, (e) h and salinity, at A4 mooring at 1,010 m.
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In the above-described methodology, depth has been estimated from absolute pressure and average den-

sity (Tomczak & Godfrey, 1994).

2.3.3. Tide Filtering

All variables (P, h, S, u, and v) in the five moorings (oceanographic buoy, A4, M1, M2, and M3) are low-pass

filtered with a cut-off period of 48 h to remove tidal and inertial variability. Statistical parameters including

mean and standard deviation of all the variables are reported in Tables 2 and 3.

3. Results

Time series of along-slope and across-slope velocities (Ua and Uc), h, S, and P for moorings A4, M1, and M2

are presented in Figures 3, 4, and in supporting information (Figures A4–A9). All the time series are charac-

terized by multiple periodicities. We first describe the time series obtained and focus on subannual time

scales (section 3.1). Time-averaged mean and variance ellipses of the current meters are then presented

and compared with mean values reported from previous measurements in section 3.2. Finally, a description

of how water mass distribution change during the experiment is presented in section 3.3.

3.1. Time Series Analysis: Subannual Scale

During 2014–2015, at the moorings location, the MC displays two distinct regimes characterized by strong

and weak along-slope velocities and very different temperature and salinity mean values (Figures 3, 4, and

supporting information Figures A4–A9). Hereafter, we refer to these two periods as ‘‘strong Malvinas’’ and

‘‘weak Malvinas’’ following Ferrari et al. (2017). The strong Malvinas period lasts from early-January to mid-

April 2015 and from mid-August to late-November 2015. The weak Malvinas period lasts during December

2014 and from mid-April to mid-August 2015. Below we discuss the changes in the MC behavior based on

the analysis of each of the variables recorded during these two periods.

Figure 4. In situ time series of h and S (a), V along (b) and V across (c) shelf-break and (d) pressure, at M12 (mean depth 823 m, see also Figure 2).
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3.1.1. Along-Slope Currents

During strong MC, along-slope currents (Ua) are always positive for all instruments except for the deepest

current meter (M24) that is located at a mean depth of 1,663 m. Reversals of Ua at the shelf-break above

1,600 m are observed only during weak Malvinas periods (Figures 3, 4, and supporting information Figures

A4–A8). A comparison of the 2014–2015 currents with the currents observed during the two previous in

situ experiments in 1993–1994 (Vivier & Provost, 1999a) and 2001–2003 (Spadone & Provost, 2009) suggests

that this is the first time an extended (5 months) period of weak Malvinas is observed. Ua reversals were

also observed by Vivier and Provost (1999a) and Spadone and Provost (2009), but only in a few occasions.

In the time period analyzed here, the instruments recorded from a minimum of 6 to a maximum of 15 rever-

sals of Ua during the weak MC period (Figures 3, 4, and supporting information Figures A4–A8).

Time and depth averages of Ua are 24, 23, and 15.4 cm s21 for A4, M1, and M2, respectively. The fact that

the largest mean value is observed at A4 suggests that the position of the core of the MC is, on average,

above the 1,000 m isobaths. The fact that variance ellipses are also more stretched along the major axis at

A4 than at M1 and M2 (Figure 5) also suggests that the core of the MC is above the 1,000 m isobaths and

that the flow is more parallel to the isobaths there than at M1 and M2. These results are in agreement with

the mean SST field (Figure 1a): A4 and M1 are located within the cold tongue that the MC creates flowing

northward along the Patagonian shelf-break, while M2 is closer to the eastern edge of such cold tongue.

At A4, the time average of the amplitude of the velocities is remarkably large in the entire water column:

mean values range between 35.5 cm/s at 305 m and 12.7 cm/s at 977 m depth. Splitting the time average

for the weak and strong regimes shows that during the former Ua is weakened mostly at the surface and

thus its vertical shear is almost zero (Table 2 and supporting information Figure A2a). During the strong

regime, currents are surface-intensified (Table 2 and supporting information Figure A2b) and the vertical

shear is barotropic-equivalent as described in the literature (e.g., Vivier & Provost, 1999b).

3.1.2. Across Shelf-Break Currents (Uc)

During the weak Malvinas period, Uc reversals are more intense at A4

and M1 than at M2 (Figures 3, 4, and supporting information Figures

A4–A8), suggesting that larger water mass exchanges between shelf

and shelf-break occur under those conditions. At M2, the easternmost

mooring that provided a long-term record, the two shallowest current

meters show a larger number of Uc reversals during strong Malvinas

than during weak Malvinas time period. On the other hand, at M1 and

A4, the number of Uc reversals is larger during weak Malvinas than

during strong Malvinas. As it will be discussed later, this is very likely a

consequence of the deflection of the MC to the East, upstream of the

mooring sites, during the weak regime. At A4, the vertical shear of the

mean of Uc is close to zero, during both strong and weak Malvinas

periods (supporting information Figure A2c).

3.1.3. Potential Temperature and Salinity

All time series of h and S within all instruments at A4, M1, and M2 are

anticorrelated. The amplitude of the oscillations can be quite large: at

A4, h (S) increased (decreased) from 2.68C (34.41) to 2.98C (34.23)

between 2 April 2015 at 2 PM and 5 April 2015 at 3 AM. Such large

changes in h and S suggest that different water masses can pass over

A4 even at short time scales.

Statistics of all the variables recorded at the moorings, including h

and S, reveal significantly different mean values during strong and

weak Malvinas (Table 2). During strong Malvinas, h (S) has lower

(higher) values than during weak Malvinas at all instruments except

M24. h and S differences between strong and weak regimes varies

according to the depth of the instrument and its location. For exam-

ple, the mean h recorded at M11 during strong Malvinas is 3.758C and

increases to 4.718C during weak Malvinas (Table 2). On the other

hand, at M24, h and S do not show significant differences between

Figure 5. Mean flow and variance ellipses for each current meter along the sec-

tion: in black from the WOCE time series (1993–1995), in blue from the 2001 to

2003 time series and in red from 2014 to 2015 time series. Number of days

with valid data are indicated. The direction of isobaths is indicated by the thick

line at bottom left. The topography along the sections where the instruments

were deployed is indicated in black (2014–2015 and 1993–1995) and in red

(1993–1995). X axis is distance along the section in km, the origin being the

Buoy (2014–2015) location.
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the strong and weak regimes (supporting information Figure A9 and Table 2). This result suggests that the

strong and weak regimes alter the thermohaline structure in the water column only above M24, i.e., above

1,600 m depth. As the core of the MC flows in the upper 1,600 m in the shelf-break, it is reasonable to

observe the largest changes in the thermohaline structure in the upper 1,600 m of the water column and

not below that depth.

One of the largest reversal events of Ua occurred during weak Malvinas, between 10 and 19 May 2015.

During that event, the h at M11 raised from 4.98C to 7.048C (supporting information Figure A4). To better

understand the regional pattern associated with this event, we computed the SST anomaly (Figure 6c) as

the difference between the record-length mean of all images obtained during May by MODIS Aqua

(from 2003 to 2017, Figure 6a) and the 8 day SST mean centered on 12 May 2015 (Figure 6b). It is clearly

seen that A4 and M2 are very close to a surface frontal region and that M1 is surrounded by warm

waters. Yet the whole array is in a region that is under a large (>28C and up to 68C) SST anomaly. The

image corresponding to the previous 8 day composite clearly suggests that the warm waters are coming

from the east (supporting information Figure A10). A week after the event, warm waters moved back

eastward (supporting information Figure A10). SST time series at the moorings (supporting information

Figure A11) suggest that this event was the only one, for the period December 2014 to November 2015,

during which the presence of subtropical water is observed over M1 and M2. The combined analysis of

satellite images and in situ data suggests that subtropical waters are present only occasionally over the

position of the moorings and affect the uppermost portion of the water column. Indeed, the large

increase of potential temperature is observed at M11 at 377 m but not at M21, which mean depth is

509 m.

3.1.4. Covariability of Temperature, Salinity, and Velocity Fields

To obtain the main patterns of space-time variability of h, S, u, and v, we computed empirical orthogonal

functions (EOFs) considering measurements from all instruments that measured during the whole

period. We did not consider instruments located at M11 and M31 because of the absent of CT sensors at

those average depths (Figure 7 and Table 2). The first two modes of variability considering all variables

(h, S, u, and v) explain 57.6% of the total variance. Here we discuss only mode 1 that explains 45.9% of

the total variance. The associated temporal series unequivocally distinguish the strong and weak Malvi-

nas time periods. The first mode of the combined EOF also shows that the h increases (decreases) during

weak (strong) regime, while S decreases (increases). The exception to the above-described pattern

occurs at M24. M24 is located at a mean depth of 1,663 m, and, as pointed out in section 3.2, the nature

of the variability at this site differs from the one observed in the upper portion of the water column

along the continental slope. The amplitudes corresponding to the first EOF of h and S are larger at M1

and M2 above 1,600 m than at A4 (see colored dots in Figure 7), suggesting that the coupling between h

and S and the strong and weak regimes reflected by mode 1 is more evident at M1 and M2 above

1,600 m than at A4.

Figure 6. (a) SST climatology calculated by all images obtained during May by MODIS Aqua from 2002 to 2017; (b) SST 8 day average from 9 to 16 May 2015;

(c) Difference between plots a and b.
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3.2. Comparison With Historical Data

3.2.1. Means and Variance Comparison

Figure 5 shows means and variance ellipses of the currents recorded during 2014–2015 within the CASSIS

project (Saraceno et al., 2017) and during years 1993–1995 (Provost et al., 2017a) and 2001–2003 (Provost

et al., 2017b) in the shelf-break between 408S and 418S. In the following, we added the years of the data

sets as a subscript of the moorings of the periods 1993–1995 and 2001–2003. Moorings A4, M2, and M3

were located very close to former moorings: M193–95 is close to A4, M593–95 and M201–03 are close to M2,

and M793–95 and M301–03 are close to M3 (Figure 1b). Magnitudes of mean velocities from different periods

are very similar within neighborhood moorings (Figure 5). Directions of mean velocities are also similar

within different observation periods, being always aligned with the local bathymetry, up to 90 km from the

buoy. The mean velocities decrease with depth at all moorings during 2014–2015 and in all former moor-

ings in 1993–1995, down to 1,600 m. Mean velocities during 2001–2003 present a very small vertical shear

compared to the other two periods (Figure 5).

The direction of the major axes of the variance ellipses is consistent within the different time periods: they

are oriented parallel to the isobaths up to 90 km east of the buoy and have a northeast-southwest direction

for those located further east (Figure 5). In general, variance ellipses are more stretched in the direction per-

pendicular to the isobaths up to 60 km east of the buoy (Figure 5). East of that position, the variability in

current direction, responsible of the more round-like shape of the variance ellipses, is associated with more

intense mesoscale activity.

The magnitude of the variance ellipses is larger during 2014–2015 than during the other measurement peri-

ods (Figure 5). This observation is in good agreement with the fact that during 2014–2015 the MC is weak

for 5 of the 11 months of measurements. Indeed, during weak Malvinas period along and across shelf-break

Figure 7. (a) Mode 1 of EOF obtained considering u, v, h, and S for the CASSIS period (2014–2015). All variables were nor-

malized before computing the EOF. (b) Time series corresponding to mode 1.
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currents show larger variability than during the strong Malvinas period (see section 3.2), and neither during

2001–2003 nor during 1993–1995 a weak regime has been observed for so long.

3.2.2. Comparison of Principal Modes of Variability of the Current Velocities

To further compare the velocities obtained during 2014–2015 with those obtained in the two previous

observation periods we computed EOFs for each mooring separately. We did not consider moorings whose

time series are shorter than 170 days. Results are shown in Figures 8 and 9. The main objective of this analy-

sis is to explore the vertical structure of the flow and to provide an overview of the velocity field variation

above the continental slope over the years. The two leading EOFs characterize the circulation in an along-

slope mode (EOFjj, Figure 8) and an across-slope mode (EOF?, Figure 9). Their associated time series are

used to summarize and discuss the time variability of the MC. The new record shows that EOFjj at A4 and

M1 was surface-intensified and a downward clockwise rotation of the horizontal velocity vector below

900 m is evident at M1 (Figure 8a). At M2, the EOFjj also shows that surface currents are more intense but

have a more meridional direction compared to M1 and A4 and, at the deepest level, the direction is across-

slope. In general, regardless of the year, all vectors above 1,500 m show a direction comparable with the

main direction of the isobaths. The only two measurements obtained below 1,500 m, located at M2 and

M793_95 are clearly not parallel to the isobaths, suggesting that different currents are being sampled there.

Figure 8. (a) Empirical orthogonal functions oriented along the mean flow (EOFjj) with the percentage of total variance

explained; in black, from the WOCE time series (1993–1995), in blue, from the CLIVAR time series (2001–2003) and in red

from the CASSIS time series (2014–2015). Direction of isobaths is indicated by the thick solid line at bottom left. (b) Time

series corresponding to the CASSIS time period.
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The EOF? at A4, M1, and M2 (Figure 9a) shows that the flow direction varies little with depth and, as for

EOFjj (Figure 8a), the velocity amplitudes decrease with depth, indicating an equivalent-barotropic vertical

structure. The EOF? shows similar across-slope directions of the flow in the upper 1,500 m regardless of the

year (Figure 9a). Below 1,500 m, the EOF? has a downward component.

In agreement with the observation made on the time series of the data (section 3.1), the time series associ-

ated to the first two modes of the EOF clearly show the oscillation pattern between the strong and weak

regimes (Figure 8b). It is worth observing that this pattern has not been observed previously: the time series

corresponding to the along shelf-break variability of the MC for 1993–1995 and 2001–2003 show a regime

that is more similar to the strong Malvinas period observed here most of the time, with only sporadic nega-

tive events (see Figure 7 in Vivier and Provost (1999a) and Figure 2 in Spadone and Provost (2009)).

The spatial pattern of the across shelf-break variability (Figure 9a) shows that similar results are obtained for

the three observation periods. Interestingly, the amplitude of the oscillations of the across-slope mode dur-

ing weak regime (Figure 9b) is larger than during strong regime. This result is clearly quantified in Table 2:

standard deviations of across-slope velocities are significantly larger during weak Malvinas period than dur-

ing strong Malvinas period (e.g., for M12 rV? is 5.5 cm/s during strong regime and is 9.8 cm/s during weak

regime). Therefore, more intense exchanges in the across shelf-break direction might be expected during

weak Malvinas period.

Figure 9. As in Figure 8 for the across-slope component of the mean flow. The time series corresponding to the other

periods can be found in Figure 10 paper Vivier and Provost (1999a) and Figure 7b paper Spadone and Provost (2009).
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The percentages of variance explained in the EOF analysis for the different years should be compared with

caution since the number of current meters at each mooring in the three different observation periods is

different, and thus percentages cannot be directly compared. Only two current meters per mooring were

deployed in 2001–2003 and between three and four in 1993–1995 and 2014–2015.

3.3. Water Mass Distribution Changes During 2014–2015

To characterize water masses at the mooring arrays the h–S diagrams of the data collected at M1, M2, and

A4 are plotted together with historical CTD data collected in the vicinity of moorings (Figure 10). Three

water masses are recognized: Sub-Antarctic Mode Water (SAMW), Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW), and

Upper Circumpolar Deep Water (UCDW) (Figures 10a and 10b) according to their properties (see Table 4).

h–S diagrams show that during 2014–2015 SAMW were present only during the weak regime. Furthermore,

different water masses are present within the location of each instrument, depending on the period of time

considered. In the following we detail where and when each water mass has been found:

� Sub-Antarctic Mode Water

The lightest waters in the h–S diagrams collected during 2014–2015 correspond to the fresh and rela-

tively cold SAMW. SAMW were present at M21 only during the weak Malvinas period (Figures 10h and

11d).

� Antarctic Intermediate Water

During 2014–2015 AAIW is observed in all moorings at different depths. At A4, located in the core of the

MC at 976 m depth, the h–S diagrams display the presence of AAIW both during strong and weak

regimes (Figures 10c, 10d, 11c, and 11d). At M1, AAIW appeared during strong and weak regimes in M12,

at an intermediate depth of 823 m (Figures 10e, 10f, 11c, and 11d) and only during weak regime at M13

(Figures 10f and 11d). During weak Malvinas period AAIW at M12 is lighter than during strong Malvinas

period (Table 2). We found the same pattern at M2: AAIW was observed only at an average depth of

509 m during strong regime (M21, Figures 10g and 11c) and was registered up to 951 m during weak

regime (M22, Figures 10h and 11d).

� Upper Circumpolar Deep Water

UCDW is observed at M13, M22, M23, and M24 during strong and weak regimes. The time average of the

density within the instruments located above 1,600 m during weak Malvinas is lighter than during the

strong Malvinas (Figures 10e, 10f, 10g, 10h, 11c, 11d, and Table 2). On the other hand, the density does

not change at M24, located at 1,663 m (Figures 10g, 10h, 11c, and 11d).

The above observations show that a clear change in the vertical water mass structure occurs in the upper

1,600 m between strong and weak Malvinas periods: water masses deepen and shifted eastward. We further

discuss this result in section 4.

4. Discussion and Summary

This work presents the first time series of h and S data collected in the northern Malvinas Current. Two com-

plementary articles further discuss the results found here, particularly putting the results in a regional con-

text based on the combined analysis of satellite altimetry data (Ferrari et al., 2017) and computing and

analyzing the MC transport (Artana et al., 2018). The time series reported here revealed the changes in the

structure of the water masses and how they relate with changes in the currents during 338 days. The cur-

rent meter observations show that, in agreement with previous reports (Spadone & Provost, 2009; Vivier &

Provost, 1999a), the mean flow of the MC is parallel to the direction of the isobaths. At subannual time

scales, we observed that changes in h and S are associated with changes in the intensity of the along-

isobath flow. We identified two distinct periods based on the current intensity, referred to as ‘‘strong Malvi-

nas’’ and ‘‘weak Malvinas.’’ During strong Malvinas period, the mean h (S) is lower (higher) than during weak

Malvinas period. h-S diagrams showed that different water masses were sampled at the moorings during

the strong and weak regimes. To understand the nature of these fluctuations, it is useful to analyze the sat-

ellite SST and altimetry data. During the weak Malvinas period (see Figure 11b), the MC deflected offshore

just upstream of the mooring site. Consequently, at that time, the MC along-slope velocities decreased at

the position of the moorings. SST images and geostrophic velocities derived from satellite altimetry clearly
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Figure 10. h-S data collected by instruments at moorings A4, M1, and M2. Grey crosses show historical CTD data collected

in the region near moorings location. Constant potential density lines are displayed in black. (a) h-S data collected by

instruments during the strong regime (blue crosses) and historical data; (b) h-S data collected by instruments during the

weak regime (red crosses) and historical data; (c) h-S data collected: by A4 at 1,010 during the strong and (d) the weak

regimes; (e) M12 and M13 during the strong and (f) the weak regimes; and by M21, M22, M23, and M24 during the strong

(g) and the weak regimes (h). See Figure 2 for the vertical location of the instruments.
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show the presence of warm waters derived from the Brazil Current

close to the location of the moorings during the weak Malvinas

period. These warm waters appear to obstruct the northward penetra-

tion of the MC and force it to veer southeastward (Figure 11b). In con-

trast, during strong Malvinas period sub-Antarctic waters pass

through the mooring array and penetrate almost 1.58 further north

(Figure 11a). SST upstream and downstream of the mooring locations

are the same during strong Malvinas period whereas the SST increase

�48C just north of the moorings during weak Malvinas period due to

the approach of warmer waters.

Satellite altimeter-derived geostrophic velocities are significantly correlated with 20 day low-pass filtered

current meter observations and corroborate the weak and strong regimes reported here (Ferrari et al.,

2017). Ferrari et al. (2017) showed that the first two modes of variability explain up to 41% of the variance

of sea-level anomaly around the mooring location. The first mode represents meridional migrations in the

penetration of the MC, while the second mode represents zonal displacements of the Brazil Current over-

shoot (Ferrari et al., 2017). Both modes are associated with standing waves in the northern Argentine Basin,

yet the forcing mechanism of such waves is still unclear (Ferrari et al., 2017).

Combining satellite altimetry and in situ data, Artana et al. (2018) showed that the transport of the MC at

the mooring location presents large fluctuations between December 2014 and November 2015. As

Table 4

Values of h, S, and q Used to Classify Water Masses From the Nomenclature

Described by Piola and Gordon (1989), Stramma and England (1999 ), and Maa-

maatuaiahutapu et al. (1999)

Water mass h S q

SAMW >3.5 <34.2 26.8–27.05

AAIW 2.9–3.5 34.1–34.2 27.05–27.25

UCDW <2.9 >34.2 27.25–27.80

Figure 11. SST (background color) and geostrophic velocities (black arrows) averaged for the (a) strong and (b) weak Mal-

vinas period. Black contour in Figures 11a and 11b corresponds to the 200 m isobaths. Magenta dots represent the posi-

tion of the instruments. Water masses scheme during (c) the strong and (d) the weak regimes from potential density data.
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expected, during the strong regime, the MC transport has larger values than during the weak regime. The

24 year transport time series shows that during December 2014–November 2015 a relatively small mean

value (31.7 Sv compared with 37.1 Sv for 24 years) and a substantially larger standard deviation (9.8 Sv ver-

sus 6.6 Sv over 24 years) are obtained (Artana et al., 2018). These changes reflect the large variability

observed during 2014–2015 when the moorings were deployed.

The weak regime is associated with a change of the potential temperature and salinity structure of the

water column on the shelf-break. Furthermore, positive SST anomalies (>48C) are observed during the weak

regime over a large region located northeast of the array (supporting information Figure A12). This SST

anomaly could affect air-sea heat fluxes in the region. A recent work showed that mesoscale features impact

the sensible and latent heat flux, affecting the net heat exchange at the air-sea interface (Leyba et al., 2017).

Therefore, a local climate impact could be expected when conditions similar to the one observed during

the weak regime occur.

Distinct vertical structure of the water masses in the upper 1,600 m are associated with strong and weak Mal-

vinas periods (Figures 10, 11c, and 11d). During strong Malvinas period, AAIW and UCDW occupy most of the

waters spanning the mooring array (Figures 10a, 10c, 10e, 10g, and 11c). During the weak Malvinas period,

SAMW are observed at 509 m (Figures 10h and 11d) and AAIW and UCDW deepen and shift eastward relative

to their position during strong Malvinas. Mesoscale process is probably at the origin of the deepening of the

water masses during the weak Malvinas period as suggested by Maamaatuaiahutapu et al. (1999) to explain

the presence of SAMW at a depth of 800 m north of 388S. In turn, eddy kinetic energy mesoscale process is

stronger during the weak Malvinas period (Ferrari et al., 2017) and thus intrusions of subtropical waters associ-

ated with intense mesoscale variability may favor the deepening of the water masses.

The ADCP observations at A4 also offer an excellent opportunity to compare satellite-derived geostrophic

velocities with in situ currents. Ferrari et al. (2017) showed that geostrophic velocities computed from gridded

data represent in situ velocity better than along-track data. Here we show that gridded altimetry data repre-

sent adequately (rmsd �12 cm/s) in situ currents both for the strong and weak Malvinas periods between 200

and 500 m (supporting information Figure A2a). Below 500 m rmsd increases downward up to 28 cm/s during

the strong Malvinas period and remains constant at 12 cm/s during the weak Malvinas period. To explain this

difference, we plotted the mean vertical profile of Ua and Uc during weak and strong Malvinas periods (sup-

porting information Figures A2b and A2c). Mean Uc between 200 and 1,000 m are almost identical during

weak and strong regimes (supporting information Figure A2c). On the other hand, mean Ua during the weak

regime presents almost no difference between 200 and 1,000 m while during the strong regime shows a large

vertical shear, in particular between 500 and 1,000 m depth (supporting information Figure A2b). Thus, during

the weak regime, the MC is weakened mostly in the upper 1,000 m, and its vertical shear is almost zero. Dur-

ing the strong regime, a barotropic-equivalent structure is observed: currents are intensified above 1,000 m.

At the same time, the largest Ua vertical gradient between 500 and 1,000 m during the strong regime leads

to the increased difference observed between altimeter and in situ within that depth range. The above obser-

vations show that the vertical structure of the water column is critical to use satellite altimetry as a proxy of

subsurface currents, even under mostly baroclinic conditions such as those within the MC.

Finally, this study shows that large anomalies in SST are observed during the weak regime, north of the moor-

ings. The impact that such anomalies might have through air-sea heat fluxes in the local climate of the region

will be the subject of future studies. As the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence region has large concentrations of

chlorophyll-a year-round (Saraceno et al., 2005) it is also expected that large anomalies as the one observed

during the weak regime might affect the chlorophyll-a distribution and its associated primary production.
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